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THE EXCELLENCE OF SYBUP OF FIGS

Manila.

is due not only to the originality and
simplicity of the combination, but also

Spanish government likely
to adopt privateering.

manufactured by scientific processes
known to the California Fig Syrup
Co. only, and we wish to impress upon
all the importance of purchasing the
true and original remedy. As the
genuine Syrup of Figs is manufactured
by the California Fig Sraop Co.
only, a knowledge of that fact will
assist one in avoiding the worthless
imitations manufactured by other parties. The high standing of the California Fig Syrup Co. with the medical profession, and the satisfaction
which the genuine Syrup of Figs has
given to millions of families, makes
the name of the Company a guaranty
of the excellence of its remedy. It is
far in advance of all other laxatives,
as it acts on the kidneys, liver and
bowels without irritating or weakening them, and it does not -gripe nor
nauseate. In order to get its beneficial
effects, please remember the name of
the Company

Naval officers estimate that
it will take 31

Monterey
pines.

cruises

Madrid Said to Have Important Information.

important
a

1000

news

United States

recently

arrived

at

A
furious
cannonading
heard at Port de Paix, Hayti
in direction of northern coasl

Troops Sailed From Cadiz, Destination Unknown.

Another Cabinet Crisis in Spain Is Announced To
Sure To Come Within a Short While.
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FALLING HAIR
The purest, sweetest, and most effective
shampoos with

treatment is warm

Madrid, May, S3, Midnight.—The belief is prevalent in all circles and in all sections of the press that the government is in posession of important
Cuba.

London, May 25.—A despatch to the Daily Chronicle from Barcelona, dated Sunday, says :
“A steamer took 1,000 soldiers from Cadiz ycstfcrday (Saturday) for the Canaries or the Philippines and there

V/

/ft

Also please remember that
we sell at a very moderate
price the finest

Refrigerator

followed byHghtdrejralngs with Ctmcrn,
purest of emollient skin cures. This treatment will clear the scalp and hair of
Croats, scales, and dandruff, allay itching,
soothe irritation, heal erqpttons, destroy
which feed on the
microscopic
hair, stimulate tha hair follicles and supply the roots with tourfahmeht and energy, thus producing a (Jean, wholesome
s6alp, with hanriatit, lustrous hair.
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insects

fib

the

“NEW COLUMBIA.”

imade,

Frank P. Tibbetts & Co,,

\)/

Bad Scalp Humor Cured

|

I had a bad scalp humor, and thought I
would go fraotio with itthing. Ylett considerable of my hair (Of which I had an abundance, and was very proud}. I Med several
remedies but they all proved a failute. I tried
CimccrRA Soap, found relief immediately,
and that itching is completely gone.
Mrs. M. JTJDAN,
Feb. 20,1898. 2(6 Halllday 8t., Jersey City.

Washington, May 23.—It was stated at tho French embassy that an artist has supplies into Jamaica, where oil the
the officers have had their leaves withdrawn,
the Navy Department today at the close been instructed to make a copy of
famous picture “The Battle of Vork- asks if England Is going to take a hand
of official hours that ho despatches relatand
toVrn,” which is one of the treasures of in the flispano American war,
ing to the movements of the fleets or the tho Drench National gallery at Versailles couples Its correspondent’s report with

prospeot of an engagement had been re- to be sent to the embassy at Washington. the rumor current in Liverpool yesterday
As to the allegation that the Cuban that France is trying to buy the Canaries
ceived daring the day and the only deblockade is ineffective, it Is said that on for 6,000,000 pounds.
spatch received related to an inconsequen- tbe contrary it has been singularly suctial prize case.
As the ships are now at cessful. So far as known, not a single
FIRST ARMY CORPS REVIEWED.
sea, there is no expectation of
reports neutral ship subject to detention, bfts
the linos without the express con- First Great Formal Movement of Large
until a decisive engagement occurs and passed
sent of our government.
Body of Troops in War.
despatch heat gets to a port or it Is found | With the beginning of the present weak,
that CervBra has elftded our search. In all Spanish vessels in the United States
23.—
lack of ports which Sailed after the outbreak of
National
the meantime there is a

Complete

tbe
are subjeot to seizure as well as
forecast the all war,
Spanish merchantmen found on the
coming engagement. A report was cur- high seas, save where they left port for
Tbe
rent daring the day that the battleship the United States before April 81.
President’s proclamation of war allowed
Oregon had arrived at Key West, but the such ships lying in our ports or bound
department officials entered a general de- for them 30 days In whloh to discharge

official dat$ by which

””Chickamauga

Park, May

to

Maj. Gen. Wade, until reoently in command of the 6th corps at Tampa, reported
here today to Gen. Brooke, having been
W
4 AND 6 FREE ST.
assigned by the war department to the
my24eod8t 1st M/
command of the 3d corps.
nial that word had been received of any cargoes, also ensured them safe passage
The first division of the first army
home. That period of time has expired.
comi mportant vessel movements or arrivals.
was reviewed today by its
This, it Is expected, will tend to free the corps
mander, Major General Wilson. This was
La te in the day the Associated Press de state department from complications.
I was troubled with dandruff so that it made
the first great formal movement by a
spatohes from Madrid giving the sharp
my hair fall out so bad I got discouraged. I
ABOUT TIME THEY THEY DID.
the
over
Cortes
in
the
large body of troops organized for the
debate
a
alleged
flypurchased box of CunctiSA (ointment) and
It is said to be
a cake of C(fncu*A SOAP.
The former I
ing of the Spanish flag by Amerioan war- Cubans Are Going To Do Something American Spanish war.
rubbed well Into the scalp twice a week, and
the first review of the kind had since the
then shampooed with warm water and a toed
ships created much comment in naval
Brilliant Pretty Soon.
lather of CutrouRA Soa? oeee a week. I
civil war. The three brigades of the first
circles. Spain’s protest to.tho powers that
am pleased » say that my hair Is growing
division, nine regiments, practically 9000
this use Of the flag was cowardly and
out thick once more, and free from dandruff.
You will want some new footwear
Key West, Fla., May 23.—The Cuban men, formed a line of battle, the right
Miss ADA JATES,
iniquitous was dismissed by naval officers are
Feb. 20, '98. 82 Webster Ave., Chelsea, Mass.
greatly nettled by the resting north on the hlstorlo Kelly field.
statement that interthe
officers
with
and we have just received a large lot
Sold thurarimut tSevdyld. Fortes Dane sybCntu.
criticisms of United States army officers Thence it ran a mile, perhaps, along the
national law writers agreed on the right
who say the Cubans are nnable to make ridge, a portion of the command forming
of the latest styles in Russet
to use an enemy’s flag for
purposes of
the rear a second line as If for a reserve
an offensive campaign.
They deolare tbe in
is
hauled
the
down
deoelt so long as
flag
After the usual formal
in an assault.
ineui no non.
and Black which it will pay you
Cuban army Is about to distinguish itsome
before a shot Is fired.
inspection of the line whioh took
self
brilliant
the
division
formed and moved in
by
operations.
time,
to examine before making your senaval
The United States
regulations
United States army and navy officers columns of fours, ohanging direction
until on a line parallel with Gen.
make specific provision on this point.
lection. See our latest tiling; out
have a poor opinion of the Cuban forces. twice
Wilson, who sat on a magnificent horse
The statement made by the
Spanish The rank and die are bravs and
Of a group of staff officers. The
front
III
willing
in
Ill IUW tUllUVCl
1USBVI UIIU
your Carpets around on GREEN GRAS! minister of the interior that the governwere formed with remarknblo rapidenough it is conceded, and they are excel- lines
AND DUSTY GROUND to have then
la«
nrmoloiAn
Thnn
in
onlnmn
rtf
to
resort
ment is likely to
privateering lent bushwhackers, but they are believed
black for Gents’ and Ladies’ wear.
half beaten by hand.
the
division
advanced In
doss not cause any apprehension among to be without
companies,
anything like real military splendid order. The marching was, ns a
officials here. One of the highest autraining.
rule, In excellent time, the alignments
said
of
the
navy
department
thorities
Some of the New York newspapers re- accurate and the distances well maindoes the work eleaner and without th<
ceived
if
she
refer
to
here
the
forts
at
San Jaun tained. The regimental and brigade drills
Spain would adopt privateering
wear and tear of ont of date methods
de Porto Rico as using smokeless powder began today and will be prosecuted with
felt it to be to her interest, without wait- in
No extra charge for steaming.
The men are being
answering the lire from
Admiral activity eaoh day.
639 Congress St, Brown Block.
ing for this country to give any pretext Sampson’s squadron, bnt this is an error. put through tho manual and such
*°>
may7
dtflstp
that
Nor
is
Is
however,
as
It
for
felt,
for
suoh action.
there, probably, any foundation
manoeuvres
they may be able to
MPTCIIJC Forest City Dye Home am I
--C“rp*t C1,an,ln' : Great
and France will the Madrid statement that the orew of the stand.
Germany
0
rUoIttl
Britain,
b'r.
French
cruiser Admiral
Rignault de « Inspector General Breckenridge and
have considerable to say in oase Spain re- Oenoullly oheered the
Spanish forts at stall visited the park today and Inspected
No. 13 Preble St.,
opp. Preble Honse softs to privateering.
Son Juan.
After the bombardment Ad- the camp of the second division
of the
miral Sampson’6 squadron hauled away. first corps which they found to be in exjy-KId Gloves Cleansed Every Day.
Commander Hemphill, who has charge The
Spaniards undoubtedly believed that cellent condition.
of the naval enlistments has made out a the attack would be renewed. The French
table showing that the recent recruiting cruiser took advantage of the cessation of
DIDN’T GO AFTER ALL.
to rush out ot the harbor; and it
of the navy has swelled that branch of the tiring
seemed to those on board the Associated
Maine li.glment Awaiting Marching OrFire Insurance
service by reoruits from 28 states, inolud
Press despatch boat Dauntless that
the
Nevs
ders at Augusta.
99;
Maine,
Frenchmen
the
were
and
ing
following:
31 Exchange Street.
badly frightened
of anything but raising a cheer.
Hampshire, £2; Massachusetts, 1,473 thinking
First Class American and Foreign Companie
The Spanish consul at St. Thomas reRhode Island, 150; New York, 1780.
Augusta, May 23.—The first regiment
Chas. 0. Adams
ceived preposterous
the
Hobaoe andebsOx.
from
reports
did not leave today for Chickamauga. as
decis
Thos. J. Little, lp nodtf
'the French government has informec Captain General of Porto
among
Rico,
the
the statements that the
marching
bombardment they contemplated, as
BECAUSE
lastod until 11 o’clock, that the Iowa was orders expected did not arrive. The regibow
her
badly disabled, so much so that
drilled
ment Is now well equipped and
sunk deep in the water and that the comand
a fiery and Is all ready to go to the front,
sent
mander
of
the
cruiser
French
It gives most satisfaction to all.
bom- every preparation is made so that they
message to Paris denouncing the
bardment as brutal and a violation of the can go as soon as the necessary orders
rules of war.
arrive.
As a matter of fact the French officers
The Maine Central has trains in readiUnited States
and the officers of the
The day was
cruiser Montgomery exchanged visits at ness for transportation.
c
THE BEST PURGATIVE WATER.
St. Thomas and wore very friendly, the passed by the
In drills in strikregiment
bombardment
Frenobmen saying that the
with the
best ing and pitching the shelter tents and the
was
In line
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Falling Hair Restored

SPRING FOOTWEAR.
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DON’T DRAG

Our Beating and Steaming Maohim
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facturer to
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consumer.
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Over five hundred confidential communications from
eminent medical practitioners in the United States and
throughout the world have been received testifying to

efficacy of
“APENTA” NATURAL MINERAL WATER, both for
continuous use by the constipated, the gouty and the obese,

[

remarkable

as an

unique

value

and

occasional laxative.

conducted
methods of modern

Of all Druggists

and Mineral Water

Dealers.

’*»™rLe;
at ot.

iboiuas inof the Dauntless if there
quiml anxiouslytho
expected
uprising in
was any sign ot
Ha deoUned an inthe Southern States.
that
vitation to dine on board, saying
Anioricftn tgsscj,
his di*os6DC0 on
boat
of
the
Associthe despatch
be calculated to cause a
ated Press would
grave
Tho Rnnuish

consul

especially

scandal._

WILiTeNULAND

large

tents.

The heavy
battery officers were given
(heir commissions
by Gov. Powers at
noon.

NATIONAL RELIEF COMMISSION.

Philadelphia, May 23.—The National

Keliei Commission held a
meeting todaj
and discussed means of
caring for tht
dead and wounded in battle. It was decided to send an
appeal thronghout the

TAKE HAND?
London, May 24.—The Daily Chronicle country.

on a dispacth from its correKingston, Jamaica, who says
that England has thrown eighteen months

commenting
:

TRIP

IN

THIRTY-ONE DAIS.

WiU Coal at Hawaii and Probably
Caroline Islands.
'I

T,

are

to

Washington, May 28.—Naval officials
have calculated to their
entire satisfaction, the possibility of getting the MonteAdmiral
rey safely across the Paoifio to
Dewey’s squadron at Manila. She carries
normally two hundred tons of coal in her
bunkers, which at her most economical
rate of steaming would take her about
three hundred miles less than the distance
from San Francisco to Honolulu.
In an
emergency such as now gsiats it may be
possible to store a great deal of coal on
the main deck.

this coal wonld last seventeen days.
Owing to the carefully laid plans of the
navy department, the Monterey nowhere
on her long cruise will be obliged to make
a run of more than 3100 knots without an
opportunity to coal. The ship will take a
southerly course after leaving Honolulu

port here.”

spondent

at

°

Tonight 10,000 copies were sent and the
governors of all the states will be communicated with as soon as
possible.

CANNONADING.
1898 for Associated

(Copyright

In company with a steam collior.
The
South Seas are full of Islands, as soon as
Hawaii has been left one thousand miles
behind and in the sheltered
harbors of
these it should be

Press.)

of the United States cruisers whiofc
arrived here today say that while off Caps
San Antonio (the western extremity oi
one

Caroline group, another Spanish posession
in the South Seas, for by so doing there
could he no possible complaint of a breach
of neutrality laws.
ITrom the Carolines to the Philippines,
the way is easy and under the programme
arranged there is no probability of failure
In the attempt to get the Monterey safely
If the Monterey proacross the Paclfio,

23.—The

having make np this difference by steaming at
interrupted up to today:
greater speed if circumstances favor the
“A furious cannonading was heard on easy re-coaling of the ship.
The Spanish equadon at Cadiz, which
the 19th, (Thursday last) in the direction
from Spain State Is going to the
of the north of Cuba.
Today, Saturday, reports
Philippines is capable of higher speed
the cannonading continnes in a very live- than the
Monterey, apd may not have|so
aV A ffl
/\hf 1 4
f
ly fashion.”
coal to make the trip so that even though
been

There was an upheaval of watei
away.
all about the ship and the oruiser hersel:
vibrated with the shook from stem t<
stern.
Many are inclined to think thai

mil

the phenomenon was an
earthquake.
There are no batteries near enough tc
Cape San Antonio to account for a de
tonation of such
volume, and it ii
thought that if any naval disaster hac
of it would have

northwestern
Port de Paix is in the
part of Haytl, and the tiring referred tc
may have been from any part of the eastAs the Spaniards
ern extremity of Cuba.

reachet

bomclaim Guantanamo was reaehtly
Judge Locke, In the United States Dls
barded by American warships the sound
trlct court today, heard
arguments ii of the firing may have come from the
three of the most important prize cases
direction.
those of the Bnena Ventura, Miguel Jovei
A number of counsel apand Catalina.
CAN THIS BE OREGON?
peared and It was contended on an e±tended citation of authorities that all thi )
three vessels should be condemned as law
ful prizes.
Arguments against this con
London, May 23.—Lloyds agent at
VI CUUI1S0 L
LUI1I1UU WWO uiauo ujr uu
here.

representing
lng the

Mon-

land telegraph communication

Cuba) yesterday afternoon a terriflo explosion was heard from the direction ol
mile*
the shore but apparently many

news

easy for the

ceeded steadily at her economical speed
she should reach the Philippines in 81 1-3
following desptaoh has been received here days from San Francisco.
She will lose several days in coaling en
from Port de Paix, dated Saturday last,
route, but on the other hand she may

Eayti, May

Port on Prince,

Key West, Fla., May 23.—The officers ol

ooourred

vei^r

terey to lie alongside the collier and take
coal through
her super-structure.
It
would not be surprising if one of the harbors chosen for such a transfer was in the

A FURIOUS

Felt By United States Cruiser, But
Its Nature a Mystery.

TO

COMMAND THE MONITOR.

adopt an income tax, being

two trans Atlantic liners now in

TERRIFIC EXPLOSION.

LECTZ APPOINTED

CAPTAIN

AND

Hair Mattresses.

g,

from

news

Its character has not been made public.

London, May 13.—The Madrid correspondent of the Daily Mail says :
“It Is safe Co predict another cabinet crisis, Senor Puigcervier Minister of finance, who in the Cortes has absolutely declined
expected to resign soon.”

Curtains, $

m

THE

Tbe great beam of the vessel would permit 1B0 tons of coal to be
carried in
At her
addition to that in the bunkers.
economical speed of 190 knote per
day,

AKD
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Western coast of Cuba Sun-
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Big Monitor's
Long Journey.

Key West say they saw a
terrible
explosion off the

FRANCISCO, C»L
NEW TORE, X. Y.
LOUISVILLE, Ky.
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Philip-

from Cuba,
Officers on
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reach the

officials have
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It is believed
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UPHOLSTERY GOODS,

to

days

1-2

Plans For

Para

at

by Lloyds.
Treasury department preparing to collect customs at

to the oars and skill with which it is

NEWS PROM CUBA

ships

war

reported

MOITEREY’S TRIP

Tin...

the various interests 1 nclud
of the vessels and
theli

nnHur

Rm-ril

finrtftr'B

nahlnc

that three American men-of-war arrived

owners

cargoes.

4

AVI' 1

in

the distance

trip there

are

n

n r*

he

rirtnnocAiiw

be longer on the eastward
possibilities of a most in-

teresting race by the hostile naval ships.
The naval orders issued this morning,
announced ths

assignment

Lentz, lately

to

command
H.

Eugene

the Monterey of Captain

in command of the Alert.

CAN’T GET TRANSPORTS.
This

Reason

Given for Delay in Manila

Expedition.
Washington, May S3.—Much

comment

and some criticism has been been caused
by the delay in forwarding to the Philippines troops to support Admiral Dewey.
Both the comment and the criticism had
their origin in the desire of the people

there at nine o’clock this morning from
that the fruits of Dewey’s brilliant victory
ALARMED. S Rio Janeiro.
should hot' be endangered by lack of
St. Johns, N. V., May S3.—An office
It is known, however, that
assistance.
from one of the British warships on thi ;
would hav e been sent to Manila
troops
arrived
this
island,
here to
west coast of
The ohly American warships known tc
for the
night to consult with the governor, SI I he on their way north from Rio Janeiro, before this had it been possible
Herbert Murray, as to the contingency o:
war department to secure transports on
the arrival of the Spanish fleet in thea > are the Marietta and the Nlchtheroy. Th< the Paeltle coast. The utmost difficulty is
ST. JOHNS STILL

$.

...

waters to obtain coal.
The officer desired that bis name sbonh II
not be mentioned, but urged Sir Berber
Murray to advise the American Govern
mcnt to send one of Its fastest cruisers ti >1
patrol the Grand Banks for a week 01
more, that the cruiser, on sighting thi
Spaniards, might give he earliest possibl
notice of the movements of the enemy bj
making immediately for St. Johns 01
(Jape Race and telegraphing its Informs
tion to the United States.

j

SAW NO WAR SHIPS.

I

23.—No wnr ship
were seen in the neighborhood of Mole St
Nicholas or elsewhere by the Hay tie:
Crete a Plerot, which arrive'
ere today from Port an Prince.
The
Crete a Plerot
brought Mmt
Simon Sam, wife of the President of th 9
Haytien Republio, who Is going to Paris

Kingston, Jam., May

gunboat

51

Oregon

was

last

The distance fron
the same day.
Bahia to Para is about 1600 miles, rough

night

ly speaking and
the Oregon and

Alicante lies at her new moorings un 1
the departure of the torpedo boat destroj
er Terror is still deferred.
Reports continue current that Admirs 1
Cervera’s squadron will return here t ->
coal; but they are without confirmation.
A DEFICIENCY ESTIMATE.

if

Lloyds report

have

placed

oven nearer

the

is correo

her consorts have

Oregon

beei

at

Barbadoes,

am

still to the United States.

j

The Royal is the highest grade baiting powder
known. Actual tests show it gses onethird further than any other brand.
t

NOT AT KEY WES1

Key West, Fla., May 23.—The battle
ship Oregon has not arrived here.

COLUMBIA

AT DELAWARE BREAK

WATER.

Philadelphia, May 23.—The oruise r
Columbia, which arrived at the Delawar

Breakwater about 4 o’clock this afternoo
sailed seaward at 7 o’clock this evening
The despatch boat Oneida, which arrive
with the Columbia, is taking on 25 ton 3
of coal.

JASON PASSED SANDY HOOK,
Washington, May 23.—Secretary Algt r
Now York, May 23.—The U. S. moni
sent to Congress today an estimate for x
deficiency appropriation of 550,000 for th o tor Jason, in tow of the tug Pioneer
medical and hospital department ot th o passed Sandy Hook, bound in at 3.50 j
army.

being experienced by the department in
The coastobtaining such transports.
not largo
wise trade on the Pacilio is
compared with that on the Atlantic, and
of
vessels
the
the majority
engaged in
trade are or foreign register. Ships flying
tranused as
a foreign flag cannot be
sports by tbG ^government as such use

Other report! I

steaming vary slowly.

TERROR AT MARTINIQUE.

Pierre, Martinique, May 23—7 p, re
—There has been no change In the situs
tion here
The hospital shi
today.

officially bj

Lloyds at Bahia, Brazil, on May 9, ant
alls is believed to have proceeded at mid

‘! OREGON

St.

reported

...

m.

Absolutely

Poro

would

constitute

a

violation

of

the

the Pacific Mail Steamship Company for
the charter of two of the company's vessels, the China and the Colon. The Colon
flies Amerioan colors, but the China is
under the Hawaiian flag. The difference
between the war department
and the
steamship company is now one of price.
Whether satisfactory terms will be agreod
upon remains in doubt.
Tonight Assistant Secretary Meiklejohn
received a telegraphio offer from the agent
of the Northern Pacific Steamship company at Seattle, placing at the disposal of
the department the company's entire fleet
he given
of steamers, provided
they
The ships are the
American registers.
Arizona.
Tacoma,
Olympia, Columbia,
All are British
Victoria and Argyll
built vessels and fly the British flag.
Commenting upon the situation which
confronts
the
department,
Secretary
‘‘If we cannot get
Meiklejohn said:
vessels at what we consider fair prices we
shall be forced to impress such as we may
need iDto the service and leave the prices
to be adjudicated subsequently by a board
appointed for the purpose. We have made
every possible effort to secure vessels of
American registry.
Indeed, we want
But it is impossible to
nothing else.
obtain them on the Pacific coast.
Wo
snail have simply to ask Congress to give
American registry to vessels that we can
There is no other way out of the
obtain.

difficulty.”

The likelihood is that the war
ment will order such vessels of the Northern Pacific steamship company as may be
needed to San Francisco and then ask
an American
Congress to give them

“DESTROY AMERICAN SHIPPING.”

NEEDS OF OUR NAVY.

neutrality laws of the nation whose flag
the ship bore. Tonight the war department is negotiating by telegraph with Timely

Bill

Introduced By Kcpreseutetlve

Bierce of Massachusetts.

Washington,

May

23.—Representative

powerful ordnance, displacement 11,800
tons, minimum uverage speed 20 knots
per hour, and to cost, exclusive of armor
and armament not exceeding *4,000,000;
ten torpedo boats, of about 150 tons displacement to have the highest practicable
speed and to cost, exclusive of armament
not over *200,000 each; 15 torpodo boat

destroyers,

nbout

400

tons

displacement,

of the highest practicable speed and to
cost, save armament, not over *500, COO
each; 15 steel gunboats of about 2000
tons
with
displacement,
highest
practicable speed, and to cost-, save
armament, not over *050,000 eaoh. No two
of the cruisers, nor lour of the torpedo
boats, nor five of ths destroyers, nor five
of the gunboats shall be built in
any one
or

by

contracting party. SLAll

one

material lor them is to be of domestic
manufacture.
One cruiser, three torpedo boats, three
destroyers and three gunboats are to be
built on the Pacific coast under certain
restiuctions,

depart-

TROUBLE FOR ANNEXATION
Hawaiiau Resolution

Likely to

Run

Up

Against Snag in Seuate.
register in order that they may promptly
It
convey the waiting troops.to Manila.
j i
is the desire of the department that the
Washington, May 23.—The question of
troop- following those to ho sent to the the annexation of the Hawaiian
islands
Philippines on Saturday Sext shall go
—

has been revived in the Senate to a
certain extent since the Hawaiian resolutions were reported in the House, and
ABOUT READY TO HTART.
the friends
of
annexation have been
San Francisco,
May 23.—Preparations
for the first expedition to Manila are al- quoted as expressing a determination to
The first expedition will press the House resolution in the Senate,
most complete.
during the present session, in case it
te divided us follows:
The City of Peking, the first California should pass the House for fear that the
time to
volunteers, composed of 49 officers and short session would not ailord
The
y53 enlisted men, 10 offioers and 71 sail- secure its thorough consideration.
of
annexation
deolare they
ors cf the navy,
making a total of 59 opponents
will
not
to
the
revival
of
the
agree
quesofficers and 1,044 men.
ucuuic UC1U1C tuc
MiJJ
The City pf Sydney, 13 officers and 318
enlisted men of the Oregon volunteers; adjournment of this session and some of
9 officers and 300 men of the first com- the Democratic opponents do not hesitate
to say that rather than have the Hawaiian
panies of 14th U. S. infantry; one officer
will
debate
and 60 men of the
California heavy question reconsidered they
artillery and Dr. H. E. McVain, ranking the war revenue bill indefinitely.
out

not later than

WednespSKL

vawx*

medical oincer, making a
total of 21
officers and 670 men.
'ihe Australia, the headquarters, staff
and band and two battalions of Oregon
volunteers, comprising 37 officers and 676
men.

The troops as-igned to depart on the
Australia and the City of Sydney have
been ordered to report at the dooks of
their respective vessels at 8 o'clock tomorThe organization of the
row morning.
second expedition to the Philippines will
not be determined until after the arrival
of Gen. Merritt, who will reach this olty
at the end of the week.
TO CATCH THE TRANSPORTS.
Sen Francisco, May 23.—The work of
coaling and provisioning the United
States steamer Monterey is progressing
rapidly anil when this has been completed
thj vessel will go to Mare island to take
on
and
a
ammunition
to undergo
thorough examination before she puts to
sea.
It is generally understood that she
will make fast time between here
and
Honolulu to catch the transports wbioh
leave this port before her.
GEN. MERRITT

ENGAGED.

May

23.—The
formal
anthe engagement of Miss
Laura Williams, daughter of Mr. and
-•ha. Norman Williams of
Chioago and
granddaughter of the late Judge John
1 eau Caton,
to Major Ueneral Wesley
Merritt, military governor of the Philipwas
islands
made today.
pine
Miss Williams is about twenty
years
old, a brunette, graceful and petite, but
of striking appearance with jet blaok hair
and eyes and brilliant coloring. She has
received much attention here and abroad,
especially in London.
General Merritt left for the Paoific coast
tonight in a special oar attached to the
six b’clook Omaha train of the
Chicago
and Northwestern road.
He refused to
be interviewed.

Chicago,

nouncement of

IUO

GLADSTONE’S

FUNERAL

TO

BE

SIMPLE.

London, May

24.—In accordance with
the wishes of Mr, Gladstone and
the
Mr. Herbert Gladfamily expressed in
stone’s letter to Lord Salisbury, accepting
a public funeral, the ceremony will
be
the simplest possible.
There will be no
state pageant or flowers, only
morning
dress will be worn and the chief feature
will be the representative
gathering in
Westminister Abbey of all classes and institutions in the kingdom.
The Prince
of Wales and the Duke of York will be
The
Duke of
among the pallbearers
Connaught, the Duke of Cambridge and
Prinoe Christian of
Sohleswig-HolsteinSondeburg will precede the coffin.
Political associations will not be representod; but the members of Parliament
will attend in procession headed by the
Speaker of the House of Commons, the
Right Hon. William Court Gully.
At a meeting of members of the American colony held last evening at the
Holbron restaurant, it was decided to send an
expression of sympathy to Mrs. Gladstone. The suggestion was made that the
United States should ereot a monument,
eaoh state of the Union contributing
a
block of stone for the base. A committee
was formed, under the chairmanship of
Dr. Con well, to take further steps in carrying out the suggestion.

GLADSTONE’S REMAINS IN STATE.

Hawarden, May 23.—The body of Mr.
Gladstone, unoofflned, is lying on a conch
in the library of Hawarden tiastle.
The
room called the Temple of Peace.
To-

it will
lie viewed by
tbe
The coffin will be placed in
the centre of the nave of Hawarden on
Wednesday and lie there in state until
five o’olock In the afternoon when a procession will be
formed and the
bier
carried to Broughton railway station,
where it will be placed upon the train for
The remains will arrive in
RED CROSS SHIPS AT TAMPA.”" London.
London about midnight and will ImmediTampa, Fla., May 23 —The Red Cross ately be conveyed to Westminster hall.
ship State of Texas, with Miss Clara
Barton, representative of the National
MORE TRANSPORTS WANTED.
Red Cross society of America, and a corps
of surgeons and trained nurses, arrived at
Washington. May 28.—Assistant SecrePort Tampa from Key West today and tary of War Mieklejohn was today negooast anchor near the gunboat Helena.
tiating for several additional transports
for troops chat are to be sent to Manila.
His advices from
Franoisco today in“RELIEF," JOHN ENGLIS'S NEW dicated that three San
of the transports, the
NAME.
City of Sydney, City of Peking and the
Australia would
on
start
their long
New York, May 23.—The
new army
journey late tonight or tomorrow.
hospital ship purchased from the Maine
No sutlers are to ba permitted to acSteamship company, under the name of company the army during the war.
John Englis is to be known as the Re- Assistant Secretary Meikiejohn made this
announcement today.
bel in her new capacity.
About $60,000
is to be spent in fitting her up,
She will
THE WEATHERfly the Red Cross flag. The General Eleotrlo company has given an X-ray outfit
for tile surgical ward.
An order has
been issued allowing only enlisted persons

or

those who are hired, on

morrow

parishioners.

the hos-

pital ship.
MOB HUNG MITCHELL,

Paducah, Ky., May 23.—Joe Mitchell,
colored, an Illinois Central
railroad
brakeman who lived here, was hanged by
a mob at Rives, Tenn., last ni
The
ght.
Boston—Local forecast for Boston ancl
night before Mitchell had shov®l a white
boy tramp off a moving train at Rives, vicinity Tuesday:
Threatening with
and the boy fell on the track, having his occasional
showers, followed by fair in
legs cut off at the knees.
lived
Hf
long
and night; warmer; southwest
enough to tell that Mitchell was his as- evening
ssilunt. Mitchell was arrested and while
being held at the depot to be taken to jail
Union CitV. Term., a nrnwH ernl-l,»*erl
and hanged him.
at

W. C.

T. U.

WORRIED?

Boston, Maes., May 23.—Thi W. C. T.
U. of this city today adopted a petition to
Secretary Long of the navy department
expressing abhorrence to the spirit of

wiud3s*

Washington,

Tuesday

for

May
New

cloudy weather; light

23.—Forecast

England:

for

Partly

showers: warmer;

south to southwest winds.
Local Weather

Keport.

Portland, Me.,
May 23.—The local
vengtnee malnfested In the war cry “Remember the Maine,” and asking him "to weather bureau office records as to the
refuse to purchase goods of
kind weather are as follows:
any
hearing this motto, 'and in all ways to
8 a. m. Barometer, 80,188; thermomediscountenance the use of this or any other
ter, 54; dew point, 44; humidity
motto circulated to foster the
70;
spirit of
savagery against which we are contend- wind, 8; velocity, 4"; weather, oloudy.
8
ing.
p. m.—Barometer, 80.062; thermometer, 58; dew point. 44; humidity, 71;
DAILY GIVEN THE FIGHT.
wind, 8 ;velocity, 8; weather, oluody.
New York, May 23.—A 25 round bout
Mean daily thermometer, 54; maximum
between Kid McPartland and Jack Daily
before the Lenox A. G., tonight
was thermometer, 60; minimum thermometer,
awarded to Daily in the fifteenth round 48; maximlm velooity wind, 15 8; total
on a foul on aocount
of MoDartland’s
precipitation, traoe.
having struok Daily in a clinoh after he
had been repeatedly cautioned not to do
Wealhev Observation.
so.
—

Easy
The
Easy
to

Food

Buy,

Easy to Cook,
Easy to Eat,
Easy to Digest.
uaker Oats
At all grocers
in 2-lb. pkgs. only

Advised to

Privateering.

Pierce of Missouri today introduced a bill
for the iucrense of the naval establishment,
as follows:
Five first-class cruisers to carry
the
heaviest armor practicable and the most

yard

Spanish

Government

The agricultural department weather
bureau for yesterday, May 23, taken at
8 p.
in., meridian time, the observation for each section being given in this
order: Temperature, direction of wind,
state of weather:

COALING

STATION

Adopt Navy Department May
Arrange
In Various
t.lac„8

in,
fh®
a

treasury (blank) silver dollars pay
® bearer o n demand.
It* certificates are issued
against thi
so-oailed seigniorage continued Mr. A1
oich, there will not he one single
silve:
dollar deposited in the treasury.
Then
has been none deposited and there oan bi
none in the nature of
shouh
things. Why
w® n°t issue flat
money and call it such?’
Mr. Aldrich said that in aocordanci
with the express terms of the law, thi
government stood pledged to hold this so
called
seigniorage in the treasury ai
security for the outstanding certificate*
and it can not properly be touched unti
those certificates had
been taken care of
“There is all a gratuity,”
replied Mr,
Chilton.
The Senator must know then
is nothing of the sort he
suggests in th*
law. Wo know precisely how much silve]
it will require to coin a specified sum ir
dollars.
There is no reason in law, in
reason, in justice or iu good faith
why
bertifleates should not be issued against
this silver bullion ulready paid for and or
hand.”
Mr. Chilton declared that
the very
prospect of the issue of bonds at an early
date had causod the withholding of
spore
capital from the industries of thecountry
capitalists preferring to place their money
in a long time loan to the government.
Mr. Chilton said the people, the lain
p
people, would rebel against bonds unless
the issue was absolutely necessary.
Mr. Lodge spoke next.
He held that
the fact that many states now
levied a
lax upon corporations was an
argument
iguinst the proposed tax to be levied by
;he national government, rather than in
favor of it. He said that the taxation ol
corporations by states was eminently
proper, as the corporations received from
;he states the franchises
be
they held.
:elt that if the corporations were taxed
by
both the states and the national
government, it would result in shutting many
jf them out of business.
Ultimately the
dates would he foroed in
levying state
imd munloipal taxes to piaoe additional
bure'ens upon real estate, thus
further
jppressing the very people whom it was
:be professed desire of the
corporation
lax advocates to relieve.
For the United
States to tax the corporations would result in the destruction of a great source
ct revenue to the states.
Mr. Lodge obiocted to the corporation tax because it
was unfair and inequitable.
All partnerships are exempted while all corporations
were taxed.
The idea of the tax, as Mr. Chilton had
scspialned Mr. Lodge said, was to place a
burden upon a privilege the United States
government diet not confer.
Mr. Allen
of
Nebraska
inquired
whether the tax would not eventually
jome out of the consumer of the product
nstead of the corporations.
Mr. Lodge replied that if the corporaions added to the price of their products,
he tax, the firms and partnerships doing
he same business would have a distinct
advantage. Mr. Lodge also opposed the
ax on bank deposits,
particularly those
n savings banks
in Massachusetts, he

NOTHING BUT TALK.

WANTED.
for Then

Washington, May 23._There
f
Madrid, May 23.-3 p.m.—In the Senate
that tho
today Count Almonles vehemently pro- possibility
admlniatratioQ
make
arrangements for
tested against the alleged action ot some
the
of coaling statl°nSat
American warships in displaying the ments
points out
of the jurisdiction
of the Unitec
Spanish flag in order to deceive the garri- side;

Senators Discuss tlic War Revenue
fi6tublish3
Measure.

States.
A provision of the naval
appropriatioi:
Seneral Blanco, who added the American law, appropriates $250, Ouo to “enable th<
of tho navy to
secretary
and
ships weie ‘‘immediately recognized
execute gth,
repulsed.’* The Count asked if the court provisions of section 1,552 of the revise,:
statutes, authorizing the
rad notified the powers of this incident.
secretary of the
The minister of the interior,
Senor navy to establish at such places as he
dapdepon, replied that he had notified the may deem necessary suitable depots oi
powers and described this reported action coal and other fuel.1'
is “cowardly and
iniquitous.’’
Naval authorities have been
Count Almeuas then said that “in view
carefully
of Americans’ manner of making war, looking into this matter,and Commander
R. B. Bradford chief of the
must
of
decree
immediately
privateerppaln
will recommend to the
departing in order to utterly destroy American equipment, several
sites outside
that
ment
of the
shipping.”
To this the minister of the interior re- jurisdiction of the United States be a"plied that the government had deliberated ranged for where depotB for coal may be
upon the matter, “and had even taken established.
Nothing has yet been done looking ta
certain decisions which would shortly be
the transportation of large quantities of
done.”
Count Guendulain said the American’s coal to Dry Tortugas, but tho coal sheds
act of piraoy was admitted by certain at that point are being rapidly pushed
to completion, and at an early date Comtheorists as international law.”
will contraot for a
Senator Martinez Paobeco
remarked mander Bradford
large
hat it was doubtful whether such an aot amount of coal to be stored there.
of
a ooaling base at
Establishment
ivas legal. “But,” he added, “in the face
Dry
:>f the American’s conduct in «he war Tortugas will be a great relief to the
with Spain, wa must not show considera- authorities, as under the present
conditions the
battleships and armored
;ion for them.
to lay 12 miles off
Continuing, the speaker protested cruisers are compelled
coal from lighters, the
and
West
igainst Spain's adhesion to the Geneva 7£ey
convention, whereupon the minister of draught of water in the harbor not being
1 he interior
replied that Spain had not yet sufficient to permit their entrance.
entered the convention.
Proposals for forging four 25-inoh guns
and mounts will be advertised for by the
i dOBE EXCEPTIONS IN BRAM CASE naval ordnance bureau early this week.
These guns are wanted for the auxiliary
Boston, May 23.—Late this afternoon cruisers. The cost of the guns and
theii
1 he exceptions in the
Bram trial
were mounts will amount to
$125,000. Proilaced on file in the United States Cirouit vision for tbelr manufacture is
contained
j ours. The exceptions are quite numerous in the naval appropriation law, which
ind cover almost
th9
entire
ground appropriates $250,000 for guns for anxili,raversed during the trial.
The admissi- Lry oruisers.
the
court
of
certain
bility by
evidence to
With the money remaining from the
Which the defense objected, as well as the propriation, Capt. O’Neil, ohief of the apor-ejection of other evidenoe offered by dinance bureau, proposes to contract for
he defense are among the grounds set forging for 4-lnch guns of a now
type.
orth by Bram’s counsel, why he should These
guns will have larger chambers,
re given a new trial.
The challenge to which will insure larger powder
charges
;he array, which was argued at the very and lncr3ased velocity and
range, and in
rpening of the trial, and before the jurors addition will be made heavior than those
were drawn, Is also a prominent feature now in servioe.
in the reason assigned why a
new trial
Commodore G. C. Remey, in charge oi
rugbt to be granted, I was argued at that the naval base at Key West, will soon fly
line that the proper quota of jurors was his flag from the masthead of the old
aot drawn in certain towns, and it was Lancaster.
The vessel is
expected to
irgued that this, of itself, was sufficient arrive at Key West within the next ten
:o vitiate the proceedings.
days, and will be at once transformed
into a station ship. She will also be a
DESPATCHES FOR WASHINGTON.
supply ship, as it is intended to keep her
magazines tilled with ammunition for the
Boston. Mav £3.—The steamer Beverlr
vessels of the North Atlantic squadron
Japtain William Anderson, of the Boston
1_1_1
11
_!i.L.
I'ruit company’s fleet arrived this mornmail
matter
deng bringing
Including
, ipatohes, from
the
cruiser Marblehead “CEASELESS ACTIVITY” REVIVED
low in Cuban waters.
The despatches
Washington, May 23.—Monday morning
vere at onoe forwarded to Washington.
at the war department
witnessed a re1 There is more than the
vival
of the ceaseless activity whloh has
ordinary history
lonneoted with their transmission
here characterized the military Dranoh of the
or they were taken to Kingston, Jamaioa
government for two months past.
>y the steamer Adula, whleh passed the
During this morning there was an endilockade at Cienfuegos.
It is surmised less number of
callers
at
Secretary
hat they contain important information Alger’s, Assistant
Secretary Meiklejohn's
or the authorities at Washington.
Not a and General Corbin’s offices, made
up
, ingle
warship of any
nationality was largely of Senators and Represemati ve6
, lighted.
and applicants lor appointments in
the
volunteer branch of the army.
NOTIFICATION OF BLOCKADE OF
Paymaster General Stanton has selected
an official corps of paymasters for
duty
MANILA,
with the Philippine expedition. An adeamount
of
cash
the
to
soldiers
Washington, May 23.—Secretary Gage quate
pay
oday issued an order to oustoms officers for three mouths will be taken to be made
notifying them that the port of Manila, up entirely of gold and silver The bank
Philippine islands is blockaded by the ot California, located at San Francisco,
United States fleet under Admiral Dewey has offered to the government to become
ind therefore clearance
will
not
be its financial agent at the city of Manila,
'ranted to merchant vessels for that port, but inasmuch as Manila is not yet in oul
the instructions also warn owners and actual possession, nothing has been done
nasters of vessels that in
uuderiaking in the matter. Somebody has suggested
toy ages to Spanish ports not now block- that the government purchase
a
large
ided they run the risk of interruption by consignment ot Mexican
silver
dollars
future blockades and military operations. two of which can be
bought by one
United States dollars and that the troops
YELLOW FEVER ON SHIPBOARD.
at Manila be paid in these coins.
The Mexican dollar will purohase a conBaltimore, May 23.—The British bark siderable more in Manila than
tho AmeriSevern, Captain Reid, arrived here today can coin of similar
and
denomination,
Two or the thus the
lying the quarantine flag.
for
the
time
soldiers,
being,
irew died of yellow
fever
at
Santos, would receive a
amount of com
Brazil, and three others died of the same pensation than if greater
paid in United States
iisease on the voyage. Four seamen were
silver. The government, however, is not
left at Santos dying with the fever. There
depreciated
Is no illness now aboard the vessel, but dispossd to pay the men in
coin.
she will be thoroughly
fumigated and
held in quarantine five days.
CaptalD
THINKS IT WILL BE LONG WAR.
Reid has his bride on board on their wedding tour. She escaped tbs disease.
Washington, May 23.—Secretary Long
has not yet returned from Massachusetts
PRISONERS TO BE EXCHANGED.
where he went with Mrs. Long, who has
been in delicate health of late. In his abAtlanta, Ga., May 23.—Col. Vincent de sence Mr. Allen who succeeded Mr.
Cortijo and Dr. Isidor Julian and two of
is acting secretary
There are
the Spanish privates,
all of whom have Roosevelt,
no new developments of importance
this
been under arrest at Fort McPherson burafternoon.
The
has
sent hall
department
raoks were taken away from Atlanta last
a dozen divers to Key West
to clean thf
night. The prisoners will be
taken to
Key West and thence to Havana, where bottoms of the warships. who is a memRepresentative Hilborn,
will
be
for
the
they
American ber
exchanged
of the House committee
on
naval
Thrall and
newspaper correspondents
affairs
speaking today of ex-Seoretarj
Jones.
Tracey’s recent suggestion that Congress
should order six armored cruisers at once
NEWS BY WAY OF JAMAICA.
to plaoe our navy on an offensive as wei:
New York, May 23.—A
copyrighted as defensive basis: “That will do just
despatch from Kingston, Jamaica, to the at present, but it may come in when we
Evening World, says that the military get our bearings. The war is costing tie
From piesent lndica
luthoriites there have been informed of *1,000,000 a day.
she signing of an Anglo-American de- tions I think it is going to be a long war.
fensive treaty. The same oflioials, it is tt nun it ia uyci no win uuye a lut ui uuuidded, regarded as imminent a war orisis lying islands and will have to adopt the
meeting Jamaica.
policy of Great Britain of looking aftei
these' islands with adequate naval auc
It will be time enongt
INSURGENTS DENY STORY.
military forces.
then to talk of more armored cruisers
New York, May 23.—The statements
ittribnted to Senor Leon y Castillo,
ANOTHER SPANISH PRIZE.
;abled from Paris to the
effect
that
negotiations were ponding between the
St. Thomas, Danish West Indies, May
Spanish ambassador at Paris and Senor 28.—The British steamer Aldborough,
Betanoos, a representative of the Cuban Gapt. Farrant, which arrived at Porte
insurgents, was strenuously denied at the Bico on May 6, from Mothil, Scotland,
iffioes of the Cuban Junta in this city reached this
Juan df
port from San
;oday.
Porto Rioo, yesterday. She reports thai
an American cruiser
u
Spaulsl
10 COLLECT CUSTOMS AT MANILA bark six miles northcaptured
of San Juan or
In
last.
28.—
Saturday
anticipation
morning
Washington, May
>f the early occupation of tne Philippine
The capture of the vessel was observed
stands by the naval forces of the United from San Juan.
The prize was towed
States the treasury
has al- north. The Spanish cruiser, Isabel II.,
deportment
ready begun the formulation of regula- while at San J uan de Porto Rico, fired or
ions ana a
the British steamer Roath, from Barry
soneme of custom tariffs
ivhlch will be colieoted by the military on April 2, which arrived at Porto Rioc
luthorlties and turned into the treasury after the Dombardment. It is alleged that
)f the United States, as a ‘‘military con- the Spanish ship fired on the
Roath,
rib ution.”
which was loaded with coal, with tht
intention of crippling her and thereby
ONLY TWO ALLOWED TO COAL.
preventing her departure.
The officers of tbe Isabel II., however,
The Hague, May 38.—The governor of olaira the
firing was an accident.
Juracao, Dutch West Indies, nas sent a
’able dispatch to the foreign offioe here, CUBANS
FIGHTING WAY TO COAST.
laying that only two of Admiral Cervera’s
New York,May S3.—A Key West special
ihips were admitted into the harbor, in
ipite of the request of the Spanish ad- says:
The Cubans are fighting their way tc
nlral, and he adds that they were only
illowed ooal enough to take them to the the coast where they will join our foroes
of invasion.
learest harbor.
j Three hundred Cubans engaged a squad
10
PRIVT- of Spanish oavalry on Thursday, 15 miles
EXTEND FRANKING
west of Matanzas. The battle was fierceLEGES.
ly waged in sight of ships on the blookade
station. The firing continued after dork
Washington, May S3.—Representative
the Spanish oavalrv'
jybrand of Ohio, introduced a bill today and Friday morning
been reinforced during the
which bad
tbe free franking privileges
ixtending
a
battalion of infantry were
,
brough the mail to ollloers and enlisted night by
nen of the army and navy under regula- seen retreating along the beaoh in the
of
Havana.
The Cubans'"are
1 ions
the
Postmaster direction
prescribed by
pushing rapidly to the coast to join with
seneral.
son

of Guantanamo as announced on Satfrom
Captain
a despatoh

irday last in

our

WAITING FOR ORDERS.

Madrid, May 23.—According to current
Boston, 42, S, cloudy; New York, 56,
SE, oloudy; Philadelphia, 62, S, oloudy; ; •eports here the Spanish reserve fleet will
nanoeuvre
in Cadiz
waters until its
Washington, 58, 8, oloudy; Albany, 68,
8, oldy; Buffalo, 60, SW, elondy; Detroit, LeBtinntion ie decided.
W,
72,
clear;
W,
Chicago, 76,
SIR JOHN GILBERT DEAD.
clear; St. Paul, 78, SW, clear; St
Vincent, missing; Huron, IDak., 80
London, May 28.—Sir John Gilbert, the
E, dear;
Bismarck,
74, W, clear, I listorlan. is dead.
He was born in
Jacksonville, 74, SE, partly cloudy,
Jublln in 1829.

landing troops.

MEBRITT IN

CHICAGO.

Chicago, May 23.—Major General

ritt arrived in this city
Washington. Ho will
“

yesterday

Merfrom

^eS hTre
d'ttml will probably
tA Vs
Francisco for Manila
in
two

8a

sati from San
“

Inn wTtS'
H,ethat any information
word
u?dttrip6 must
oome from

about his

,

to

oallers

kind

any

of

das

taken upon the hill.

Mr.

Lodge

Discusses tlie
aud

Corporation

Proposed
Bank

Tax

ou

Deposits—

Cliilton and Turley Devote
Themselves to General Features of the
Messrs.

b““au

-J

action

NO

Bill.

Washington, May

23.—For fivehcurs to-

revenue measday the Senate had the war
The entire time
ure under discussion.
was ocoupied by Mr. Chilton, Democrat
Republican of
Dodge,
of Texas, Mr.
Massachusetts and Mr. Turley, Democrat
of Tennessee, while Mr. Lodge confined
proposed
himself to a discussion of the
deposits,
tax on corporations and bank
strongly urging that suoh taxes be not
imposed, Mr. Chilton and Mr. Turley
covered pretty fully the general features

of the bill.

Their

speeches

dealt compretaxation
very nature of

hensively with the theories of

and were therefore in the
dissertations
things legal and tech nical
upon the subjeot. No action of any kind
was

taken upon the bill.

Washington, May 23.—At the opening

today’s

session of the Senate, a comwas received from Secrotary
of War Alger together with a draft of a
bill providing for a gradual increase In
uf
the number of officers of the corps
of

munication

The bill provides that
the
engineers.
corps of engineers of the army shall hereafter consist of one ohief of engineer with
rank of brigadier general; seven colonels,
fourteen lieutenant colonels, twenty-eight
majors, thirty-five captains, thirty first
lieuntenants, twelve second lieutenants
and a battalion of engineers. All promotions shall be made by seniority.
The
communication and bill were referred to
the military affairs committee.
After the transaction of some routine

business, Mr. Allison called up the war
He announced that
revenue measure.
when the Senate adjourned on Friday the
pending question was upon the amendment offered by Mr. MoEnery of Louisiana, removing the proposed corporation
tax from the certain olasses
of corporations, which were such in name only. He
added that the reading of the bill
had
been completed and that an agreement
had been reached for the convenience of
the Senate, first to oonslder the amendment providing for excise taxes on persons,
That

firms, companies
amendment, Mr.

and corporations.
Allison thought,

ought to be disposed of before the remaining parts of the bill were taken up.
Mr. Chilton of Texas delivered an extended and oarefully written speech upon
the general feature of the war revenue
He expressed the opinion that the
bill.
vast amount of money
proposed to be
raised by the pending bill would not be
needed for the naval and military opera-

tions before Congress should convene next
December. He expressed his willingness,
however, to join with others in furnishing ample resources for the conduot of the
war until July i, 1899.
He
thought it
would be a mistake to appropriate
an
amount greater than *25,009,000 a month
for war purposes.
Entering upon a discussion of the alleged failure of the Dingley Jaw to provide sufficient revenue to meet the ordinary expenses of the government,
Mr.
Chilton was interrupted by Mr. Wilson of
Washington, who said he was just in receipt of a letter from a oolleotor of customs at an important port in which the
statement was mado that the present war
had made a serious in-road upon oustoms
receipts.
Importations bad fallen off
materially since the war began.
Mr.
Chilton thought all such statements pureIt was notorious he said,
ly conjectural.
that the Dingley law had failed of expeotions as a rev enue producer.
“Weil,” inquireu Mr. Spooner of Wisconsin, what has the Dingley law to do
with the passage by the Senate of the war
revenue measure?”
Mr. Chilton replied that the
Dingley
law and the pjnding bill had a very near
relationship.
He
desired to show that
the receipts from the
Dingley law were
not sufficient to meet the
government’s
demands.
“Then von are making a

speech purely

eueccr

Spooner.

suggestea

Mr,

“I cannot foretell what its effect
may
be,' replied Mr, Chilton.

He then entered
upon a review of that
8£. ,• Allison's opening statement
which dealt
with the amounts likely to
be raised by the measure as
reported to
the senate.
Ho believed that Mr. Allison s estimates were
too high.
generally
He presented estimates of his own
upon
the various schedules of the bill, the total
of
Probable receipts being, according
,,
fo Mr. Chilton
$17l,0o0f58(i. He thoQght
this total sum was not too
large for he
believed every generation
ought to pay Its
own way.
In the course of
Mr. Chilton’s
discussion of the proposed
tax,
Mr. fapooner inquired if corporation
Mr" Chilton protQe business of tbe
oorpora-

tlon^ltseJf0*

propose,” replied
Mr.
is an
occupation tux on
the
business of the corporation.
If, however,
the Senator desired to call it a franchise
tax, I ll defend it as such
“In other words,” said Mr.
Spooner,
“you do not tax the business, but you tax
the corporation doing the business
because it is a corporation.
Of rniirs« T
admit the right of
Congress to levy
a
J
business or oooupation tax.”
Mr. Spooner also said it was unfortunate that in response to the government’s
request for funds to conduct the war
Chilton,

simply

operations, propositions

were

beinst
by Congress to tender not ready
* money
Uouey

but a batch of law suits.
In the oourse of his remarks upon the
Inheritance tax, Mr. Chilton
expressed
the opinion that next to a tax on incomes
and upon corporations, the succession tax
contained more elements of justice thun
any other feature of the pending bill
Mr. Chilton defended the proposition of
the majority of the finance committee to
Issue certificates against the silver
seig.

niorago.

“That issue wonld amount,” inquired
Mr. Aldrich of Khode Island, to about
$48,0u0,000, I believe you say?”
“Yes, that is true,” replied Mr. Chilton.
“It is evident,” Bald Mr. Aldrich, “if
the present prioe of silver beaooepted, the
profit upon this so-called seigniorage
If
would be far greater than $49,000,000.
you are going to issue flat money, why do
not
to
prooeed
do It without the preyou
tonse of issuing money against a supposed

seigniorage.
a
Taking

sliver

certificate

from

FUN ON THE OREGON.

SLEPT Wl

H A NEGRO-

i.1

his

Washing- pocket, Mr. Aldrich read from its faoo
the statement that there was on deposit

1
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The average
$500,000,100.
unouut deposited was $864.
This money
lelonged to the poor people, the wage

of the state and if tde tax were
evied upon these deposits a blow would
struok at a olass who ought not to be
itricken, and among whom thrift ought
o be encouraged.
Mr. Turley of Tennessee, presented au
irgument in support of the corporation
lax.
He said the tax would fali chiefly
lpon railroads engaged in interstate comueroe.
He was
interrupted by Mr.
Spooner, who said that in Wisconsin the
iross earnings of railroads were
taxed
lour per cent which almost supported the
date government.
“I ohallenge the wisdom,” said
Mr.
Spooner, “of the United States attemptng to impose a tax of one oent as tenting to force the states to restore to other
sources of taxation.”
Continuing his argument, Mr. Turley
maintained that the railroads and banks
ind other corporations ought to be compelled to pay their 6hare of the war buriens.
Mr. Turley concluded with an argument in favor of the issue of legal tender
rotes as provided for in the bill
reported
oy the majority of the finance committee.
A desire was expressed by Mr. Gorman,
ind others that the Senate be placed in
possession of the changes in the bill that
were agreed upon by the committee since
the adjournment on Friday. Mr. Allison
made a statement outlining the ohanges
so be proposed by the finance
oommittee.
All of these changes have been covered by
the Associated Press despatches.
It was
then agreed that the bill would not be
pressed further today, and it was laid
Jsirte.
Mr. Frye of Maine,
who was in the
chair, called Mr. Carter of Montana to
the chair in order that he might report a
bill from the committee on commerce. He
said that he regretted exceedingly to admit to American register foreign built
ships, but in the case in hand, it seemed
necessary, although it did appear to he a
sort of blackmail that the war department was levying
upon
Congress in
The bill provided
making the request.
for the admission to American register of
the steamer Zelandia. Mr.jj Frye said he
had just received a telegram from the war
department, urging that the bill be
pushed as the ship bad been been
chartered to convey troops.
Mr. Pettigrew inquired where the ship
iiirners
)e

was

built.

Mr. Perkins replied that the
steamer
belonged to the Oceanlo Steamship comthe
Hawaiian flag.
pany. and was under
although she was .British Dune.
Mr. Pettigrew objected to the consideration of the bill.
A chorus of protests
arose from nil parts of the chamber.
Mr. Teller went to Mr. Pettigrew and
appealed to him personally to withdraw
bis objeotlon.
Mr. Frye expressed the hope that the
Mr.
abjection would be withdrawn as
Pettigrew could have no greater objeotlon
to conferring an Anierioan register upon
he had, but In this
a foreign ship than
Instanoe it seemed absolutely necessary,
as the war department had completed the
charter of the vessel and its servioes were
seriously needed.
Finally Mr. Pettigrew said, that at the
earnest solicitation of friends on
both
sides of the chamber he would withdraw
as
the
war
debis objeotlon particularly
partment’s desire for the vessel was the
inly manifestation he bud noticed since
she war began.
The bill was then passed.
The Senate at 5. IB went into executive
session and at 6.30 the Senate adjourned.

SHORT SESSION OF HOUSE.

How Old

Neptune

wu

Received When the

battleship “Crossed

war

the secretary of
authorized
to pay the
troops embarking to
and

His

(1‘rom the Milwaukee Sentinel.)
Cadet Cyrus H. Miller of the
battleship
Oregon writes a letter from Callao in

under

160

machine,

degrees of heat.
however, furnished

The

the

Throughout

was

a

Shared

Black Man.

Revolutionary

tbe

body

War
servant of

Pickering, of Washington. It
well known, says a writer in
body’s
Ladies’
Magazine, that there was no
lilicer in the whole AmericuD army whose
Colonel
was

Memory was dearer to
Washingon, and
whose counsel was more esteemed by him,
than that of the honest and patriotic Col>nel Pickering. Whenever bo was stationed within such a distance as to admit
t he passed
many hours with the colonel.

Washington

was, therefore, often brought
into contact with the servant of Colonel
Pickering, the departed Primus.
On one occasion the
was

ioe

oooiiug

drinks,

Washington

Bed With

Primus Hull

whioh he tells how, when the
ship crossed
the equator, the old
ceremony of
the
boarding ot the ship by Neptune was observed. Incidentally he
mentions the
effeot of the equatorial
sun, which made
the deck in his room so hot ho
could not
stand on it in hare feet,
sending the mercury up to 120 degrees, driving
everybody
up under the awnings on the upper
deok,
while the firemen in the hold sweltered

of which one can drink oopiously
in suoh temperature without injury. Of
the ceremony he says:
"On March 81 we crossed the line (equa-

great general
engaged in earnest consultation
with
Colonel Pickering, in his
tent, unti! after
the night had
fairly set in. Headquarters
tor), and ns we then entered the domains were at a considerable distance and Washof Neptune he came on board to weloome ington signified his
preference to staying
ns, especially those who had never crossed with the colonel over
night, provided he
before. One ot the old Jackies made an had a spare blanket and straw.
Oh, yes,” said Primus, who was
imposing king, with his crown and
aptrident, and his wife, Amphitrlte, cut a pealed to, “plenty of straw and blankets
stunning figure with lohg blond hair —plenty.”
made out of manlla rope.
The imperial
Upon this assurance Washington conpair were followed by the court, »com- tinued his conference with the colonel un
posed of Judge and secretary (in rather til it was time to retire to rest. Two
battered dress suits) and numerous
police- humble beds were spread side by side in
men, who were distinguished by
1m the tent.
theiij
mense size and huge stuffed clubs,
Primus
worked, dr
appeared
So
The costumes were ridloulous in the work, unril the breathing of the prostrate
satisfied him that they were
gentlemen
extreme, but I could never begin to de- deeping, and then, seating himself
upon
scribe them. All hands were called aft t box or stool, he leaned his head
upon his
lands to obtain such repose as 60 iuronon the quarterdeok to muster.
Neptune renlent a
position would allow. In the
was reoelved by the oaptaiu, who turned
uiddle of the night
Washington awoke,
the ship over to him. The god of the sea
io looked about and descriod the negro
then
surveyed the horizon carefully is he sat. He
at him awhile, and
gazed
through the binooular (a couple of beer hen spoke. “Primus!” said
he, oaillng,
bottles lashed together) and then made I
‘Primus 1”
a very pretty speech in whioh
bullfrogs,
Primus started up and rubbed his eyes.
mermaids, and tadpoles were prominent.
‘What, general?” said he.
He promised immunity from sharks, seaWashington rose up in bed. “Primus,”
gulls, water snakes, and mal de mer, to aid
he, “what did you moan by saying
say nothing of a thousand terrors of the
hat
you had blankets and straw enough?
sea that I have
forgotten. We then ad- iere you have
given up your blanket and
journed to the upper structure, where
traw to me that I may sleep comfortably
court opened.
Neptune took his place on vhile
you are obliged to sit through the
the bridge and every officer on the ship
light”
was summoned to appear and
prove, if he
“It’s nothing, general,” suid Primus.
could, that he had crossed the line before.
‘It’s nothing. I’m well enough. Don’t
If he could not
two witnessso to

bring

support his word the
Hin nalnfnl

nnnnnnl»«

Judge
J

was
__ 1

‘under
V

pay the customary tribute.
The tribute
was a number of bottles of beer, so that
can
see
how
you
‘painful’ it was for ihe
poor judge when he stood in the heat and
conjured up visions of ice cold
bottles.
The officers having been disposed of. the
crew was then taken
up. Proceedings
were changed a little, for the first man
that failed to toe the mark as to proofs
was seated on a stool, and two
new personages now came into view. One had
the lather and the other the razor. The
viotim being ready (although it was much
better to catch him
unprepared), the
shaving brush (a good sized paint brush)
was plunged into a terrible mixture of
eggs, flour, molasses and vinegar, and a
ail
heavy coating of the lather applied
over the victim.
The neck, hair, back,
and every other exposed place was remembered, sometimes in a way far from delicate, for the slap of the brush couid be
heard all ovor the deck. The man with
the long wooden razor next got in his
work and shaved the poor unfortunate in
a way that caused him to swallow a number of teaspoonfuls of the lather.
When
the torment was carried far enough in
that line the stool was given a quick jerk
and the viotim shot the chutes from the
bridge to the deck below, where a caDVas
tank with four feet of salt
water was

.ruuuie

1

yoursen

out
me.

me,
general,
No matter about

auout

to sleep again.
sleep very good.

;o

“Hut It is matter—it is matter,” said
“I cannot do it,
Primus. If cither of us is to sit up I will.
Tut I think thero is no need of either sitiing up. The blanket is wide enough for
iwo.
Come and lie down here with me.
“Oh, no, general!” said Primus, staring and protesting against such a propo.-idon. “No, let me sit here. I’ll no very
well on the stool.
“I say, come and lie down here!” said
Washington authoritatively. "There is
I insist upon

Vashington, earnestly.

Ho threw open the blanket as he spoke,
rnd
moved to one side of the straw.
Primus professes to have been exceedingly
shocked at the idea of lying under
the
same covering with the commander-inchief, but his tone was 60 resolute and
letermined that he could not
hesitate.
He prepared himself, therefore, and
lay
himself down by Washington, and on the
, ame straw and under the same
blanket
, he general an 1
the negro
slept until

norning.

HIED AT OCEAN

PARK.

Old Orchard, May 2.—Frank E.Tarbox,
?ho for nineteen years haB been a resident
f Ocean Park, died there today, aged 77

rigged.

f

He was a native of Oxford.
"Here he was waited for by the hears, ! ears.
He
who ducked him unmercifully, beat him 1 eaves a widow and one son.
with their clubs, and so abused him that
when he finally emerged from the place
WHY VATICAN IS NEUTRAL.
of torture he really did not know where
London, May 24. —The Rome correhe was at. So on with about 400 men.
Occasionally the roan in the ohair would ipondent of the Daily Chronicle says he
learns that the Vatican’s declaration of
smile while the lather was being applied.
leutrality was due to a notification from
This the barber promptly stopped by
plunging the brush into the miscreant’s Washington that no manifestations of
>ympathy with Spain would be tolerated.
mouth.
“The Peruvian currency is all silver, so
the result is that for *20 in American
gold we get 42 JPeruvian sols. Each ol
the latter is as large as Uncle Sam’s
silver dollars. So you can imagine what
a lot of money
I had.”
WILL BE HELD IN

Ik Republican State Convention

STREET FOREMAN KILLED.

CITY
Boston Mac Murdered by

An

Unknown

HALL, AUGUSTA,

Tuesday,

Italian.

June

AT 11

'iEllis,

Boston, May

23.—James
a foreman of the North End division of the
street department, was shot and instantly killed by an unknown Italian belonging to a squad of pavers in charge of Mr.
jeans,

mis

aiternoon.

rue

Italian

his esoape.
Mr. Ellis

assassin,

O’CLOCK A. M.t

the purpose of nominating a candidate for
Governor to be supported at the September
election, and transacting any other business
that may rroperly come before it.
The voters of Maine, without regard to
past political differences, who are in favor of
lustaining President McKinley and his adminstratlon in the conduct of the war with Spain;
vlio are in favor of sustaining the present wise
tnd economical administration of our State
tffairs, are cordially invited to join with the
iepubllcans in choosiDg delegates to this conention.

toon

effect in the foreman’s head. Immediately after the shooting a crowd of Italians

gathered aroand the

28, 1898,

for

offense at orders that Mr. Ellis bad given,
and snatching a revolver from his pocket,
he fired two shots, each of which took

covering

auo

udsia

vi

lepreseuuuiuu

will

oe as

101-

ows: Each city, town ana
plantation will be
years old and was
mtltled to one delegate, and for each 75 votes
formerly a sergeant on the Boston police ast for the
Republican candidate for Governor
force, having charge of the distriot In
He had a i n 1896, an additional delegate, and for a fracwhich he lost his life today.
wide circle of acquaintances and was very 1 ion of 40 votes in excess of 75 votes, a further
He leaves a wife who .ddltional delegate. Vacancies in the
popular with all.
delegais in a very orltical condition as a result \ Ion of any
city, 'tdwh or plantation can only
of the shook caused by his death.
j
; ie filled by a resident of the county in which
he vacancy exists.
1
INJURIES CAUSED DEATH.
*■,
The state committee will be In session
B.
Walker
Of
Kittery, May 28.—Joseph
j n the city council rooms of City Hall, at 9
Kittory Point, died today of injuries re- < ’clock on the morning of the convention, for
He i he purpose of receiving the credentials of deleceived by falling from a staging.
leaves a son, C. C. Walker of Biddeford. f tes. Delegates, iu order to be eligible to
'artlcipate in the convention, must be elected
TO GARRISON CEUTA.
ubsequent to the date of the call for this con1
Gibraltar, May 2a—This afternoon, the ention.
Per order, Republican State Convention.
Spanish steamer Rabat of the Compania
J. H. MANLEY, Chairman.
Transatlantic line, embarked a battalion
BYRON BOYD, Secretary.
the
west side of
of men at Algeoiras on
Augusta. Me., April 25. 1898.
the
of Gibraltar and sailed for

was

52

j

1

Washington,May 23.—The House passed
hay
;oday the Senate bill providing for the
Moroooo, Gibraltar.
aayment of volunteers from their enrollCeuta has many points
nent

How General Geor-o

the Line."

Centa,

of resemblance
to Gibraltar. It is the chief of the Spanish
coast
Afrioan
on
the
if
and,
presidios
properly .garrisoned can be made all but

Vlanila one mouth in advance.
The Senate bill providing that officers impregnable.
>f the regular army who may be made
THE FRIENDS PROTEST.
itall officers In the volunteer service, shall
lot vacate their offices In the regular
New York, May 23.—The Friends, at
irmy, was called up by Mr, Hull of their annual meeting here today, in keep!owa.
ing with their old time ideas, protested
was against the war now going on
The measure, It was explained,
between
amendatory of the recent volunteer act the United States and Spain.
md was intended to make certain that no
vacation of regular officers would follow
NATIONAL LEAGUE BASEBALL.
from the
'tail appointments
regular
At St. Louis—Boston, 8; St. Louis, 7.
inny. Pay as only staff offioers would
At Louisville—New York, ia;
Louisie drawn.
The bill was amended so as
o
include army officers appointed to ville, 4.
At Pittsburg—Philadelphia. 1; Pittsvolunteer engineer corps, and was then
lassed.
The House, after disposing of burg. 3.
At Cincinnati-Brooklyn, 2;
k number of
the
CincinDismeasures affecting
, irlot of
7.
Columbia, adjourned at 5.27 p.m. nati,
At Chicago—Baltimore, 5; Chicago, (I.
At Cleveland—Washington, 8;
CleveVOLUNTEERS MUSTERED IN.
land, 4.
hoar
late
a
23.—At
Washington,
May
NEW ENGLAND LEAGUE.
i onlght
Adjutant Uen. Corbin announced
hat advices received
from the
At Brockton—Brockton, 8; Newport, 2.
him
by
tate oamps
At Taunton—Pawtuaket, 7; Taunton, 4.
tonight lndioated that 107,761
rolunteers had been mustered Into
At New Bedford—Fall River, 8; New
the
i lervloe of the United Statee.
Bedford, 2.

1
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THE LATEST.

PROUUCTIONS

MUSICAL
OF EVERY

DESCRIPTION

are at all times to be found in our stock
All orders by mall or telephone will receive
irompt attention.
Our discounts to tbe profession are the most
avorable to be obtained and everything will
>e done to make It an advantage and a pleasure
o deal with us.
Assortment of
We aUo carry a Full
iTRINGED INSTRUMENTS aud MUSI.
_

UAL
lon.

M.

MERCHANDISE

Steinert &
T. C.

1

of every

deacrip-

_

Sons

Go.

McGOULORIG, Manager.

rel. 818-2.
apis

517 Congress St.
M.YY&Ftf
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CAN’T DISPUTE TBIS.
Because It Is
Citizen

Is

a
on

Local Transaction and

the

be

investigated

Srunswiek Man

be true;
vast difference fcetwoen

and

proved

to

Wins at Westbrook

of

as

a while and It extended to the bladfor
der and caused trouble with the kidney
secretions distressing inclination to uri- Republican
were in the hall. It was one of the largest
I contracted a severe cold which
nate.
caucuses ever held In Westbrook.
a
added to the difficulty and brought on
Representatives of each candidate stood
pain across the small of my back. I went at the entrance to the hall knd distributed
to H. H. Hay & Son’s drug store, at the
tickets, being each a set of ten delegates
function of Middle and Free streets, and
(two from each ward.)
got Doan’s Kidney Pills. They helped
Those under the head of unpledged
The backache went
me from the first.
delegates, were as follows:
(Dresser)
of
away and they corrected the secretions
C.
Ward 1—A.
Cloudman, A. B.
is
them
the kidneys.
Recommending
Stefens.
R.
so.”
Ward
2—C.
do
Anderson, E. H. Smith.
helping others and I gladly
Ward 3—John W. Knight, Frank P.
Doan’s Kidney PliLs are sold for 50
Pride.
oents per box. For sale by all dealers.
Ward 4—Wm C. Daggett, Fred Stevens.
Buffalo,
Co.,
Foster-Milburn
Ward 5—Henry K. Griggs, N. L. WoodMaiied by
States.
United
the
for
bury.
N. Y., sole agents
The other set, which was known as the
Remember the name DOAN’S and take

no

substitute.

_

Despeaux delegates,

was

composed

as

follows:
YORK COUNTY COURTPrisoners

Arraigned and

One

Sent to State

Alfred, May 23.—In the York County
Supreme Court, today, Patrick Riley of
Biddeford pleaded guilty to three Indictand

John L. Sullivan of Lawrence, and John
IS. Casry of Lynn, breaking and entering
and
larceny; Leonard Welch, Saco,

Anderson,

A. A. Cord-

nell.

mond.
Herald-Miss Myrtle Btackwcod.

etc.

At the concert to be given at City Hall
Thursday night nnder the auspices of
the Congress
Square Annex, South Portland voices will be heard in the chorus
to the number of fourteen or more, and
are Mrs.
among those who will take
on

congestion

L. D.

Reynolds, Summer street.
Georgia E. Dyer, High street,

Miss

ortland, has been passing a few days at
m home of
Mr. W. E. Dyer.
Mr. John W.
Devine, of Roxbury,
>ass., is
0

8

Mrs.

being entertained at the home
8lstar’ 1Irs- Charles E. Hayes.
E.

L.

I assed

Weymouth

Sunday at the home
ohnson, Mechanic street.

of
Deerlng
of Mrs. Lydia

I
Mr. John
Burgess is quite sick with
fphoid fever. Dr. Rogers is
attend1 ag him.
Miss Lottie
James Cassidy has joined the naval reM. E. church will meet at the residence
s srve on
Harrlman have started for Boston where
the Montank.
of Mrs. Capt. Davis on Main street next
Miss Carrie E. Waterhouse ha3 returned
they are to enjoy a few days’ visit.
evening.
Wednesday
* rom
Miss Lizzie Cutter is teaching in the
Ernest Hapgood has entered the employ
Maplewood, Me., where she has been
1 isiting for the
High sohool in place of Mr. Hobbs who of the United States Hotel In the city.
benefit of her health.
at
of
the
74th
U. S. infantry
is a member
Mr. J. x. LeWis has secured a position
illustrated
Albert Dyer will give his
1 s
Augusta.
conductor on the Westbrook electrics,
leoture “From Sunrise to Sunset Seas,”
About 60 Westbrook people went to
f hi entered
on his duties yesterday.
at the Town hall, Tuesday evening, May
Augusta Sunday with the excursion to
Capt. David Poole, a former resident of
nnder the auspices of the Village Im24,
Post Powers.
* he
village, was a visitor here yesterday.
provement society. After the leoture the
The box of oake sent to the Westbrook
Mr. David A lien, of JNew Gloucester,
ladies will serve ice cream and oake.
>as returned home after a visit of several
boys at Post Rowers was not made up
The As You Like It olub held a speoial ]
wholly by the ladies of the Relief Corps meeting Friday afternoon at the home of c ays With R. M. Cole, High street.
as previously published.
The movement
Miss Lou Knight, a teacher In the primMiss Luoy H. Jordan, to appoint a field
was started by two ladies not members of
* ry department of tb9
public sohools, Is
day,
the organization and the cakes were the
ouflned to he r home by sickness.
FORT PREBLE NOTES.
Mw
W.n_
re_1__!
ladles of
generous contributions of the
the oity including many Relief

—-

W11UUU

Sunday morning

Corps

about 10 o’clock the

Several of the
Complained to some of

members.

boys

at

Augusta

the Republican city committee, called the
meeting to order and read the call.
Ex-Mayor Cordwell presented the name
of Mr. C. R. Goodellas chairman of the
and he was unanimously
meeting,
e looted.
Mr. Ooodell aooepted the position and

up the business.
Mr. Wm. E. Ayer

was

elected

secre-

tary.

the box but that was
The boys complain of not

accompanied

not reoaived.

mail

receiving
them for some unknown
all or

tne

auaressen

10

reason.

Yesterday morning about 6 o’clock
Samuel Aubeaux a Frenchman employed
at the S. D. Warren mills while trying
to ‘‘run on” a obnln belt was caught In
the gearing and badly hurt. Mr. Aubeaux
was setting astride the chain belt when
in
the electrio motor started the belt
motion.
Tte boss of the pulp mill department where they were at work, saw
the danger that the man was in and
Be was too
rushed to stop the motor.
late as Mr. Aubeaux was carried along by
the belt and crushed against the shafting.
His rigbt arm was broken in two places
at the wrist and near the elbow. His left

chest was also quite badly crushed.
He
ballots.
was taken to his home on North street,
A. C. Chute moved that a person repreand Drs. Barrett and March summoned.
senting each tioket be srleoted to stand
CERVERA’S LACK OF COAL*
Internal injuries are feared, although
on the platform
in full view of the ballot
box to see that none except citizens of not apparent at present.
The West End W. C. T.U. will hold the
Messrs.
ISaval Authorities Believe It It BouDd to the olty have a chance to vote.
Chute and A. 0. Cloudman were semi-monthly meeting Thursday at the
A.
C.
Get Him Into Trouble Sooner or Later.
home of Mrs. John
Meserve, Central
appointed to serve on that committee.
street.
Mr. Chute then resigned his position as
Children’s day will bo observed by a
Washington, May 23.—The naval au- a member of the committee to oount the
chances
are
thorities believe that the
children’s concert at the West End Conthe
was
filled
and
Mr.
vacancy
by
ballots,
greatly lessened of Admiral Cervera’s H. H. B. Hawes.
gregational churoh onjthe second Sunda
prolonging bis elusive plan for any con- 3 The voting was done very quickly and in June.
siderable time.
Unclaimed letters remaining at the
without any difficulties.
There are several reasons for this, but
Asa Carr, SecWestbrook office May 21:
the
interval
in
which
the
During
voting
the main one is that \ the Spanish ships
of Cumberland Star, Samuel Delwas taking place, someone asked: “Where retary
have made inroads on their coal supply,
court, Joseph Deshires, Joseph Guimond,
were these 400 Republicans last spring?”
and the run across from Cape de Verde
Patriok
Knowlton,
Lashane,
The result of the vote was announced W. W.
used up the greater part, if not all, of
Matilda Martin, Cornelius M. Small.
as follows:
Since then stops have been
their supply.
The clerks of this city will play with
Whole number of votes,
363
made at Martinique. Curaoao and Santi- Necessary for choice,
182 the Westbrook Seminary nine Wednesday”,
215
Despeaux,
at which time the clerks will appear in
ago, but at no one of these places has it
147
Unpledged delegation,
on more
than
been possible to take
their new uniforms.
giving the former delegates a majority of
enough coal tor temporary uses.
Cloudman Post, G. A. R., will attend
decree of 68 votes.
Ac Martinique the French
Memorial services next Sunday at 10.30
neutrality prevented the Spanish ships
Hon. C. M. Waterhouse introduced a
tiom getting more than enough coal to
at the Westbrook Congregational churoh.
carry them to the next port, which would resolution that it is the desire of the Re- Rev. S. N. Adams, the pastor,
is to
be 300 to 400 tons at most.
publicans of Westbrook in caucns assem- preach the memorial sermon.
At Curacao the amount of coal secured bled that the
elected
hereby
be
delegates
At
did nor exceed 700 tons.
Santiago
DUCK POND.
ooal unless
colliers have Instructed to use all honorable means in
there is no
No services at the churoh Sunday. Rev.
brought it there recently, which is not the convention to whioh they are elected
believed to have occurred.
to secure the nomination of Oren T. Mr. Freeze is away in Lewiston visiting
As against these small
supplies the
friends and resting, having a change and
as candidate for sheriff.
Spanish ships have been consuming much Despeaux
The resolution was given a passage.
coal on their elusive runs.
getting the rest he so much needed. We
There are no other coaling depots in the
The delegates were authorized to fill trust he will return bettor in health and
West Indian islands, open to the Spanish
vacancies that may occur.
spirits.
ships, except for their most temporary any
Mrs. Mary A. Gowen, mother of Mr.
needs.
Adjourned.
The British islands, Jamaica, Barba
Levi Gowen, is very sick at this writing.
NORTH YARMOUTH CAUCUS.
does and others, are closed against them
Mr. George Barbour is able to go out.
by the decree making coal contraband of
The town of North Yarmouth also held All are
glad to see him onoe more.
war.
its caucus last evening. As Depaty ClarMr. Hale is very feeble.
The
Hutch islands will give them no
Yarfurther coal relief as a result of negotia- ence L. Bucknam is a native of
The cottages by the pond are occupied
tions with the Hutch authorities follow- mouth, his claim on the delegation of this
early.
ing the coaling of the Spanish ships at that town and North Yarmouth is undlsCuracao.
THE BEAUTIFUL NEW MARKET.
The Danish island of St. Thomas
is pmed.

dropped.

Monday.

titiaaasimilarly oioseu against them.
loupe and other French Islands have the
sume restrictions as Martinique. Haytien
ports are olosod to them by a strict treaty
provision between Haytiand the United
States, whioh the Haytien authorities
will see is not waived in the present case.
Santo Domingo ports are similarly
protected against the chance of a
recoaling
Ly Admiral Cervera’s fleet.
The oniy relief possible is a
juncture
with colliers from the other side. A good
collier carries from
1000 to 4000 tons of
•oal, and two or three of them could completely recoal Admiral Cervera’s fleet
Whether the Spanish will succeed in accomplishing this is still In doubt and it
is doubt upon which the large results depend. The naval authorities are inclined
to the belief that the Spanish commander
is dangerously near a coal famine. If this
condition exists, or is likely to arise in
near future,
Admiral
the
Cervera’s
position will be critical, even though he
does not meet the American ships.
the position
He will be much in
of
Commodore Dewey after
being warned
and
before
from
Kong
his
Hong
away
attack on
Manila.
succcessful
The
Spanish admiral will be tn the Caribbean
be
able
to
not
will
out
sea but he
ol
get
it.
Not less than 4000 tons of coal would be
required to take him safely back to Spain
or to the
Cape Verde islands.

HOW THEY STAND.

Eight towns of the county have thns
caucuses.
far held their
Brunswick,
Cumberland, Naples, Scarboro and Westbrook have given Candidate Despeaux a
total of 28 votes.
Brldgton and South
Portland have given Candidate Dresser
14. North Yarmouth, It Is supposed, gave
Candidate Buoknam its two delegates.

BONSEY’S

BODY FOUND.

Ellsworth, May 23.—The body of Alvin
Saturday
Bonsey, who was drowned
near Surrey,
afternoon In Patten’s bay,
was recovered this morning.

Remarkable Rescue.

perfect
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THEJOURNA*
Of SOCIET*

RUG AND DRAPERY DEPT.
in selections
to procure new, artistic effects not
found elsewhere in Portland.
will show the

S

same care

and the mos#
complete General Weekly—covering a widef
range of subjects suited to the tastes of mei*
and

24 Free St.

to her home and remained senseless for
three hours.
Dr. Lowell was oalled, and
is of the opinion that unless inflammation of the brain should ensue his patient

by numbers,

may recover.
POBTLAND

SHIPBULDIING

COM-

PANY.
The

Portland

Shipbuilding Company

about to conclude
a contract with
Randall, MoAllister & Co. for the construction of a lighter to be 00 feet long,

capacl-

ty.
The

four

masted schooner Allola B.
the Marine railway yes-

Crosby
torday, and the schooner Sarah and Ellen was undergoing repairs at the dock.
The schooner Mary Standish of Boston
is unloading 450 tons of soft coal for the
was on

William

Spear

company.
The road commissioner was busy yesterday with a crew of men gravelling
East High street.

delegates

to

attend

he

supposed

would go

Miss Cora Richardson is very ill at the
home of her parents, Mr. and Mrs. EdWin Richardson.
Miss Edith Nash has returned to her
home in Brunswick.

AND

>

THAT ARE UP TO DATE.
Goods that give you a hundred
cents for every dollar you put

out.

The correct thing in every par*
ticular.
We have Just as low priced
hats ns any firm.
We also keep
the best.
We want your trade, we will
use you
well
and will give

EVERY.. .1
MAN
TO ms TRADE.
...

Trading Stamps.

MERRY, Halter aed Furnisher,
237-239 MIDDLE ST.
may21eodtf

;

*

1

which

comes

MR. PHILIP I. JONES,

J une.
The Deering

lational

Philip Keenan,
Homo, Kennebec, 38.

increase.
° PI town, *24 to 330;
Vorson, Portland, $6 to $8.

S 'WweuFxrJ°rdan’
?harles H.

OKIGLNAL3 WIDOWS,
Sarah J.

ETC.

Pennell, Bangor,

I

price rgaaonabk,"

|

8

freqnently

see your name on onr

|

On and after May 11th the
fare will be FIVE CENTS to
and from Forest City Landing,
Peaks’ Island.
Steamers leave Custom House
Wharf.
in
table
another
See time
column.
C. TV. T. CODING,
mvlldtf
Den. Manager

Our large business has been built up by fair dealings, prompt
service and first-class work, and on this basis we hope to further
increase pur business.
We thank you for past favors and trust that
may

PORTLAND, MB.

Special Notice.

associated himself with bis brother, Mr, E. C. Jones, in the Insurance
business, under the name of The E. C. Jones Insurance Agency,
and solicits from the public a share of their patronage.

we

THE THURSTON PRINT,

CISCO BAY STEAMBOAT GO,

For many years with Messrs. Burbank, Douglass & Co., and latterly
treasurer of the Ellingwood Furnishing Co., announces that
he has

early

®1S;

8
8

with oopv end cay

Pat it la attractive form and

I

been

season

oe

results.

an addition
to the
at Riverton.
A hand6 ome elk was born there Sunday.
The
1 workmen are making rapid strides
with
* heir improvements about the park and
* opo to have all in readiness for the

penlng of the

to

II

work !> always §•
In safik oacea Use
*'
(£i
satisfactory and bring* excellent 5

through

oological display;

c

frequently here customers

come

mate the

Iunday.
has

We
"

About 85 Deering citizens went on the
to Post Powers
at Augusta,
There

LIST.
SOUL. By C. M. S. McLettan.

DEAL IN DENVER. Bv Gilmer McKendree.
15— WHY t SAYS GLADYS. By David Christie Murray. I
16— A VERY REMARKABLE GIRL. By L. H. Bickford,
17— A MARRIAGE FOR HATE. By Harold R. Vynne.
18— OUT OF THE SULPHUR. By T. C. DeLeon.
*9—THE WRONG MAN. Bv Champion Bissell.
•o-THfe HUNT FOR HAPPINESS. By AnitI VivantJ
Chartres.
HER STRANGE EXPERIMENT. By Harold R.Vynni
OF PASSION. By John Gilliat.
f3-2Il.TBSAI'TAR
is-A MARTYR TO LOVE. By Joanna
E. Wood.

e xcursion

2

A

14— A

yoodfords yesterday.

i

TOWN TOPICS,

I 7—THE COUSIN OF THE KING. By A. S. VanWestrna#
9-SIX MONTHS IN HADES. By Clarice I. ClinghanT!
THE SKIRTS OF CHANCE.] By Captain Alfred
Thompson.
to-ANTHONY KENT. By Claries Stoke, Wayne.
11—AN ECLIPSU OF VIRTUE. By Champion Bissell.
In—AN UNSPEAKABLE SIREN. By John Ciliiat.
13— THAT DREADFUL WOMAN. ’By Harold R. Vynnetf

Furnishing Goods

the

]

surgical operation.
pLEASANTBALE.

—

omlng county convention.
Conduotor George S. Berry of the Portand & Rochester railroad, residing on
Chomas street, near the Maine Central
lepot, at Woodfords, had a patriotic dis, ilay of flags and banting about his piazza
3 esterday. Mr. Berry had tho decorations
1 ■repared in honor of the National Guard,
rhlch

to

6—THE SALE OP

HATS

(

are

24 to 25 feet wide and of 800 tons

to eleot

o|
selected^

808 Fifth Avenue, Now York,'

ng at 7.80 at the olty council chamber,
Voodfords.
The meeting is called for the
^ ■urpose of deciding on a night to hold a
aucuj

m*

cents. All sent postpaid.
Remit $5 in New York exchange, express
postal money order, or by registered letten
together with a list of the 10 novels

■

She was taken

cf culture and refinement than any

women

journal—ever published. Subscription price*
84 P-r annum.
TALES FROM TOWN TOPICS, a
256-paga
Quarterly Magazine of fiction, appearing the
first day of March, June, September and Do*
cember, and publishing original novels by the
best writers of the day and a mass of short
Stories, poems, burlesques, witticisms, etc*
Subscription orice. f
utinnm.
Club price for both, $5
per annum.
You can have both ot tnese If you subscribe
NOW and a bonus of 10 novels selected fronf
Iho list below. Rkgiilar price for each, 50

W. T. KIL60RN COMPANY,

Capt. A. Montgomery of Boothby, foris
; merly a resident of Woodfords,
1 Juenos Ayres and will not sail until after
with little or no damage, though some • he war is over, or at least,until it is safe
of the men narrowly escaped severe burn- * or an Amerloan vessel to make the re* am trip, whloh would
bring him? near
lng Of their hands.
1 he warships In the
ha<finished
1st
Artillery,
vicinity of Cuba.
Capt. Dural,
The East
his inspection of the guns and fortificaDeering Methodist society
tions at Fort Preble and sub-posts, and • iunday sohool, gave a pleasing anniverwill return at once to Department head- < ary concert Sunday? evening at Illsley
lall. Main street.
quarters.
Major John P. Story, 7th Artillery, I A special meeting of Deering lodge of
rlasons was held last evening at lonio
who was assigned to the oommand of
Fort Preble, and the order subsequently 1 lall, Woodfords. The meeting was held
stationed at Fort 1 or the purpose of conferring the entered
modified, will be
1 ■pprentloe degree.
Schuyler In New York harbor.
Patrick Kane of Deering Centre, Is
SEVERE BICYCLE ACCIDENT.
railding a small store on Stevens Plains
H. ,
The five year old child of W.
■venue, near the High School building,
B. Hamilton who resides at the corner of
■t Is to bo occupied as a variety store.
Grand and Preble streets met with a most
Mrs. H. Edith Shaw has purchased
severe acoldent yesterday morning about
( ■ desirable lot at Fessenden
Park, PortlWhile
the
little
o’clock.
was
11
play- j and, of Marks & Earle.
girl
ing in the street she was ran into by
There is to be a meeting of the RepubGeorge W. Doughty who was riding his j ican city committee of
Deering thiseven-

brain.

TOURIST IIAWK.
folding camera
©8.00 each
have the plates and

new

can

it was caused by the carelessness of boys who were playing In the
vioinlty. The fire was soon subdbued,

ooncussion of the

$15,

the latest

at

thought that

wheel down Ferry HilL The wheel struck
her head, knooked her flat, and as a resuit of the fall she is now suffering from

to

Our assortment of NEW PAT- We also
flints.
TERNS is replete with the latest
the N. M. PERKINS &
acceptable productions from
CO.,
looms of all the leading makes in both
HARDWARE DEALERS, 8 Frea SI
English and Domestic Goods.
We make a notable feature of
GOOD TIMES HAVE COME.
You
to indulge yourself oryowp
SPECIAL and PRIVAVE designs in family in theafford
luxury of a good weekly news*
and
quarterly magazine of fiction.
the better grades, selected with great paper
You
get bo%h of these publications witH
almost library
novels for $3 per yean,
care for retail trade.

fire

High Sohool base ball team
1 as been re-organized and
it is
now
* bought that they have a strong team for
FUNERAL OF MRS. LITTLEJOHN.
The make up of the team Is
a mateure.
The funeral of Mrs. Mary Littlejohn
a s follows:
Captain and manager, H. D.
took place yesterday afternoon at 2.00.
j ■elghton; F. Coleman, catcher; C. Hall,
o’clock from her late residence on Front
itober; A. Chapman, first base; M.
street. Rev. Mr. Holmes, pastor of the
yoodbnry, second base; C. Barrett, third
People’s M. E. ohuroh, oonduoted the j. ase; B. D. Leighton, short stop; P.
services, and the muslo was by the j 'olson, left field;C. O’Brion, centre field;
church choir.
Interment was at Mt. j !
riflfht
R.
Sfinnrlfirs. enh.
Pleasant cemetery
titute. The boys are endeavoring to arxVUlilib.
T mge a game for Saturday with the FreeTonight, the Boston Cash Market comScenery for the new theatre arrived I ort High school nine to be
played at
pany, will open its doors at 267 Congress from New York yesterday and was trans- I leering.
street, head of India street, to the public ported at once in three wagons to its deswith flags flying and full brass band In tination. Mr.
McCallum was on .the 1 'O INCREASE OFFICERS ENGINEER
attendanoe from 7 to 9 o'clock. Their obto receive it and gave directions
CORPS.
ground
ject is to sell the best of beef, lamb, pork, ns to placing it in proper position.
23.—At the opening
May
Washington,
poultry, eto., for cash, and astonish peoThe new loop has been completed to a c f today’s session of the Senate, a comhave
a
beautiwas
received
with
low
They
1
from Secretary
mnication
ple
prices.
point beyond the theatre, and the blastf War Alger, together with a draft of
ful store and as everything is new and
has
which
been
Mr.
carried
on
ing
by
a bill providing for a gradual increase in
handsomely fitted up it will pay you to Gulliver will be completed this week, t lie number
of officers of the corps of enMr. Percy Boyd has
give them a call.
This will insure an early completion of S ineers. The bill provides that corps of
® ngineers of tbe army shall hereafter conbeen engaged from the largest market in the extension.
Ist of one chief of engineer, with rank
Boston, and will make a specialty of
last
to
Sunday
c f brigadier general;1? colonels, 14 lieutenManager McLeod threw
fancy cuts. Read their ad. in another the breeze flags over the theatre and casinti-colonels, 28 majors, 35 captains, 30
* ret iientenants, 12 second lieutenants
oolamn, carefully. Give them a call and no.
are large red flags with a blue
They
nd a battalion of engineers.
finest market east of border.
you will see the
McCulIum's Theatre and Casino
shall
be made
All promotions
by
Boston.
t snlorlty.
are the names they bear.
The communication and bill
fere referred to the military affairs comSECRET SOCIETY MEETINGS.
RECEIVED AN OVATION.
nittee.
The O. O. G. C. met last night andAt the recent musical entertainment
A TEXAS T OKNADO.
will
given at the new Swedish Mission ohurch Elizabeth City Lodge I. O. O. F.
Wed
tornado
meet
Texas, May 23.—A
Dallas,
a
merited
Sisterhood,
received
tonight. Pythian
Mr. Adelbert Sjoholm
* truck Ravenna, in Fanning oounty, SatK. of P.
ovation for hiB mnsicianly piano perform- needay [night, Bayard Lodge
eleven
down
urday nleht, blowing
barns,
0. of R. is t an
ance of Soharwenka’s “Polish Dance” Thursday while Mlzpah Lodge
dwellings, and two churches. The
t ornudo travelled northeasterly
toward
booked
No.
for
evening.
3i,
waltz
and a Chopin
(Opurs
1),
Friday
vanhoe, where Captain Joe E. Dupree
the choir and people rising and waving
MON1AUK ENLISTMENTS.
ras killed and his house wrecked.
At
< Uarksvilie, a negro was killed and cleveD
their handkerchiefs in irrepressible enthuenlistments
recent
(he
The following arc
siasm, no applause being allowed In the for naval service on the Montauk: Stan- >eople Injured.
Mr. Sjoholm was suddenly
sanctuary.
THE PENSION LIST.
ley Hubbard as fireman and oiler, John
oalled upon and his appearance In JamesMcManus as gunner s
town Is not only gratifying tra his many Nason and Ben
Washington,
May 23.—The following
but to Eastern musical mate, Clarence Willard as boatswain's
local friends,
cnslon
changes,
resulting from issue of
of
resident
a
Is
as
chief
as
he
maohlnist.
Portland, mate and Geo. Weeks
circles,
j lay 12, are announced:
Maine.—Jamestown Daily All.
of
Pine street, will
Mrs. Jas. Gettings
original.
the Maine General hosreturn today from
Cornelius Donovan. National Home,
YORK COUNTY GOOD TEMPLARS.
been undergoing a i
has
she
where
.ennebec, $8; John
Rogers, Soldiers’
York County Good Templars met in- pital,
1

Mrs. Michael Curtain, Plainfield, 111.,
makes the statement that she caught cold,
which settled on her lungs; she was
treated for a month by her family physician, but grew worse. He told her she
was a hopeless victim of consumption and
that no medicine oould cure her. Her
druggist suggested Dr. King's New Discovery for Consumption; she bought a
bottle and to her delight found herself
bemefited from first do»e. 8he continued
Its use, and after taking six bottlas,
TO RETIKE.OFFICERS.
found bertelr sound and well, now does
Chandler her own housework and Is as well as she
Washington, May 23.—Senator
“That
ever
was.
Free trial bottles of this Great
introduced this bill today:
during
the war with Spain, the
President
be, Discovery at H. P. S. Qoold's Drug Store,
and he hereby is authorized in his discre- large bottles 50 cents and $1.00.
tion to place upon the retiied
list any
Bucklen’s Arnica Salve.
officer in the army above the rank
of
’•IHE BEST SALVE In tba world for
lieutenant colonel, and any officer in the
navy above the rank or relative of com- Cuts,
Uloers, Salt
Sores,
Bruises,
at
mander, and to fix in his discretion as Hheum, Fever Sores, Tetter, Chapped convention
Springvale, May 25.
the retired pay of any such officer
and Hands, Chilblains, Corns and all Skin
the kindly management of the
Through
rate now
reofficers
law
for
Eruptions and positively cures Piles, or
by
provided
Portland & Rochester road, ronnd trip
tired for any of the various causes for re- no
pay required. It la guaranteed to give
tirement; and the President may fill every
satisfaction or money refunded. tickets can be obtained for one fare for
vacancy happening through retirement, Price 25 cent* per box. For eale by H. P. the
25th, good to return the £6th. from
by promotion through selection and not S. Goold, 677 Congress St., under Conany station between Portland and East
according to seniority.
Hotel.
gress Square
Lebanon inclusive.

|

After you have bought your

re(Tt

physical
^ rove
Seminary,
Vassalboro, Is passing
er vacation
with her parents, Mr. and
rs.

part

First

ladles

assault; Louis Fountaine, Sanford, liquor
At the motion of W. E. Dana it was
nuisance. Frank Sullivan and Fritz E. voted to elect the delegates on one tloket.
Hamilton, were discharged.
At the motion of Wm. S. Parker, a
The action of George
A.
Curtis of committee of three, consisting of W. H.
Lewiston against John L. Sullivan, the
Parker, A. C. Chute and W. E. Dana was
Boston ex-pugilist, for assault, has been
appointed to reoeive, sort and count the
Court has adjourned till

ill

, rith John Grant at Peaks Island.
alarm was sounded at Fort Preble,
The French olub will meet tonight with
well.
the Westbrook and the men promptly fell In line and j liss Estelle
Spear, Front Street.
Ward 2—Lemuel Lane, F. M. Ray.
visitors on Sunday that they did not get proceeded in double time to the Mortar
Ward 8—W. K. Dana, S. F. Hopkinbon.
had
been
where
a
fire
slight
Ward 4—E.
J. Haskell, Abner L. any of the contents of the box; that it Battery,
caused in the waste barrels whloh are
El&wkds.
came and was confiscated by other memWard 6—H. A. Cragle, John P. Bur- bers of the service. A letter from the piled Just outside the battery. The origin

Ward 1—Edward

entering. He
was sentenced to state prison for three
John Moody, of Kennebunk,
years.
pleaded guilty to a oharge of larceny, and
for two
was sentenced to Alfred jail
These
months.
prisoners pleaded not
guilty on the charges against them: thanking the caucus for the honor beCharles Blanchette, Biddeford, assault; stowed upon him, he immediately took
breaking

>ry

been
of the lungs, is

MISCVSIXAMEOUS.

has

DEERING.

Prison,

ments for

held Saturday, one new member was received. The eleotion of officers resulted
as follows:
Vice-Commander—Miss Alice Quinby.
Treasurer—Miss Helen Parsons.
Secretary—Mi6n Bessie Quinby.
? Assistant Secretary—Miss Minnie Ray-

R. Liuella Knapp, Mrs. Dr. Rogers, Miss
Ensign—Miss Clara Vernll.
Rhoda Orr, Miss
Foss.
Rogers, Miss Annie
Captain—Adelbert
Bankers—Albert Verrill, Flora Barrett. Hamilton and Miss Jennie Coolbroth.
Fred D. Shanning has made a contract
Marshal—Lewis Paulsen.
Ensign—Blaine Martin.
with the selectmen of the town to cover
sohool
of
the
grammar
Some 26 pupils
the trees along the road in Knigbtville
At
sheriff.
appointed
enjoyed on outing Saturday at River- with galvanized iron
the legal ton.
the meeting few except
}-'*
The Ladies’ Cirole of the Knightville
H. E
Grant and Mrs.
voters, numbering about 400

endorsement
Doan's
Read
zens,
ing.
Kidney Pills. He says: “I know from
The Westbrook Republicans turned out
experience that Doan’s Kidney Pills are In round numbers last
night and elected
a sure cure for kidney
complaint and I
delegates to the county convention who
can unhesitatingly recommend them as
will cast their votes for O. T. Despeaux,
such. My kidneys had been weak for
hour
the

quite

J-

Caucus.

second, there is a
opinions publicly expressed by a resident
of Portland in Portland local papers, and
the opinions daily met with in the same
DELEGATES
paper’s column which were originally
Read
or
Michigan.
drafted in Maine
MAJORITY OF 68 VOTES.
this and acknowledge both points.
Mr. P. McGowan, of No. T Wairen
street, is an employe of the G. T. R.
not an employe A Total of 368 Vote. Wen Thrown the
shops in Portland, Me.,
Tarn Out Being a Big One—Mr. O. B.
of the G. T. R. shops in Montreal, CanaGoodell wag Chairman of the Meetda, remember, but one of our own citihis

T

Who

3( mewhat
__
improved.
Mrs. Laura
Girl on
The S. D. Wnrren company are to furNoyes has returned from a
Little
to
Severe
Accident
w
weekB
passed with relatives in Island
nish electrio lights for the Casino at
F
nnd.
Ferry Hillfor that
Riverton this summer, aud
Mr. Fred
have
teen
Burgess has moved his famibusily
purpose linesmen
Summer street to the house
engaged during the past week. The power She Was Knocked Senseless By a Bicyele—
by ^r' Benrv
that has been in use, was taken from the
Higgins on Middle
Portland Shipbuilding Contract—Fort ^
has been found
street car current, but
Notes
Cottage
Proble
and
Cape
Mr'
H. Goodwin and family
unsatisfactory and unsteady, owing to
Funeral o£ Mrs. Littlejohn—Montauk ^
faunday
the constantly changing load of cars on
w'th relatives at Wells,
ss
Enlistments—Secret Society Meetings—
Jennie E. Reynolds, teacher of elthe line.
Items,
0
m
HAD
HIM
on
PLEDGED TO
I’leasantdale Notes—Personal
and
At the meeting of the Loyal Crusaders
culture at Oak

the Spot to Confirm It.

The reader of this must concede to two
Important points, first, what follows
haying taken place in Portland can easily

SOUTH PORTLAND.

WF8TBR00K.

TORY FOR DESPEAUX.

R: 71' B«nson,
with

books.

THE E. G. JONES INSURANCE AGENCY

CACCESES.

EDWARD C. JONES, Agent nnd Manager,
PHILIP V. JONES, Assistant Manager.
Representing some of the largest and best companies doing business in Me
.mayleodtt

NORTH

tABMOUTH.

The Republicans ol North Yarmouth are requested to meet at the Town House In satd
town oft Monday, May 23,1898, at 8 o'clock p.
m.:
(11 toe the purpose of choosing two deleto attend the Republican County Convenon to be holden at Portland June 16,1838.
(2) to choose two delegates to attend the Republican State Convention to be holden at
Augusta June 28, 1838.
TOWN COMMITTEE.
Per order,

Sites

; SOUSA’S MUSIC. 1

Stars and Stripes ForeTer March.
Z Stars and Stripes Forever Song.
♦ Bride Elect March.
Capitan March.
King Cotton March.
Manhattan Beach March.
i

!K1

Directorate March.
Liberty Beil March.
Washington Post March.
High School Cadets March.

X

♦

?

On Parade March.
Corcoran Cadets March.

4
4

Also the Vocal Corns of

i THE

mayisdit

7

4

TROOPING OF THE COLORS,

j

We are headquarters for all of JOHN PHILIP SOUSA’S 4
4
f famous MARCHES, SONGS and OPERA SCORES in PIANO, £
X VOICE, ORCHESTRA, BAND, MANDOLIN, GUITAR and X
BANJO Arrangements.

!

CRESSET,

JONeT &

BAXTER BLOCK.

4

*

1

ALLEN’S,

f

Wood,

Pollard

&

Co.,

BOSTON.
TuTh&Satam

apr9

oo;lti

mayl7
_

When you

school furniture, and the
best, get the

want

i

“CHANDLER”

|

STEPHEN BERRY,
and (oaid
i fficohj

adjustable

165 Devonshire St., BOSTON.
Xu.Fri tS

M

Ko. 37 Plum Street-

PORTLAND DAILY PRESS*
—

AND

It

would seem
that there must be
error in the despatch to
the Lloyds
from Para yesterday, reporting the arrival of three American warships.
The
some

—

MAINE STATE PRESS.

Subscription Rates.
Daily (in advance) $G per year; $3 for six
mouths; $1.50 a quarter; 50 cents a month.
The Daily is del'vercd every morning by
carrier anywhere within the city limits and at
Woodlorde without extra charge.
Daily' (not In advance), invariably at the
rate of S7 a year.
Maine State Press, (Weekly)
published
every Thursday, Sl.oo per year; f>6 cents for 0
months; a cents for 3 mouths.

only American warships that have beer
South American coast
are the
Oregon, Marietta and Nichtheroy, but the
arrival of the first at iiarbadoes was reported several days ago on what seemed
on

the

perfectly reliable authority. Furthermore
it was officially announced by the navy
department that she was safe, but if she
had

not at

that

time

reached

Para nc
have been

such announcement could
Persons wishing to leave town for long or
short periods may have the addresses of their truthfully made.
papers changed as often as desired.
There ought to be no surprise over the
Advertising Rates.
action of Mayor Van Wyck in removing
In Daily Press $1.60 per square, for dns
two of tho police commissioners in order tc
week; $4.00 for one monUi. Three insertions
or less, $1.00 per square.
Every other day ad- get the police department under the control of a chiof who will do tho bidding’of
vertisements, one third less than thesa rates.
Half square advertisements $1.00 for one the Tammany
saihoms.
Van
Wyck
week or $2.50 for one month,
made it known when he was a candidate
“A square” i3 a space of the width of a col- what would
happen if elected. He notified
umn and one inch long.
the voters plainly enough that if he beon
first
Notices,
one-third
page,
addiSpecial
came mayor Tammany would have full
tional.
in all tho departments. He has
Amusements and Auction Sales, $2.00 per swing
Where the blame realThree insertions or less, deceived nobody.
square each week.
ly lies for the disgraceful transactions
$1.50 per square.
Reading Notices in nonpareil type and classed since he beoame mayor, is on the reputawith other paid notices, 15 cents per lino each ble people of the city, who divided theii
insertion.
votes between two candidates, and thus
Pure Reading Notices in reading matter type, made his success
possible. Van Wyok has
15 cent3 per line each Insertion.
been loyal to his convictions, such as
For
To
Sale
and
similar
Let,
adverWants,
If the reputable people had
they are.
tisements, 25 cents per week in advance, for
been loyal to theirs he would never have
40 words or less, no display. Displayed advertisements under these headlines, and all adver- been mayor.
tisements not paid in advance, will be charged
The whereabouts of the Spanish fleet
at regular rates.
are still
as
unoertain as ever. Indeed
In Maine State Press—$1.00 per square
for first Insertion, and 50 cents per square for it is to be doubted if we have had any
accurate information on the point since
east subsequent Insertion.
Adc'ress all communications relating to sub- the fleet was at the Dutch island of Curacoa
scriptions and advertisements to Portland taking on coal. To be sure it was sent
Publishing Co., 97 Exchange Street, out from Madrid that it had succeeded In
Portland, Me.
getting into Santiago de Cuba, and dem-

TJ-lil

naval

victory.

It may be said also that the
has had some information whioh Induced it to believe that
The American losses in the present war the Madrid report was correct. Yet for
have been ten killed. But before Havana all that thero is much doubt if the fleet
ever
is taken the death roll will be a good deal has
been
at
Santiago.
out
whether
tt
has
been
longer than that.
^ there or not it is practically certain that
ThftnVo tn
Morwitf^a twavgiefnnnw V,
it is not there now. The Spanish admiral
is likely to ^tuke to Manila t a force adeis altogether too shrewd a commander to
quate in quality and in number to accomkeep his ships in a harbor with the narplish the work before him.
row entrance of Santiago’s until SampI)
The enthusiasm in Spain
over
the son's ships could get In front of it.
success of the Monserrat in getting
into he went In there he doubtless was seekin
of the blockade almost ing coal and as soon as it could be put
a

Navy Department

TUESDAY, MAY 24.

rv

Cienfuegos
spite
equals that over Cervera’s arrival at Santiago. The Spaniards are easily elated.

volunteer

army is in for an immediate invasion of
Cuba can be inferred from the fact that a
Kansas regiment turned up at Chickamauga the other day not only
without
and ammunition, but destitute of a

arms

single

canteen

or

blanket

board his
To
left.
ships he
his present wherabouts we have, apparently, not the slightest clow. That he
has gone to Martinique for coal Is abon

surd, because he has already been refused
coal

Thanks

to

the

censor-

newspapers have as little knowledge ol
the whereabouts of the American squadrons

The plan of opening the caucuses at 4
o’clock in the afternoon
and keeping
them open until 9, which was tried last

there.

ship established at Key West American

as

of the

give the
We hope

Spanish,

Spanish

and hence cannot
admiral information.

for officers of the army and
navy to
undertake to decide how the revenue
for carrying on the war shall be raised.

ters

to

mean

meditating

a

those islands.
The
follows.

of

the

father

of

gods

and

men,

Odin, and of the Ioe-giants—implaoable
enemies to both gods and men.
The gods
and their abodes are
the
discussed;
of the Monterey to the
queens of Asgard; Loki and his brood;
interpreted in some quar- the
giants and dwarfs; the adventures
that the government is of
T)ior, eto.
permanent occupation of
Z William Makepeace Thackeray’s ComPut that by no means
Works.
Edition.
plete
Biographical
reason for
the
sending
Comprising Additional Material and

Monterey, which is a coast defense vessel
not adapted to erasing, is that there was
no
other powerful vessel on the Pacific
coast to send. Had a battleship been
there she wonld probably have been
preferred. All the selection of the
Monterey
signifies la that the government is determined that Dewey shall be so
strong
no fleet that the
Spaniards can send

that
will

be able to defeat him.
We shall
doubtless hold the Philippines until the
war end6.
What we shall do with them
then is yet to be determined, bnt we do
believe onr Congress will deolde In
favor of permanently assuming the govnot

ernment of these

islands,
terogeneous populations.

with

their he-

Hitherto Unpublished Letters, Sketches
and Drawings, Derived from the Author’s Original Manuscripts and Notebooks. Edited by the author's surviving
daughter, Mrs. Richmond Rltohle. Thirteen volumes.
To be issued monthly, as
far as possible in chronological order.
Crown 8vo, Cloth, Uncut Edges and Gilt

$1.50 per volume. The authorized
life of Thackeray has, in accordance with
his own expressed desire, never been
written. In Vanity Fair, the first volume
published, the author says: “My father
never wished for any biography of himself to bo written, and for this reason I
have never attempted to write one. It is
only after a quarter of a century that I
Tops.

ampsements.

JEFFERS©*

BONDS.

one letter to my mother among
the rest. It will show that he knew how
to value the priceless gifts of home and of
happiness while they lasted, as well as to
bear trouble and loneliness when they
fell upon him.” Mrs. Ritchie has written as an Introduction to each volume a

Maine Central It. It.,
] Portland Water Co.,

4s.

Merrimack Comity,
N. II.,

4s.

J

memoir of the book itself.
The illustrations are by the author, Richard Doyle,

TUIQ
1 «T*0

George du Maurier, Frederick Wulker,
George Orulkshank, Sir J. E. Milais, P.
R. A., Luke Fildos, R.
A., Charles
Keene, Frank Dicksee, U. A., and F.
Barnard.

Several

given,

are

4s.

wood-cuts,

new

a

portrait.

fac
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Fac-slmfle of Bottle
with Buff Wrapper.
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I

following

THAT THE
FAC-SIMILE
AVegetablePreparationfor Assimilating theTood andBeg dating theStomariis andBowels of
——:—»Q—I —

Ml

Promotes Digestion,Cheerful-

ness and RestContains neither

Opium.Morphlne

nor Mineral.

Not Nahc otic.

freely

from all
the rich treasures of the past for ornament. The pen portraits of the people
are studies made upon the spot, and the
Jerusalem and

the surrounding country are word piotures of
the land as It is today, and therefore of
special value. The portions conueoted
with the “Thnr,” or blood-feud between
the Syrian villages, and the insurrection
in Crete, are not only of uncommon in-

XuvtafCUdJJrSAMVELEITVBSa
Ptmttpicm JW/“
1

Mx.Senna *
JtodulUSails
Artist Sited +

•j

I

|

SS&bfr.

1f

Wnpftcd-

)

fl»aafci
A perfect Remedy

forConstlpa-

tion, Sour Stomach.Diarrhoea,
Worms Convulsions .Feverishness and LOSS OF SLEEP.

terest and power, but are also intensely
dramatic. Sensational and extraordinary
as some of the incldonts are, the author
has facts for all of them. The book is

Facsimile Signature ot

dedicated to Mr. Gladstone, with his
special permission,—a very unusual exception on his part.

says:

lr. the foreign market this
morning
several leading dealers were said to bn in
possession of advance news of the forthcoming announcnient of a Franco-Spanisb
alliance, hence the rise in Spanish fours.
In connection
with the above, it is
currently reported that the recent speeches
of the Marquis of Salisbury
and
Mr.
Joseph Chamberlain did not refer to West
Africa but to this impending alliance,
against which Mr. Chamberlain’s allusion to an Anglo-American alliance was
intended as a “counter blast.

Robbed the Craye.
A startling Incident of which Mr. John
Oliver of Philadelphia, was tho subject,

is narrated by him as
follows: “1 was
in a most dreadful condition.
My skin
was almost yellow, eyes
sunken, tongue
coated, pain continually in back und

sides,

appetite—gradually growing

weaker day by day. Three
physicians
had given me up. Fortunately, a friend
advised trying ‘Electric Bitters,’amt to
lily great joy and surprise, the first bottle made a decided improvement. I continued their use for three weeks, and am
now a well man. I know
they saved my
life, and robbed the grave of another victim.” No one should fall to try them.
Only 50 cents per bottle at H. P. S.
Goold’s Drug Store.

architects,

Centennial

( IITY
i

J

Soprano

rEN

Sw^nr^seatsram^‘«wr'
Grana

IMPERIAL
BICYCLE.

STANDISH WATER &

dLfr&Z&iv.

NEW YORK.

exact copy or wrapper.
Lmwinm-
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CUBA’S CURIOUS

ANIMALS.

I

Some of the Living Things Our Soldiers Will See.
There Are
ous

Spiders, Snakes, Bird* of VariKinds, Horses, a Katlike “Aniinni

the Peculiar

Fireflies, the Land Crabs,

Alligators, Turtles, and Other Strange

Things.

(New

York Sun.)
The Spaniard is pot the only foe the
soldier
will enoounter on his Cuban
marches. Caban sandflies and mosquitoes are much like our own, but we
nothing to match the huge spider, whose
bite oauses fever, nor the belligerent ant
known as vivajagua. A scorpion, though
not so dangerous as the European variety,
proves itself unpleasant enough to tho
pareless traveler, and the chigoe, or “jigjer,” deals swltt retribution to an offender. Its method of attack is inconven-

ient, for it barrows under the toe nail,
ind unless removed at once builds its
In that case inflammation
nest there.
jccnrs and the only relief is the painful
pporatiou of having the little animal cut
put.
Snakes are not numerous, but. they inplude some of the freaks of the animal
kingdom. T’hs huge maja, longer than
two six feet men set end to end, with a
body twenty inches in oiroumforeno. looks
tierce enough and formidable enough to
nut a whole regiment to flight.
It is all
bluff for the big repltle is harmless.
the
the
soldier
Among
may exbirds,
;rcise his taste for pets. Those peculiar
to the island have beautiful plumage,
nun

in

uuiunug.

xnere are

ueuvi.v

«uu

kinds‘to l,e found there, and among them
*11 the vulture and the turkey buzzard
ire
almost the only birds of prey. They
ire so useful as
scavengers to carry away
waste material that they are
protected
from death by law.
Geese, turkeys, peaxicks and pigeons are the most familiar
iomestio fowls, and pigs, sheep, goats,
mules and horses the animals used.
Tho Cuban horses are almost a raco by
themselves.
They are very gentle, they
lover kick nor bite nor play any unseemtricks
on
riders, in some parts
their
y
if the island horses receive as much condderatlon as a member of the family.
They are not tied or confined, but they
wander about the dooryard, put th«ir
reads into the kitchen windows to exchange the time of day, and even on occasion have the privilege ot entering the
house. The sight of humans and equities
easy familiarity makes
in terms of such
me wonder if tho days of Gulliver and
his horse country have come again.
Sometimes the roads are very bad, and
the mud is so sticky that it holds any
like glue.
For this
foreign substance
reason farmers braid their horses’ tails
turn them up over their backs and tie
them to the sudlde. No Northern ponv
would stand this indignity, but the Cuban pack animals seem quite willing to
rnduro it. In mountainous regions mules
and sugar down
ire used to carry coffee
paths, and to save the
,he mountain

trivers mules in long processiun aro tied
soeether, one s head to another’s tail and
with only one man at the hoau of tho
loluinu to guide the leader, tliev carry
down their burdens safely. The hind
legs
if Cuban mules must be worked on
a
different principle from that in
vogue
among United states mules. Here no
insurance agenoy would insure a
man
whose business was
tying mules to one
mother s tails.
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Union mutual Life
Insurance go.,««

|
1

ind silver ware.
The security offered is the host in
Maine, and the location is the most cen:ral and convenient in Portland.
The utmost privacy is afforded by sep; arate entrances from the street,
while
;lie arrangement of offices of the consolilated company is such that all financial
msiness can be transacted under the

<^.Portland, Itte.

£

We have more money loaned and invested in Maine than any other financial
I^arge amounts of insurance
carried on many Maine
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AND

SURPLUS

of

The annual meeting of the stockholders of
Portland, Saco A Portsmouth Railroad
ompany, lor the choice of directors for the enulng year and for the transaction oi such
'ther business as may legally be presented,
rill be held on the first Monday, the sixth day
if .June, 1898, ateloven o’clock in the forenoon
i n the Company’s li ill lo Kittery, Maine.
By order of the Directors,
F. R. BARRETT, Clerk of the Company.
Portland, Me., May 18,1898.
mayltdtii
he

ASSOCIATION^

$50 and $75

Remington,

Forest City,

$50

Portland Jr., (Juvenile)

n

Jobbers of Bicycles, Bicycle Sundries
Sporting Goods.

b

ind General

r.

oaviT

b.

arms

co.

193 MIDDLE STREET.
mar28

OABLEK,
JAMES &

HARDMAN

FOREIGN DRAFTS.

PEASE,
HOLMSTROM,

Lost

guarantee to oure

or

refund the money.

H. E. MILLS

;

nd can recommend them as the best representatives of the several grades.
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Seif

Playing

Pianos.
Exchange,

CATALOGUES FREE.
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_Moit Liberal Term©

Steiner! & Sons Go.,
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PIANOS,

.“wen

LETTERS OF CREDIT,

or

For gale by J. E. Goold A Co.

*

CARRY

and other High Grade

Sts.

NVESTMENT SECURITIES
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j hing.”
irst-clasa instrument.

MOULTON,

Exchange

Failing

Errors, Mental worry, excessive use of Toicco or Opium, which lead to Consumption and
isanity. With every $5 order we give a writ-

per box, 6 boxes for $5.00. DII.
§ )ldat3AfOO
OTT’S CHEMICAL COMPANY, Cleveland, Ohio.

dtf

DON’T

’ iTEINWAY,

BANKERS,

fuch
Prostration.

.—--

anhood,Impotency,Nightly Emissions, you thil

Plano Tuner.

WB

&

eases of the generative organs
of either sex,
as Nervous

g

$30

Waste your money and efforts on a “peor
To become an artist you must have a

Cashier.

The great remedy for nervous
prostration and
all nervous dis-

$40 1
$35

Falmouth,
Portland,

_

KARSHALL R. CODING,

DR. MOTT’S NERVERINE PILLS.

We have sold wheels for years and are
selling the same lines.
WHY! Because they are reliable.
Highest quality. Solid guarantee.

on

! iTiPHEN (l SMALL Presided

>

statutes

t

itill

Correspondence solicited from IndlvldBanks and
others
ialc. Corporations,
leslrinp to open accounts, as well as from
to
transact
Banking busthose wishing
description through
this
of any
iess

I

the

lestored Manhood.

Provincial
Drafts drawn on
of England, Eondon, in large or
mall amounts, for sale at current rates.
Current Accounts received on favorable

lor. Middle &

bv

ANNUAL MEETING.

MA3ME,

DEPOSITS.

iVOODSURY

required

MAINE MEDICAL

t erms.

I

lie charter and

PHE Forty-Pixth annual meeting will be held
L
at City Building, Portland, on Wednesday,
hursday and Friday, June i, 2, 3. 1898.
mylldtjulCHA3. D. SMITH, Sec.

1 lank

(eV)7dtt

ANNUAL MEETING.

people.Vjr

«€€ee«ee€<P

National

! lank.

RANK.

The annual meeting ot the corporation of
’ortland Savings Bank will beheld at the bankig rooms on Wednesday, the 25th day of May
ist, at 10 a. nr., for the purposes specified in

—

Interest Paid

<

tf

May 17,1808.mayisdtu

s
X

------

ONE MILLION
DOLLARS.
:

ALLEN

EDWARD A. .NOYES, Sec y.

Incorporated 1824.

rilVIE

W.

—

PORTLAND,

,

C.

MEETINGS.

1 laine.

Casco National Bank
CAPITA!.

O. BAILEYmarh4

?0RTLAND SAVINGS
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nctioneers and Commission Mere!.ant*

f
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bailey^&Tqq.

Salesroom 46 Kxebang-e Street.
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Having consolidated with the Portland
Safe Deposit Company, the Portland
rrust Company now offers its patronB
ind the public unequaled facilities for
storage of bonds, stocks, valuable papers

1

Reasonable in Cost...

..

AUCTION.

r. o

OUR POLICIES ARE.

Unexcelled in liberality..
Unequivocal in Language.

SAFE DEPOSIHFAULTS.

niar3i

Estate

:

lumbered 505 Portland street.
This is a valuable property and should attract the attention of buyers for a profitable
nvedment.
For full particulars and plan of property
inquire of the
auctioneers, 46 Exchange
i treet, Portland, -tie., or of Frederick
A.
Hark, 1008 Congress street.
Terms at sale.
may23
dot

event occurs.

$!

Securities

THB

SALE

We shall sell
on Friday,
May 27. at 2
.’clock p. m, on the premises the valuable
property known as the Frederick W Clark
place, adjoining Union Station property in
:lre rear of 1008
Congress street, Portland,
consisting of a valuable lot qf land of 37,468
iq. ft., with 2 tenement houses thereon and
! stables.
These houses rent for $44 per
nonth. Also at the same time a lot of land
>n the northwesterly side of Portland street,
rpposlte Rice store, and containing about
WO sq. ft., with
buildings thereon and

-iv.

S

in Government Bonds-

=

F. 0. BAILEY & CO., Auctioneers.

4 T

a
ft

Specialty.

The only wild anlinal
peculiar to Cuba
is the jutia, or hutla. It is rat-shaped,
black and small.
It lives in the hollows
of trees, like our squirrel, and eats leaves
and fruit. Its flesh is insipid but It is
often eaten.
Curious modifications of
felines and canines inhabit the woods.
The animals have sprung from dogs and
cats in the domestio state and differ from
them only in their size and habits. Some
of the intelligence of civilization seems
to remain with them, and they cause
the farmer much anxiety by their carefully planned attacks upon his poultry
and cattle.
The matter of lights is a small item of
expense to the poor man in Cuba, for In
the phosphorescent fly nature provides
him a lamp free.
This fly, the cuoullo,
about the size of our roaob, is perfeotly
black, with a transparent breast. Two
eyes in front, and one in the point of
its breast give out so much light when its
wings are spread that one can see by it
to read a letter.
Children make pets of
cucullos and shut them up in reed cages.
If they feed them on sugar, the sticky particles adhering to their legs exasperate
them so much that they fall upon each
other like prize lighters. The ohildren
avoid this by giving the flies sugar cane.
They wash them carefully morning and
night, and in this way keep their pets
alive and shining for
many days.
tnshionable Jadies wear the brilliant
flies in their hair, ar.d sometimes the
belles use them covered with a
gauzy material for living belts. One little
girl remarked with muoh
solemnity after exaniiniug a eucuilo’s legs that God mado it
with hooks to fasten on little
girls’ dresses.
Lett to themselves the euoullos
fly
in regular lines,
giving the effect of the
lonS procession of the watoh at Havana.
Icr this reason the Cubans cali them
“screnos de los hiehna” _lirotriKmiiVv nf ho I
insects.
Fifteen or twenty of them in
n calabash
pierced with holes make a
lantern often used during the
nr
night. A tew years ago an adventurous
traveller brought a number of oucullos to
>,eW York and set them free in
Broadastonishment of an
ly5'.’
tto lasting
Irishman,
whom the danoing lamps
were such a
mystery that he wavered betweeu the pledge and the
oculist.
Another curious phenomenon of
Cuban
animal Hie is the procession of land
crabs
lhey travel from north
?cr
to south every spring when
the rains commence, and are as regular an Institution
as the wet weather itself,
shell fish are
abundant, bill; they are of inferior onail.
The climate is too
ty
tor them
and oysters there at all times are as no
satisfactory as ours in the months when
no
The rivers and
magic K appears.
bays and inlets however, are well stocked
with palatable fish. The iguana eavinen
ami crocodile are common,
a
huge variety of crocodile called cayman hes a
colony of Us own on the Isles of Pinos
Turtles are found in lurge numbers in
shallows and reefs and on sandy benches
and they are put to all sorts of uses, from
soup to walking sticks. For canes, the
shell of the carey variety turtle is used.
First a strong 6tiek is cut of tho longtti
desired.
Then the turtle sheli is boiled
until it becorns a thin liquid, and into
this the stick is dipped and allowed to
nojl
The process is repeated several
times till the beautiful tortoise shell covering is of proper thickness.
Afterward
the cane is polished, headed, lltted with
a ferrule, and sold for four or five dollars
Another curiosity a oane made from the
dried skin of the manatee, or seu cow.
The skin is perfectly transparent, and
when rightly prepared is flexible, but
strong enough to be used as a rapier for
defence.
Mounted in gold and silver
these canes are very expensive. They ate
rarely seen in Havana, and one tourist,
who wished to carry away a oane as a
souvenir, paid $50 for the privilege.

By
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Exchange St.,

Investment

woods,

ngerator,_

jJCTORY

of the man whose life is insured. ProSurplus. 100,000 v tection is guaranteed to his family.
A small sum of money, annually
Stockholders’ Liability.... 100,000 'ft
$ paid, purchases a transfer of the hazard
$ of death to a responsible institution,
which agrees to deliver to one’s heirs
and
invested
Capital
Surplus
a stated number of dollars if such an
Hi

ThtiwtiaUt

and

>EAK UNION STATION

(Portland Savings Bank Building.)
Capital.$100,000

Oastoria la put op in one-size bottles only. It
is not told in bulk. Don't allow anyone to sell
yon anything else on the ploa or promise that it
ia "jest as good" and "will answer every purpose.” #3~ See that you get O-A-S-T-O-B-I-A.

rigerators, all sires

Real

HAS REMOVED TO

No. 89

*

—

Portland Trust Co.

BOTTLE OF

No.
Resuitable for
louse use; also butter
refrigerators. Wine
Ice
looters.
Cream Cabinets, etc. This will be
.be chance of the season to secure a
fine remaytodst

263 middle Street.
mayUeodet

Bankers.

Quinn Refrigerators

AT AUCTION.
24th- at 10 a- m-> at store
)c^,!LeSi?na'
7, Moa.y
St., we shall sell about loo
Exchange

BAILEY’S GUN STORE,

IS ON THE

KnighMIle,

MAY 25 to 28. Fine
Decorations.
Booths in charge of the ladies.
Concerts every
evening. A good time. Don’t miss It.

The best yet.
The “Imperial” has a
world-wide reputation for style, workmanship and light running', and in
This company supplies Doering, West- these respects illustrates the perfecIt is the “go
jrook, Gorham and StandiBh, and the tion of wheel-craft.
lightly kind.” Never sold before for less
< ibove bonds are
than $100, now $60, and made just the
miana .11*r-rsame.
Lower priced wheels from $25
up. Come in and see them.
>y Portland Water Co.

H. M. PAYSON

^Fair

Merrlman’s Band at Oasts Hall,

CONSTRUCTION CO.,

-FOR SALE BY—

JORDAN,

q^niset?and°r,navfor’iL

COMMITTEE,

—

of Boston.

local

VOCALISTS.
Pianist.
j'nder the direction o£ 0. *- RANKIN. Organist
jnaci
STEWART TAYLOR
men'ber» of Annex and
hV.
at Cressev,
exchanged
rones & Allen".

or

BOiNTDS

\ GRAND CONCERT

JISS Mary

Exchange

Block,

PORTLAND,

•

under the auspices ol the
Congress Square
Annex, given by a Select Chorus of
over 400 voices.
Insisted bj MISS S. JUARCIA
CRAFT,

ortland.
The right to reject any
all bids is reserved.
Bids may be a
dressed to the BUILDING
Me.
Knlghtville,
may23d9t

street,

HALL,

Thursdsiy. May 86, 1898.

DUE 1928.

the people and the oountry, enabling him
to enrloh his story with local, characteristics, and Information not found in any
other work of the kind on the Holy Land.
He has selected the present time for the

no

SEALED

$90,000
OF THE

ELMLDiNG,

PROPOSAL will be received until
June 4, 1898, by the Building Committee
of
Hiram
Lodge, K. & A. M.,
for the
material and work required in
erecting a
three story brick building at
KnlghtY-flle
Me., according to plans and specifications
prepared by F. H. & E. F. Fassett.
Bids will be received for the entire building, or as follows: Excavate for cellar and
foundations, and lay foundation and cellar
walls; mason’s work; carpentry:
granite
and freestone; windows
glazed;
doors,
door and window frames; painting; plumbing;
lathing and plastering; roofing;
galvanized iron work; truss, steel and iron
beams and girders. Plans and specifications
at the
office of
may be examined
the

ntl

—

j

PROPOSALS F OR

EHIRTY YEAH i PEH CENT

Palestine for over five years, and during
his residence there had unusual and peculiar advantages for seeing and knowing

story, but has drawn

PAY To\

;agement.Utatl0n

186 Middle St., Portland, Me.

SEE

IiOSFOBD
Managers

HATKSKKFBMMlui*

application.

Prices on

letter and a
volumes will
order: Pen-

Hassan,

article,

4s.

POND’S EXTRACT CO., NewYorkand London.

estine.

of

j tiddeford,

jy2I

dennis, Yellowplush Papers, etc., Barry
Lyndon, eto., Sketch Books, eto., Contributions to Punch, Henry Esmond,
etc., Newcombs, Christmas Books, eto.,
Virginians, Philip, eto., Denis Duval,
etc., Miscellanies, etc. The entire edition
will be completed on
April 16, 1890.
All lovers of
Thaokeray will give this
new and elegant edition of his
works a
hearty welcome. (New York: Harper &
Brothers; Portland: Loring, Short &
Harmon.

descriptions

4s.

Pains, Inflammations,
Catarrhal Trouble and Piles.

fac similes of manuwell as portraits of

simile

141:08 *
|1'’^Y
*
Lessees and

Tnniffm-161110011,

as

The other

be issued in the

In

l laco,

MrSEMEJTS.

his merry company headed by MISS ETTA REED, presentlmcomedies and dramas. New spe cialty, NICHOLS sisiEES.
r.
...-nidllidAt1 rouaJBLend Me Five
My Kentucky Home | nJ hurs. Eve.
Tlie f'lunger |
l
A \ank*o Shillingsin (luhfl
vvJdSM.’,t
Two Niglits in Rome ; 1 il- MatLen Nights in a Bar Room
Wed"
Kve
vveu-i£veFlirtation I 1 !*• 1>vg.
Kiist Lvmi
I Two Friends.
rhurs. Mat.
IS at. Mat.
Pearl ol-avoy
<13 Marriage a Failure. | K at- Eve.
Kathleen Mavourneah
o
Grand Electrical Effects.
rt#tty C°StUni es.
3<V.
EVBNLNO PRICES Rr. SOc
Tlokel3’ ’12 o£ llle best seats for 1 13.00. Good lor any performance during 30o
en-

Invaluable for all niches,

the author hitherto unpublished. Vanity
Fair contains 20 lull-page illustrations,
It

THEA TifcK
C « * ISE

SfcSV

cluded

script

A

|

and

long

and

FINANCIAL.

ONE

habitually

impertinence for them to undertake to determine
North, and of the Fire-home in the
London, May 23. —The St. James Gacritical military operations as it would South; of the first human being, Burl, zette, this afternoon
in
its financial

The sending
Philippines is

THERE IS ONLY

wrote. So muoh has been forgotten, so
much that is ephemeral has been recorded,
that it is iuy desire to mark down some
of the truer chords to whloh his life was
set.
For this reason I have in-

that the hostile fleets
before
The King’s Henchman.
A Chronicle
will get in olose proximity enough to
of the Sixteenth Century. Brought to
one
another
a fight, but we
to
ensure
was
a
spring,
complete success and gave
light and edited by William Henry Johnalmost universal satisfaction.
The same are inclined to think that the Navy De- son.
(Boston: Little, Brown & Co.
plan should bo adopted for the caucuses partment is too sanguine on this point. Price |1.60.) This is a
story of pure love
that his squadron is
soon to be called for the selection of dele- Cerverea knows
and stirring action. It purports to be told
over
matohed
of
either
ours.
to
by
tho
greatly
gates
county convention.
by an Inseparable attendant of Henry of
Heuee he is not likely to meet Sampson
and that hero of a hundred
Navarre,
The present is undoubtedly a favorable or
Schley if he can avoid it. By keeping fights and as
many gallant adventures is
time for the permanent settlement of our our
ships busy pursuing him he is weak- made to live
He moves
again for us.
differences with Canada, and the
govern- ening the Cuban blockade and in that
across the stage at the head of a brave
ment is doing well to take
advantage of way perhaps helping get supplies to
procession of fair women; makes love
it.
The growing friendliness between the
beleaguered Spaniards.
and war in quiok alternation; now in a
this country and England has not been
great battle, now rides off the field with
without effect in the
NEW PUSLICATIONST
Dominion, where
an armful of captured
the hostile and sneering tone of the newsbanners, to lay
A Popular Edition of Dr. Nansen’s them at the feet of his love.
papers has given place to one approaching appreciation and cordiality. Canada Farthest North, in one volume, has just
THE
NEWSPAPER STRATEGY
been issued by Harper & Brothers, with
and the United States are
neighbors, and an
BOARD.
by Otto Svedrup, captain of
appendix
it is douhtlss for the
advantage of both of the
Frain, with a portrait and sixteen ilthem equally to live on amicable terms.
(Harper’s Weekly.)
lustrations. This edition is printed from
We call attention once more to the reFiance appears to be
growing a little new plates and contains Dr. Nansen’s ports published in some of the daily newsmore friendly to the United
States, or, complete narrative of his famous explor- papers as to the proposed move ments of
at any rate, she is
dissembling her dislike ing expedition. The price is $8.00. (For troops and fleets. Perhaps the governmore than she did.
ment is deceiving the newspapers for the
Probably the reason sale by Poring, Short & Harmon. )
is because she is
of misleading the enemy, because
finding out that the
The Gods of Our Fathers: A Study of purpose
outrageous attacks of her newspapers
naturally all the plans of campaign that
Saxon
Herman
I.
Stern.
Mythology.
By
have been driving off the best customers
appear in the daily press are read in Mad(New York: Harper & Brothers; Port- rid within twenty-four hours of their
she has in the world.
Americans have
land:
Loring, Short & Harmon.) That publication here. This view is strengthbeen in the habit of
spending millions a book
need
the self-contradictory obaracter
treating of the religion of our re- of the by
in
Paris directly, and
yearly
newspaper plans of campaign. If
many more mote ancestors
in
Northern
has
Europe
the
millions for the things Paris produces.
government has taken this method of
This big trade is beginning to deoline, importance for the special student, goes minimizing the efforts of the yellow jour
nals
to defeat the
and bring sucTho dollars that found their way into the without saying; that it has value and in- cess to the Hnnnichcountry
fli'ina
nroll nriil iiood
I
terest for the general reader is not quite blit if
tills of the Paris shopkeepers are now
it be true, as a Washington corrego- so
obvious
As
be
therewas
to
expected,
of
spondent
one
of
the New York dailies
ing to enrich the Londoners. Furtherhas stated on more than one
occasion,
more
Paris is getting alarmed lest we fore, Mr. Stern both stntes and Illustrates
that he and his newspaper are
the
claims of his subject to a wider recdiscovering
shall refuse to take part in the national
and printing news of the actual intenOffTlltifin finrl hid
ic nnl;
tions of the military authorities, he and
exposition which shots preparing for 1900.
but popular. Ills contention
is, that the managing editor of the paper, if not
Gen. Miles is reported to
be very while great numbers of people are conver- the proprietor, ought to be treated as
Spanish spies. They are doing the work
strongly opposed to an immediate inva- sant with Greek and Roman mythoology, of
spies, and much more efficient work
sion of Cuba, takiug tho ground that our
very few know anything about that of than spies ordinarily are capable of, provolunteer troops on which we must al- our Norse and Saxon forefathers:
yet to vided always they are telling the truth
when they point out the spot at which
most entirely rely are not yet
sufficiently the latter must be traoed the “ancestral oar
troops are to be landed In Cubn, and
organized and disciplined to make it springs of thought and character of the
designate the time when the landing is
emuur
uunurasiui
or suie.
.uoubtiess ail Saxon (Anglo-Saxon) family—politically to take plaoe.
Not many days ago a rethe other experienced army officers are of and
of the New York dailies enintellectually the dominant race ofJthe porter of one
and risked the success
the
lives
dangered
the same opinion. The pressure for im- earth.” Mr. Star n believes that
Norse, of a small landing party in (Juba by premediate
invasion
comes
Greek
to
and Romnn mythologies up
a
mature publication of its design. Why
largely
from civilians, who have little
compre- certain point develop along similar lines, would not the summary incarceration of
a
hension of the difficulties. The advice and then the difference of climatic conbabbling reporter or a consenting editor
be a timely warning against the severer
of these people ought not to be listened ditions
a
produces divergence.
method that most be resorted to if this
to.
Too shoemaker should stiok to his
Mr. Stern describes, for the instruc- practice continues to lie indulged inf
last. People who know nothing about tion of men end women of today, the
war ought not to be
OF
FRANCO-SPANISH
tendering advice on primitive beliefs in regard to the creation RUMORS
the subject. It is as much an
ALLIANCE.
of the world—of the Mist-home in the

be

MISCEIX AKEOPS.

|

_PS-

A Fellah; A Romance of PalBy Henry Giilman. Price $2.00.
onstrations in tho city in honor of the (Boston: Little, Brown & Co.) The auevent were reported, as if It amounted to thor of this powerful romance lived in

PEE8B.

What sort of condition the

determined to
publish memories
which chiefly ooncern hie books. Certain
selections from bis letters are also included which tell of the places where his work
was done,
and of the times when ho
have

J'

rder ilau

at Chandler’ll Miuia
Congress street.

Store

431
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WORMS!

Hundreds of Children and adults have worms
but are treated for other diseases. The symptoms are
indigestion, with a variable apfoul tongue; offensive breath; hard and
petite;
full belly with occasional gripings and pains
about the avei; heat and itching sensation in
the rectum and about the anus; eyes heavy and
dull; itching of the nose; short, dry cough;
grinding of the teeth; starting dunng sleep;
slow fever; an<J often in children, convulsions.

C
£

£

^

v*

^

^
J

Ji

TRUE’S I-^
ELIXIR
PIN WORM

is the best worm remedy made.
It has been In use 46 rear St
y is purely vegetable, harmless
and effectual
1 Where nc wormt are present It acts as a Toniol

>

%

S

V
and corrects the condition of the mueouemem- C
braue of the stomach and bowels. A positive a;
and
cure for Constipation
Bilicraenesa, and k ml- o
usble remedy in all the common complaints of S
children. Price 36c. Ask your druggist
t*
Dr. J. T. TRUE Jk CO., Aphnrn, Mo.
treatment tor TapeWorma. Write Mr free
Speoial
%
pamuMei
fc

j

fS

S
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Mr. Taylor’s combined choruses, beanti
fully illustrated by views selected by Mr
The latest bulletir
Edward C. Swett.
MAINE MONUMENT FUND CONCERT
be elaboratelj
of war songs will also
The first of the Maine Monument fund illustrated. Verdi’s Anvil
Chorus wil
ooncerts was given at City hall last even- also be
Persons
given in grand style.
ing, we regret to say, to an audience by bolding tickets can exchange them al
no moans what it should have been when
Crcssey, Jones & Allen's, for reserved
the occasion is considered. The proceeds seats without extra charge.
of tuese conceits are to go to swell the
A WARNING SHOT.
fund for a monument to be erected to the
men who died on the battleship named
IrritUh Schooner Unintentionally Draws
for this state, a ship we adopted as our
her
Fire from a Portland Gon.
with
her
own when we presented
service of plate. To the memory of those
The first
blown
Portland Head has spoken.
men,so wickedly and treacherously
sinoe the
to death, an undying tribute is their due. shot fired from its fortifications
the residents ol
Probably in the stirring events of the Spanish war began awoke
was lost sight of by many the Cape shora about two o’clock yesterday
of our citizens and let us hope they will day morning.
It was not one of the big disappearing
crowd the hall tonight.
brass
piece, that
The concerts are worthy n large patron
guns, but a small
The report was imis made up largely awoke the echoes.
age. rI he programme
to quarters,
of patrlot.lo and national airs, but tnere mediately followed by a call
and the gunners got in some excellent
are other numbers that are of high order
in quiok mounting that was
manand that are given in a

t/iUS'.C AND DRA1VIA.

$1,000 FOR DEFENSE
And

Montank But la
Willi

Orchestra.

of the meeting were connected witt
matter whioh was not in the call ant
the fact that it had been omitted from thi
summons served on the members addec

would have recalled everyone. The ohorus
a most
attractive appearanoe
the women all dressed in white and th<
men in evening dress for the background
the orchestra in front.
The chorus, as f
rule was a little ragged, hut tonight thai
will not be perceptible.
They had goor
volume and quality, attacked well an c
shaded well, and they had one soprani
sfogato whose clear, high notes formed
a splendid
climax to the great body o
tone.
The Anvil Chorus, “Columbia th<
)
gem cf the ocean,” “Adeste Fideles,’
and “Battle Hymn of the Republic,’

particularly well given
Owing to the illness of Mrs.

were

gins she

Hig

Lena

unable to be present, bu
Mrs. Mormon sang most acceptably it 1
her place.
Mrs. Jennie Patrick Walke
has a large, clear soprano, and was par
ticularly happy in the song “My love ii 1
like a red, red rose.” Mr. Ashenden ha
was

and

sings

with

tastd
Dr. Nickerson’s pleasing tenor was beari 1
in solo and in duet with Mrs, Morrison
Miss Maude Scott, the reader, was ver;
satisfactory. For encores she gave" Sweet

a

good baritone,

Lassie

Jennie,”

and “When shades o E
fall.” The orchestra ar ;
night begin
entitled ta much praise for their vr or! ;
under C. L. Higgins, and Mrs. P
J
Lid hack and Mr. George F. Sanglier fo
their piano accompaniments.
Mr. War
conducted well.
The programmes wer 5
the
title page has
very neat and
picture of the Maine above which wer<
crossed flags of the United States am ;1
Cuba fibre.
est

to

THE JEFFERSON
The third week

of

the

Corso

Pnytoi

company opened at The Jefferson yesterwhen
“The
day afternoon
Parisian
Princess,” repeated its success of last
week, and “Iho Galley Slave” delighted
in the evening.
There were new songs
with mcviDg pictures, and the Nlcholt
a
pronounced hit.
They
called out again and again, and so
were the other
specialists. At the matinee
today “My Kentucky Home” will be the
hill, and “The Plunger” iu the

guaranteed

CON-

i.

CERT;'

organist.

O.

Stewart

and there was quite

yesterday,

a

|

con

granting

th

Burgess then
granting Charles D.

Alderman

introduced a:
Brain the righ t
order
to erect poles and wires for the transmis
sion of electricity through the norther: i
The petitioner wa i
part of Westbrook.

*

proportion.

in Oder:

of

th 3

a saving of about
$i000 a year t<
the city over and above the present rates
The order was without discussion tablet
for second and third readings. The meet

ing

was

them.

then

adjourned.

MUNICIPAL

|

OFFICERS.

After the adjournment of the city coun
cil meeting, a meeting of the municipa l

officers
ing.

was

held, Mayor Raymond presic

following named persons wei 0
elected as ballot and election
clerks a s
proposed by the Democratic city commii
tee

for

the respective wards:
Ballc t
Clark B. Eastman, Howard Yei

clerks,
rill, George Smith, Joseph Bettey, Edwi 1
Brown; election clerks, Luther A. Fran!
J. Henry
George A Haley
Sullivan,
Henry McCullough, A. D. Woodbury.

day,
Of grocers.

jxluiu

ohj

.uuuu

be perfectly willing to bear thi
expense of clothing the naval reserve, o:
the greater part of it. The things whicl !
each of the enlisted men must buy cos ;
him about $25 or |80. There will be 9 i

enlisted men on the Montauk when he:
full complement is there. The city wa i
asked to appropriate $1800, which wouli 1
have been about $10 each for the seamei
the pett;
little additional for
officers whose outfit costs
somethini
more. The order appropriating the mono;
would have passed both boards by a larg< )
majority, and in fact it had passed th
Aldermai ,
upper branoh 5 to 3, when
and

■

a

was

accepted.

No further bu siness the

journed.

meeting

at

Stove?

a

|

THEN BUY A

department was not to make a report on this matter.
Chief Engineer
Eldridge was called upon and said that he needed further time
to make a full
but that the order

BLACK

report

presented

was

in accordance with his sug-

A Hundred Reasons
Why,
which we can’t teli
you here.

gestions.
Then Mr. Lamson moved an
amendment to the order that the work be done
by contract. The cost of filling the sewer

Exchange

on

filling these

street was $181.
other reservoirs

That of
would be

I

more.

Mr. Rounds objeoted.
Nobody oould
tell just how muoh earth it would take to
fill these reservoirs.
They were dangerous

and

suspecting

"

OUR IMPERIAL CLARION.
The Foremost ofThemAII.

s-

§

p

1

*“/a<*”
you something else, g

*”!*

fr/es <0 seU

"•

♦ ♦ ♦ ♦

There

Nothing that Is “Just as Good.” \[

be

oan

«™.X.i WOOD &. BISHOP CO

9

■

MAINE.

will soon be removed.

DRESS GOODS.

UvUU

1890.

biuouwuiuij

to fill

a

newspaper

rough kinds—Cheviots. Etamines,
Whipcords, Soleils. Serges—and by
the way, speaking of Serges reminds
us that we are throwing
forward just
now some unusual bargains
in these
poptilar goods, We mention five lots
are

for

named was *6,884,305.91.
maining unpaid amount

The
to

years
taxes re2 1-3

per cent.

ship.

MISCELLANEOUS.
Petitions for new wooden buildings
were referred as follows:
William
McMr. Cohen—About 100 rounds.
Mrs. M. A.
Mr. Rounds—X wanted to know because Cann, shed. 63 Fore street;
dwelling, 484 Portland street; H.
so many people feel safer now that the Berry,
L. Jones, addition to
dwelling 181 Oxford
monitor is here.
Mr. Rounds—Got any powder and shot

on

board?

A superior quality black
French Serge,
fine lustre,
wool,
pure
jet black, 38 inches
wide,
33c yd

Lot 3.

A beautiful

sary. This proceeding took up nearly ai 1
Afte r
the time of a three hours’ session.
the matter had been thus disposed of, thi
city council appropriated $2510 for th ,
Th j
celebration of the glorious Fourth.

appropriation

England

for the New

fai r

has alre ady been made,
The Montauk matter came
up whe:
Mr. Smith in the board of aldermen prt
sented the order which called for the er

penditure

of

a

sum

exceeding $180 j

not

committee of three aldermen und a 5
many councilman as might be added,
Mr. Lamson moved that a committee c f
three be appointed to consider the advisa
blity of carrying out the order and thi
lost
motion was put to a vote and

by

a

how many of the boys on the
monitor had left comfortable homes to
join her crew and said that he believed
there was public spirit enough in Porttold

land to

supply

needed,

and

them with the things they
which many of the crew
could not pay for lh cash, but it woo,Id
have to be obarged against their wages
and stay on shipboard until the debt was
paid. The officers furnished their uniforms
at their own expense.
Lieut. Bigelow also spoke brieflly.
Councilman Millikan spoke in favor of
He said he was ready
passing the order.
pass this order now and would concur
with the upper board m deferring action
only as a la6t resort. “I am tired and
sick,” said he, “of hearing that Portland

she will. Nobody thinks that a Spanish
ship will come to this coast, but I believe
that if suoh a thing should happen, the
monitor would be a better defence than a

disappearing gun.”
Mr. Goudy also spoke in favor of immediate action. The order was then passed
and sent up. Mr. Rounds was a member

j.

'i_nnlmr1

nuau

---

nav

Tw

o

fl rl

bridge

of tho

n

*■

over

the

Portland

and

of the men ranged from $16.50 a month t 0
about $70, which is paid to the rnachii
Jets. The average pay on the Montau k
would bo about $50, with an allowance < f
Th e
30 cents a day per man for rations.
his ham
government gives the man only
It1 the tuei 1
mock and a place to sling it.
the governmer t
bought their clothing of
could not leave the ship until it ha i
■

they

had a
they
been paid for and until
month's pay due them on the books, ur
oush guai
less the paymaster received a
antee covering these things
When the order was put to a vote it Wi e
Kounds and Lan
passed 5 to 2, Messrs.
votes.
Then Mi >.
son casting the negative
Kounds picked up the call for the mee
in tl e
ing and said: “I don’t see nothing
call which calls for that to be acted o a
and I shall object. It has bee a

tonight,

lars would
twice that.”

to me that a
be necessary,

thousand do
and now it1

g

Sprague immediately started the oratorioal
ball a rolling.
During the debate the
Mayor stated that the olty
government
had already fixed the terms on which the
bridge could be crossed by the two roade
and the Portland road had acce pted the
terms.
Mr.
should

W0Q

C. Blake, weigher of ooal.

jv iiiuucd

uigu giauu,

wiuo,

50c
Lot 5.

yd

Fifty iucli, extra fine quality
black Surah

of

One

Serge,

the best values in black dress

goods you've
These prices
prices the

much

under

the

quality

goods
worthy

are

are

same

sold for and

usually

63oyd

seen,

are

your

attention.

ring.

(PROFIT IS GOOD, And Patriotism
is another good,

and when one can have both it’s almost as good as being born in Bos-

of North and Cumberland streets was
passed and sent op for concurrence.
Papers from the upper board received
concurrent action.
The board debated the Montauk order
ner

at

length

as

reported

ton-

just square
Prance isn't treating
in this war with Spain, she’s sneaking in all the help she can to Spain,
and we for years the best customer she
She is coaling, and
has ever had.
and
cheering
Spalu.
coddling,
Wouldn’t it be patriotic for us to let
her find another market for her slirn-

above.

CHEERED FOR OLD GLORY.

Se^specially
at
toms

of

t-.h*

a

Rich,

heavy,

massive, but soft

to the

touoh,

signed

guarantee
I

goes

inch, si.73

22
24

I

'•

$2.25

Peerless” to distinguish it.

signed guarantee
every yard sold.

Has

Haskell
a

guatantee for wear.
Two grades, $1.00 and $1.25.

yard.
Only one quality,

every

$1.00

75c, $1.00, $1.25,

OTHER MAKES.
Satin Duchess, black, 27 inch.
shirt
An excellent silk for

waists, petticoats, &c.,
27 inch (notice

20
21

inch,

Satin
Duchess

Our

inch,

22
22

I

PEAU deSOIE.

Decree tor Hil

SI.(9

Water-

This is

proof

similar

Silk.

in weave and feel to the Satin

alleged infringement tmc
“Purity Kisses,” Judge Webb

S9c

9Sc

Mado-

Evory yard

warranted.
20
20

inch,

"9c

$1.00

I

23
24
24

inch,

$1.25
$1.60
§1.75

J. R. LIBBY CO.

Carthatto May 14, Fred H. McLain
Hose I„ Mitchell.

Mulkeru- aSed

[Funeral on Tuesday afternoon at 2 o’clock.
In Bangor. May 18, Mrs. Iillen Eyucn.
Iu Buoksport, May 18, Philip Gross, aged 90

0 !
yea"> 1 :

daughter
17

fNctice of funeral
hereafter.l

22‘ Minnie G.,
HirWtraona'My
**"ani*1Iary Al I des,

lin,
Ireland

used

Silk Top-

tho kind that

to

have

22 inch.

daughter
aged 22 years,

o

i
l

years, 9 months, 28 days.
In Bangor. May 18, Clio, daughter of Jacob D.
and Lucy Hatch, aged 4 years.
In Verona, May 19, Henrietta
wife of Watson Wardwell. aged (54 years, 8 months.
In Bangor, May 21. Mrs. John Prescoit, aged
7B years, 6 months, 11 days,
lu Bangor, May 21. Ralph Ensign, son of John
and Alice A, Dauforth. aged 3 months. 2o days.

Eastman Bros. & Bancroft.
thingsin
Many
wear

Neck-

for

wom-

just received this
morning,
P. K. puffs, silk ascots,
loop band bows, madras
ties

string

and

bows,

corded silk puffs with silk ^
stocks. Liberty silk Boas
and

neck
onrl

shapes.

puffs.
llnrr

Flag

tirtc

oil

Red white and

blue satin
and

bows,

stocks with

big aproned

white

India

silk

teck knot attached.
New shapes in linen
New

styles

in embroid-

ered mull collars.
New silk, crepe lisse
and chiffon neck frillings,

black, white and colors.

the

BLACK GRENADINE.
75c, $1.00, $1.25
24 inch,

J. R. LIBBY CO.
FRYFBITRG,

new

en,

For

$1.25

anc

Dc.A THS

TnIhntl'il3aC,i,tJ,^iay 23' Ellen M. J

Black

POPLIN.

monopoly of,
I

Best quality Cambric skirt lining given free with every dress
pattern sold.

no

BLACK TAFFETA.
27 inch,

by Haskell Silk Co.

Portland.

leaving

mark,

trade mark.

and shrunk.
Has a pronounced twill and is very desirable for
75c yd
skirts and tailor suits,

collars.

thing for
Waists,
Separate Skirts, Petticoats, &c.
This too has our "Cashmere
Peerless”

Ill New
Gloucester. May 18. Isaao F. Andrewi
Bucks port and Miss Jennie E. Mclntosli o
New Gloucester.

off

Water slides

Storm Serge,
wool, steam

sponged

China.

lustre.
Fine

wide—all

mull

$1,39
$1.50

Duchess, but has about half the

pieces English

inches

Lrtnio

Black

I

$1.00
$1-25

men.

the width)

Five
50

Portland, May 24,1*91

SURAH. Woven patriotism
is in this splendid
Lustre
fabric. Soft, but firm.
like polished ebony. Our “Cashmere Peerless” guarantee with

with

goes

the

of

tiny granulated
Glossy black.
or seeded effoct.
our signed
carries
Every yard
selectest.

Made by Haskell Silk Co. Has
"Cashmere
our exclusive mark,

oi

months*

One

ARMURE.

75c, 79c, 08c

SATIN RHADAME.

for

mon'lis' 5 days' e“

$1.00, $1.25, $1.50

skin,

BLACKTAFFETA.

Ill this city, May 22, by Rev. W. M. Klmmoll
Wm. l„ stormes of Boston and Etbel M. Uarrii

n
Miss

mere

Peerless” brand of Haskell Co.
make.
Soft, heavy. Has the
feel of highest grade Vici calf

Haskell’s,

81 inch wide, $1.25
$1.50

dreth.

“Cash-

CRAIN.

Silk Company.
Our

PURITY KISSES.

of

OR OS

mirror gloss. One of the
exclusive makes of the Haskell
a

with every purchase of it.

that fea ture of the occasion.
At a signal from Conductor
W. E.
Conductor Edward
W. Dodgt
Long,
manned the rope and “Old Glory’’ wai
heads
of the crowd
wafted over the
which burst into cheers. The band playec
After the men ceasec
sovera 1 selection.
cheering for the dag they gave three mort
for Superintendent Newman
who hat
contributed the pole.

of

It’s

name.

Duchess Indeed.

Has

Howe’s Military band had volunteered its
service for the occasion. Alderman Smith
and Councilman Milliken were on th<
programme for speeches at the dag rising,
but th eir oratory was being dispensed it
the city council chambers, at the special
meeting, so the West End conduotori
and motormtn had to get along withoul

sale

of its

like the finest finished Kid skin.

Railroad company’s
Union
station line were baying a dag raising ol
their own at the car barn on St. John
street, and thither the crowd journeyed.

Portland,

Silk

worthy

Portland

a

This

(unlike the ten
thousand George Washington
somebodies all over the land) is

band.
motorman

when we can get better
doors, and without cus-

duties.)

Superb

to ses
in Union station last evening,
what disposal was to be made of them for
the night, the orowd of spectators was
suddenly attracted in another direotion
by the patriotio strains from a brass

nonduotors and

our

SATIN DUCHESS.

While the Connecticut troops who have
been assigned to Fort Preble were waiting

Thfi

us

right

Flag Raised Last Right Over the Street
Car Barn at West Knd,

rendered a decree for the complainant
a ud for an accounting. Thomas L. Talbol
was counsel for Hildreth, and Symonds,
cash and I think they will dn.so.”
Snow & Cook for Goudy & Kent.
Mr. Merrill agreed with Mr. Dow that
made
as with
be
should
the same terms
MARRIAGES.
the Portland road. If the city could loan

it could to the other. The objection
Mr. Lamson again spoke in favor c
the Yarmouth road
to
the
that the city wa ,
proposition of
delay. He understood
too long a time in
was that it wanted
a cavalry
"
to
equip
asked
to be
“I should
cornpan;
which to make the payment.
H 3 prefer the cash,’1 said Mr. Merrill, ‘‘but
and a company of sharpshooters.
have
seen
so
I
far
there are
the
families of th a from anything
favored looking after
of that.
The tim 3 no indications
men who had gone to the war.
Mr. Mannix ended
the
At this point
the city of Portland mn 7
uiuy come when
discussion by bringing up the point
wus
Rounds.
for
Mr.
a
The
bounty
men.
have to pay
question
raised by
call for the meeting and that
not in the
Mr. Merrill spoke in favor of the ordei
it.
settled
He said that the naval reserve had bee 3
THE RESERVOIRS.
formed under adverse oiroumstances.
The quf stlon of filling up the old reserOther states and oities had aided sirn
lar organizations, and he believed that i f voirs into one of whioh the Masonic dele.

black India Surah
wool, smooth finish.

ing coffee.

IN COMMON COUNCIL.
Messrs.Driscoll and Smith were absent.
An order lor a oatch basin at the cor-

In the United States Court yesterdaj
morning in the case of H. L. Hildreth ol
Boston vs. Goudy & Kent Company ol

to one

Serge,

all

One lot very fine all wool black
WE ARE ACENTS.—Not the sole agents-but the
IN JOINT CONVENTION.
favored and protected agents for Henrietta, 45 inches wide, made from
Let us the best quality wool, extra good value,
John H. Mount fort was elected surveyor
the best grades of these honest, patriotic Silks.
.of wood and weigher of ooal and Freman
while
63c yd
you sip your morntell you something about them

road had already accepted terms the same
terms should be made with tho other road
and he would so instruct tho committee.
He said:
To this Mr, Smith objected.
the money to
has paid out
interest
build tho bridge and is paying
for it. These roads should pay cash. Let
them know that they are expected to pay

or

jet

Serges. Nun's Veilings, Plain Mohairs
color of dye.
Silks
French
two
wear
out
and Braided Effects,
will
A very choice
Silk
Black
A Haskell
all the lot of high grade goods,
look
wholesome
through
50c yd
its
winsome,
and keep

Bailey and James P. Bogan were appointed special polioemen without pay.

Judge Webb Renders

city

by Dame, Dowager

Fine

stock,

F. W. Neally, Cyrus J. Brown, Jeffer-

a committee
appointed to consider the
petition of the Yarmouth road.
Mr. Dow took the
ground that as one

‘‘The

Lot 4.

Here are more bargains.
A dozen or more styles of black
&c.
we
know
of
that
Silks
dress
Swiss
goods, widths varying from 40 to
No French, Italian or
50
unloaded,
ungummed
inches—consisting of black figured
come near them for honest,
and
for
Mohairs.
Wool Fancies. Imperial
lasting
durable
purity
finish,
for high and

son

Sprague thought that
bo

lustrous,
wide and Jet black,
39c yd

Saccarap’.

highest rank in the Silk
department of the larger
stores of Boston,New Vork,
Philadelphia, Chicago, &c.,

of the Methodist ohuroh on
Peaks island petitioned for the extension
of the sidewalk to the ohuroh building.
The board of health petitioned for the
extension of the sewer in Orange street. ;

to

can’t put a crew on her monitor.
I have
told people who have spoken to me about
it that the city would do its part all right
when the time oame and I believe that

biack

quality

soft and

Serge,

45 inches

them?
The Haskell Silks made in
Westbrook take
our own

repeated his explanation and Dr. Smith, Bruns.
The trustees
the ship’s surgeon, addressed the council.
He

yd

Lot 2,

India

Damsel in all the land are
spun and dyed, and woven
so near your home that on
a
still Han unu can almost
hear the whirr-rr-rr-of the
makes
that
machinery

the

about

hard to beat.
Fine all wool black Serge
inches
black—36
good

the finest

*170,553.09
assessments

this

wide and very lustrous 25c

6,129,14

tax

in

department of ours
page—smooth kinds

goods

and

Lot 1.

vvorn

The

exists

Enough variety
black dress

that

ON GROVE STREET.

Then the order was referred to the oom- street.
The New England Telegraph and Teleraittee to report on Thursday and sent to
company petitioned for slight
the lower board. The oounoil promptly phone
in the location of two poles, one
conourred, but as promptly thought betr changes
Bounds discovered that the matter wa
ter of it, reconsidered the vote, passed the on Milk and one on Monument street.
not mentioned in the call and objooted
An order was passed for the transfer of
on the ground that as he had understooi [ order and asked for a committee of conJ. C.
ference. Before this was done, Mr. Cohen a lot of land on Roberts street to
one thousand dollars would b
that

represented

The

An invitation to the mayor and alder
men from Cloudman Post,
G. A. R., t e
participate in tho parade of Momoria 1

FEL8&CO., PHILADELPHIA

uiio

XXC»l L

of tho conference committee and agreed to
Messrs. Lamson and Bounds voted for i
the appropriation of 11000 as stated. Both
members
it.
five
against
and the other
boards passed the amended order.
Lieut. Cohen, the executive officer c j,
THE YARMOUTH ROAD.
given permission to erect his poles, be the monitor, was asked to explain wha t
In
was presented by the Porth
a
A
at
the
line
of
order
response
said
the
petition
contemplated.
boundary
ginning
cit;
of Westbrook, near the Duck Pond, am l enlightened the board as to some thing s land and Yarmouth Electrlo road asking
about life in the navy. Ho told them tha t that the oity define the terms on which it
following the line of Bridgton street sc
T ha marl ra.
called, from Duck Pond to Deering lin 3 a sailor must have two whito suits, a blu n mttv cross Tukev’s bridm.
cites at considerable length that it has
bridge. Tht conditions imposed were: T 3 shirt, a sweater, oilskins, and other art:
built its line in the manner agreed upon
furnish a bond of $5000 to indemnify th a cles of clothing and equipment, amount
to about $18 a man. It is for thes 3 and that it has paid its Bhare of the cost
oity for any damages that it may be mad 3

mean

Allen’: ,
rush fo:

She says:
“JHY BIG WASH
is always on the
line hours earlier
than my neighbors.
I use

lino

■

That they shall be erected before Jul; r
1, 1898.
That the company pay all damages r«
suiting from the erection and operatioi
of the poles and wires.
Alderman Burgess spoke in support o;
the order, saying that the city would d 3
well to accept the contract, as It woul i

wil
sale o

Among the great attractions of the con
cert wiU be Keller’s American hymn,
b:

to

That the appliances shall be
and erected under the direction
municipal officers.

Rankin,
Taylor

conduct the grand chorus
The
seats began at Cressey, Jones &

uiuauu,

XU

WJICXO

by the
naval reserve to be uniformed
states or the elites where the divisions
were located.
Mr. Rounds—Why did the government
send here, anyway?
Mr. Cohen—Very little, sir, beside the

ADVERTISEMENTS.

NSW

the fire

rfkn

thought tha

Now it was

would

privilege.

lights

ihe grand concert to be
given at City
hall on Thursday
evening under the
auspices of the Congress Souare A
will combine many novelties. Just
think
what a grand chorus of 400 vocalists
is
and
then add to that ten local
like,
solo
ists, headed by Miss S. Marcia Craft oi
Boston, lormcriy of Portland, who mads
such a favorable debut in Boston
recent!}
Miss Mary Jordan will be ths
in opera.
pianist, and Mr. Frank L.
th;
Mr.

by

of the sailor.

tha sailor must have a pea coat whie h Roohestor tracks, and It recommends that
costs about $9.50. The oost of the outfit ( f its offer to pay $1351.47 a year for twenty*
the route mentioned and power for sue: 1 the petty officers is somewhat more, s o five years be accepted. This sum is said
other lights as the city may require at $ 5 that the $18C0 would give about $18 fc r to equal *20,000 and interest and Interest
more for the pett y on interest.
per year for each twenty-five candle powe p the seamen and a little
The presentation of the petition by Mr.
and smaller
in
officers. Mr. Cohen also said that the pa y

evening.

•

well

Must Have

My Lady

ing

were

A^NEX

thought the city would do
before
sider the matter

ADVERTISEMENTS.

former,

paiiy which Mr. Lisk represents is mad 3
up of ten persons principally Boston am I
New York men, and that Mr. Lisk is on
of the company.
They intend to start
plan t for the purpose of making eleetrica 1
appliances, and that they also furnisl
light for the town of South Portland. H(

liable resulting from the
erection an
maintenance of the poles and wires.
To furnish the city five lights
alon

Sisters made

CONGRESS SQUARE

made on petition of S. H
and stretch
Lisk for lief to erect poles
transmission of
electri
wires for the
power on certain streets.
City Solicitor Lyons said that the oomwas

NEW

|

Saccarappa vs. France.

J.

pted.
A report

ADVERTISEMENTS,

order
ot the rosorvoirs on
an

Mr. Rounds reported for the committee
Portland boys who had left comfortable to confer with the Portland
Railway comhomes to go out and serve on the monitor pany
recommending the passage of the
for the defence of the city.
order providing for the Grovo street exH0
Then Mr. Cohen was cajled again.
tension. The order passed.

The adjourned meeting of the West
held
las t
brook city government was
only
The claim of Westbrook Trus (
eveni ng.
action
should be
postponei I
abatement o f required,
company asking for an
until Thursday so that a committee mlgh t
sewer tax on property of Ann E. Tiltoj ^
investigate and make sure that every
held by the company as mortagees was re
In this view Mr
thing was all right.
ferred.
Lamson concurred. As the point abou ;
B The public buildings committee recom the call was one which could not bi
i
rooms be hired
mended that three
ignored, the board of aldermen agreed ti ,
Warren blook to be used as a court room
the delay. The counoiJ, however, passei [
tha
and
and
reported
polioe room,
loekup
the order and asked for a committee o f
they could be secured at a cost of $8 pa
conference. In the committee, of whicl ,
month. Report accepted and an order wa
he was a member, Mr. Bounds agreed t ,
passed directing that the rooms be hirec
allow one thousand dollars to be appro
The contract of James A. Trafton wh
with the provision that the com
printed,
[
from
Cumberlani
agrees to haul the hose
mittee to expend it should report at th s
Mills hose bouse for $100 a year was ac
next.meeting if any other sums are neces
oe

NEW

brought up,

have enlisted in the navy of the Unitec said that he was disinterested in this
FOURTH OF JULY.
Jersey
States to serve one year.
They have beer matter, being an offioer of the New
The order for an appropriation of $2503
officer
as
but
the
executive
naval
mustered in and they can’t get out UDlesi !
reserve,
for the celebration of the Fourth of July
the government discharges them befori of the ship it was his desire to get the
was taken up and after a conference finalthe year is up. They mast have certaii crew in shape and uniforms were necessuits of clothes and these thfy must buj sary for that. Any delay in getting the ly passed.
UNPAID TAXES.
out of their own money.
Notwithstand uniforms meant so much delay in getting
A report from the olty treasurer as to
ing a popular notion to the contrary the crew in shape. The ship was brought
With Ions odds in favor of
Unole Sam does not give the sailors an; here by the New Jersey naval reserve and the amount of unpaid taxes for the years
Silkas
the
and the
bills
named
of
the
New
was
the
State
as
follows!
Jersey
paid
clothes. He sells them clothes and he hai ;
presented
a part of her contribution to the national
worm of France takes off
made a regulation that his sailor custom
1897,
$97,631.34
defenoe. In addiitonal to the clothing
1896,
ers cannot leave their ships until th<
21,368.46
his hat in the presence of
1895,
10,327.41
clothes are paid for and the sailors ir the men had to furnish their mess and
For
1894,
8,198.75
of
addition have a month’s wages to thei
cooking utensils. Those now in use were
1893,
6,98a 10
that
of
New
Jersey
do
you know, madam,
1892,
6,795.22
credit, or until these things have beei the property of the State
1891,
and might be sent for at any time. Else7,867.35
in cash
some kind frien'
BLACK SILKS

long,

presented

ment would probably leave the monitor
here. It appeared to him only a small
return to furnish the uniforms for these

This was the questioi
to the interest.
of providing uniforms for the men wh<
have left their homes to serve on th(
monitor which the city council askec
These mer
might be sent to Portland.

Mrs. Walker.
Chorus—Adestes Fideles,
Chorus and Orchestra.
reported, and no time was lost in firing
Heading— Jenks.
the
By the time th
warning gun.
Miss Scott.
schooner hove to ana of the big ten
o£
the
Republic,
Song—Battle Hymn
Julia Ward Howe inch guns was trained on her in readi
Mr. Ashenden and Chorus.
ness for an mergnecy.
Keller
Chorus—Festival Union Hymn,
Chorus and Orchestra
WESTBROOK CITY COUNCIL.
Pinsutl
Song—I Shot an Arrow,
Mrs Higgins.
Ward Permission Asked From i'wo Concerns t ,
Chorus—Liberty Jlymu,
Here was a programme sufficiently
Erect Electric Light Pole*.
one would think to satisfy the most
vovacious encore fiend, but if the slim
audience could have had its way they

was

should be filled before somebody
ances *6,000 a month would be disbursed else fell into them.
The amendment was lost and the order
in Portland from the Montauk.
If the
naval reserve was a success the govern- passed so three of the pitfalls for the un-

ings

There were lively scenes within the Portland Head fortifloations when the shot
A guard had sighted her,
was fired.
and as she seemed bent on running in hi ,

Bishop

Wheel

a

the patrol boat Geranium went ont to hei
and explained matters. The New Yorl
steamer Horatio Hall was also outside
“close time"
to expire
waiting for

Blumenthal
and Rain,
Mrs. Lena E. Higgins.
Chorus—Our Flag is There,
Chorus and Orchestra.
Gounod
Solo and Chorus—Lochland,
Mr. Ashendeu, Chorus and Orchestra.
Song.(old English)—Should We Upbraid?

Song—Sunshine

Bln

call and which were disposed of without
much trouble.
The interesting proceed

She was laden
with
Portland Head.
lumber and bound from St. Jonh to SaThe weather outside being a little
lem,
rough Capt. Wilcox decided to make
Portland harbor. He knew the harbor

uuurus.

on

special meeting of the city oounci;
was held last evening to consider three 01
lour things which were mentioned in the

■

anu

■

Willing to be I.avlsb

Cracker and

that the

Mr. Sprague-" The only information
an
you can get is from the offloers
t a
Twenty-four hours is enough for
Mr. Rounds—“We can loot rouni
see
the clothing stores somewhere an
^
what these clothes are going to cost.
At this point in the discussion Lieut.
6
Clifford was asked for an opinion.
said if the city paid for the clothing it
could be procured from contractors probbe
ably in the city.
This method would
preferablo to getting it from the government as it would probably be quicker.
Mr. Clifford said that in pay and allow-

A

a, Thou art so like a flower, Chadwick
Goring Thomas
b, Winds in the trees,
c, Oh my love is like a red, red rose,
Arthur Foote
Mrs. Jennie Patrick Walker.
was mined, and noticed that the light*
Anvil Chorus, from Ii Trovatore, Verdi
wote out, but was not aware that the
Full Orchestra, Anvils ahd Chorus.
War Department rules prohibited vessels
Reading—Music on the Rappahannock,
C?U. Somerville from
The warning
entering by night.
Miss Maude Amanda Scott, with
he received came in the shape of a thirtypiano accompaniment.
Keyes pound shot, which whizzed across his
Chorus—Star Spangled Banner,
Orchestral
Accompaniment and
schooner’s bow. With exceeding promptChorus.
Her course was
ness ha hove her to
Aria—Honor and Arms, from Samson,
Handel changed so quickly that there was nol
Mr. Clarence B. Ashenden.
time to pull in her log, and the rops
Quartette—Oh hush thee, my baby,
became so entangled in the rudder that
Sullivan
two hours’ work was required to get II
Mrs. Walker, Mrs. Higgins,Messrs.
Ward and Jackson.
clear.
Shaw
Song—Red, White and Blue.
Thfi fifillODUfir lav tn till iln.vlitrht
noioist

time, and Mr. Hounds declared
report should not be made before

Money While Country la at W'ar.

satisfactory
practice
were
several more realistic than any drill they have
night there
changes in the published programme had since they wees assigned to the batthat could not tie avoided, but the sub
tery.
stitutes were very acceptable. This was
A British schooner, the E. H. Foster,
the published programme:
Capt. James T. Wilcox, has the distincKeller tion of having drawn the first fire from
Angel of Peace,
Full Chorus and

Fire

Men

time ago,

Sprague presented

Tr!'Sprague

ROUNDS’ IDEA OF EX-

to

some

Mr.

when

directing the filling
Emery street near Spring: on Brackett,
near Carleton; and in Monument
square,
that the commit- together with an old well In Monument
suggested
»
rsquare.
tee might report tonight, but
Mr. Dow asked if the chief
be too s
engineer of
would
that
this
thought

Tribute to tin
Morions Fourth.

AssUtitnno

gat© fell

has nz up now to
Mr. Rounds-" AS it
Insist on my
shall
I
certainly
*1800,

ns

Opposed Giving Any

men

out.

PENDING CITY MONEY.

Last

Songs:

$2,500

ALDERMAN

this"fact

ner.

help these
possible Portland should

iBF,

The “Oxford” will be opened for the season
m June otli, 1898.
The high standard heretofore maintained at
his popular hotel will be continued, and no
>ains will bo spared by the management to.
u'omote the comfort and eutertainment of the
meats. For circulars, rates, etc., address,
F. li. MAltK. Proprietor,
umy24d2W
Fryeburg, Maine.

Yachtsmen,

for

members of the naval
erve, for campers,

well

res-

we are

white duck

made, strong,
working suits,

blouse and

trousers wi h

selling

a

round hat

to

match.

All sizes in stacl-:
for delivery.

ready

&

CO.

THE
An Odd

F iih

Mysterious

bat Meritori-

Appealed

ous.

(Fishing Gazette.)

inserted under this head
week for 23 cents, cash in advance.

one

aEVILLE—Magnetic Clairvoyant.
Sittings daily on health, uusine33 or private
family matters at 11 Brattle St., second door
from Portland St., and about five minutes walk
24-1
from Preble.

LILLIAN

cents and get one
of Detective Diake’s little books of
It. is worth $50 to you.
knowledge.
Every
Inan and woman should have one. Up. 6
Chestnut street, city.
23-1

NOTICE—Call

send 25

or

j

loaned—Don’t

from your friends
Money
of it hereafter.

mind

borrow money
and have them reI will loan OB

you
your furniture, piano, or other
personal
property without removal or inconvenience.
“Private Party," P.
Easy repaying basis.
O. Bok 1438.
23-2
your last years coat remodelled id the latest style; also Shirt Waists
and children’s dresses made to order at lowest
prices. PORTLAND SKIRT BINDING CO.,
id Elm St., near Congress St.20-t

LADIES—Have

With foilr
packages get souvenir spoon of ths battle of Manila with Commodore Dewey and his
flagship. In stock at Mefcher Company; and
Jobbers
generally. Burnham's Beef. Wine and
Iron, and Beef Extract at Thompson & Hall's,
plane bettsn
l5-I

Jellycon.
\VANTED—Burnham’s
”

suits made to order it
very reasonable prices. Balance of spring
Fine repairing ana
goods sold at discount.
pressing done at lowest prices. PETERSEN
& NANSEN, Merchant Tailor, n
Temple
At

tat

RfONKY TO LOAN
T'A estate at o and
sale, houses rented,

on first mortgages of real
a per cent. Real estate for

rents Collected, cafe of

specialty; prompt attention, f*
years lit the business. N. S. GARDINER
1161
Middle St., Room l.
RfONEY TO LOAN on first and second martAil
property

a

was

landed

MONEY

SYDr.C.T.FISKHr

and about the ahnrvCii Af Ttlnnb Teland
IBS of gleaming millions Of
lad the waters far miles
it. On* Ignorant of the immensity of tbe sen'e van resOnroesafld the
wonderful fecundity of the fishes therein

■E-OR good country board in a fine locality frfr
-*
Bsning, gunning. rowing, fine views, pleasant drives and plenty of shade trees,
BroAd
piazza. A quiet place for rest and comfort.
B. and F. VY. PLUMMER,
Raj.

Address,^.

doubtless listen with incredulous
Raymond spring iluusE-seieefboitl amassment if told of the number of fish
Of
one
the large schools contains.
(near
Poland
of
Spring) on line
Maine CeS
",
tral nutfoad. g.ooa boating and fishing. Sehd Mackerel fishermen of tote than a generafor circular.
Address C. E SMALL, North tion ago describe the school As seen hy
Raymond, Me._
them as baiBg Windrows of fl. h hundreds
may4tf
of yards wide and mils* long. And one
HELP WAN TED,
school Rtop og Block Istand in the
seventies was estimated to contain
QPECIALXY Salesman wanted to sell first ward et a minion barrels of ugh. itupis
n class line in assortments to Dry Goods
to remark, perhaps, that schools like
and General trade.
Unusual inducements idle
ire never
and liberal terms.
seen
Entire time required,
nowadays- Tbs
li ion commission,
No novice need apply.
mulltude coming In frbm tbe sea
KLYSIAN MFG. CO., Detroit, Mich.
•n up Into countless small detach
^1-1
medts long before the fish strike the
coast.
I)ost ajs’d rotryix.
The banner year of the maoknrel
fishery, all accounts agree, was the season
sum of money in clearing up
! after our hosiery sale of Friday. EAS’D- of 18G1, in that year the total amount of
mackerel salted in tne New England
MAN BROS. & BANCROFT.
23-1
would

a

IjIOUN'D—A

states was 480,Dob barrels. Sinoe then the
decline has been more or less steady, and
of lam years most marked. Last year the
combined landing of salt mackerel of the

Friday

afternoon,
between
Federal street and the Portland ComThe finder wUl
pany a dark overcoat.
please return the coat to WILSON’S stable,
and be suitably rewarded,
2^-1

New Englihd fleet aggregated only 18,164
barrels.
These figures speak with marked
tmphasis of the fishery decay.

WANTED.

WANTED—In western
TJOABD
for four
adults, together

or

A
part of city,

RtrilOR

A

NdX DENIAL-

P^rls. Mpy 23—Accordlng

separately

with furnished or unfurnished rooms. Private
hmiUy preferred Terms must be moderate.
Adqress, “BOARD/’ this office.
24*1

to a

despatch

three Jersey or grade
Washington, May 23.—At the State Degood milkers, butter partment an emphatic denial Was made
per cent, coming In the eftfly to the
report that Italy has made a protest
I..11.
.Must be young and in good condition.
against the blockade.
Address with lowest cash price,
HRNRY

WANTED—Two
Jersey cows,
least 4

or

fat

MAYBERRY,

North Gorham.

from

England's Rapacity.

(N. Y. Mail and Express.)
long ago as 1812 fleriry Clay,

As

23-1

ZOLA TO BE TRIED AGAIN.
party washing to secure
a good
Versailles, May 23.—The second trial of
paying business eh sap to call
and see what we have to Offer. Room 16, 385 M. Emile Zola, on the
charge of criminal
Congress street.
21-1
libol, contained in charges which ho
brought against the officers who conducted tbe Esterhaey court martial, comWANTED—WALK II KU’.
menced here today.
But few of the genboys to help us on our ad- eral public were admitted within the pre*3V'ANXED—Fifty
M vertisi g. Fiity more Now Haven watches cincts ot the court, and rigorous measures
Mill be given away, ask the boys about them. were adopted to preserve
There
order.
Willie Emerson, Wm, Coolbroth, Millard Ward- was no incident
upon the arrival of the
0s8“Od, Fred Bishop, accused.
Yf,11’
S’8*1
£rid9',£ral)J;i9
Albert F viler. Cfifford Jordan. ’.VaPer Easier.
T1IE WATSdN REMEDY CO., 11 Exchange
BATH BLOCK BURNED.
; 9,f
street._

WANTED—Any

MAINE.”

in

a

whetting her bill
The country is
teaming**
With patriots
still
Our heroes are

“Remember the Maine.”
Chorus

Remember the
Maine, boys,
Remember the Maine.
Let this be your

-j£l!S--

war-cry

Again and again.
Recall the blaok

story
Spain.
Glory 1
the Maine.

THEY ARE ALWAYS IN FULL SIGHT OF THE PUBLIC EYE WITH THEIR MANY BARGAINS.
ARE TO GIVE TO OUR PATRONS GENUINE TRADES.

Of treacherous
Hurrah! for Old
Remember

land or by sea,
Where duty may
Till Cuba is free,

By

boys,
cal],

boys,'

Our rights we'll retain,
And march to the
“Remember the

100 Blue Serge Suits, (Riverside 18 oz.) pure wool, fust colors, double stitched
and made in the latest
styles, all sizes, worth $1©. Sale price

chorus,
Maine.”

Our flag is unfurled, boys,
The tyrant must bow.
The eyes of the world, boys

Gray day Worsted Suits, (Washington Mills)
wear, made up nobby and worth $12 to any

5©

Are watching us now.
Our heroes are ready,

AMERICAN CONGREGATION

Boston, May 23.—The 43rd annual rneei
ing of the American Congregation asst
eiation was held at Pilgrim hall todaj »

President Samuel Johnson
presidinc
Rev- Wm. H. Cobb, D. D., for the boar
of directors,
reported the assoclatio
wonld go into its new home with a det
of only ilU2,000.

Curzon,
had in
formed the British government that th
circular of the Russian consul at Tie
Tsin, announcing that British and othe
subiects of foreien Dowers won M
nfc
V- 0
allowed at Ta Lien Wap, without pas;
Russian
ports;vized by
consuls, had bee a
issued^wlthout Its knowledge and ha i
been withdrawn, The announcement wa s
greeted with oheers.

In connection with the above every

;

>

K07

all

of

RINGS.

hundred to select from,
Two
ah
10, 14 auq 18 Kt. EioHd (fold
and. sizes.
KENNEY, the Jeweler, Monument
the

gi\r
M

3

Square.

__marl9dtt

transports chartered by the government
WANTED—A young man to work iff lumber
Batfi, May 83. —A fire thl.S mot'ning de- for the conveyance of troops from Tampa
yard,twnau wages at hist, if satisfactory stroyed a wooden blook here owned
BATTLESHIP MAiNE SOUVENIR SPOON S
by have now arrived here.
good prospept of advancement,
Enaulre be- John
Santiago and
Landers of Manchester, N. H. Tbe _The Leon, Iroijujs,
tween 6 and 8 p’. m. at RUFUS DEERING
CO..
e
Cherokee
were
the
to
list,
today added
S#v Commercial st,
isj
loss was S2U0U. The
tl e
property was Insured. Bringing the total up to twenty-one.
J
Jewelei’j Monnmeijt;_Sq' uare,
jnaum’dtf

I

m“calfand'see ^““mckLynEY

is brimful of seasonable

CO.,

PRICE, SPOT CASH, CLOTHIERS, HATTERS AND FURNISHERS,

THE ONE

26 and 28 Monument

Square, Portland, Me.

———b——n————————^^
FOB

TO MET.

SAFE.

FOR SALE.

under this head
week for its cents, cash in advance.
1

:..

rro LET—An upstairs rent of 7 rooms at No. S
A Adams Place; price $15
per montii.
Ap28 BRACKETT ST.
24-1

ply to No.

-—::LET—Desirable lower rent

i-2

.---_—

fllO

of six rooms,
A
good yard, good cellar, gas and Sebago,
$12. Apply to EDWARD HASTY, No. 12
Green St.
24-1
LET—Furnished rooms suitable for gen
tleman and wife or two gentlemen; boarc
In same house; references required.
766 CON
GKESS ST.
24-1

TO

mo LET—.Tune 1st at 84 Green street, a verj
A
pleasantly located rent of ten rooms anc
bath room on first floor, electric bells.
At a:
Pearl street, nice rent of five rooms, bay win
dow in each rent, sunny exposure, modern lm
provements. J. DUMPHY.
21-1
LET—New house, second floor, 8 rooms
X bath, hot water, 18 Sherman street r'2,
and water; second flat 44 Myrtle street,:
rooms, bath, hot water, $20; lower rent, :
rooms, 83 Federal
COLESstreet,
$13.
WORTHY’S BOOK
STORE, 92 Exchange
street.
21-1
mo

LET—House No. 223 Brackett street. Hai
11 rooms and bath, steam heat. Apply t<
CHARLES C. ADAMS, No. 31 Exchange street
Portland.
20-1

TO
mo

LET—Lower tenement

Laural street,
rooms and bath, $15.00.
Lower tenemen
13a Brackett street, 7 rooms and bath,
$17.00
rent 80 Salem street, S6.50. Inquire of A.
Sn^ail
C. LIBBY & CO., 42 1-2
Exchange street. 20-2
6

Forty words inserted tinder this head
one week for 25 cents, cash in advance.

SALE—Horse, carriage, harness and
FORrobe,
(complete turnout.) Horse safe for
lady to drive. As

rriOLET—Two cottages at Great Diamond Is
'aud i °ne °t seven rooms, well furnished
nine rooms, well furnished; all in
gooc
Inquire of HENItV S
Real Estate, 121 Exchange st.
TRICKEY, aJd

one

_19-1
Unfurnished uppei
state street.
Possessioi
Apply on premises.
maylodt
or

given at once.

eno

|

head
week for 35 cents euli in advance.

the

improvements

and

centrally

located at No. 215 Newbury street.
A very
pleasant and desirable house and a good
sized lot ot land with same.
Inquire ot A.
C. LIBBY & CO., 42 1-2 Exchange street. 23-1

TPOR SALE—First class driving mare, can be
a
seen at Matthews & Huston’s mill, KenneW. T. HAWKES.
24-1

bec St.

SALE—2

1-2 story house containing 13
FORfinishedheated
rpoms and bath in first class
condition

SALE—Brick house situated on the corof India and Newbury streets, contains
14 finished rooms, fitted with modern improvements.
For full particulars inquire of A. C.
LIBBY & CO., 42 1-2 Exchange street.
20-1

EOR

by steam,

has cemented
cellar and set tubs; situated No. 47 Melbourne
street, lot 40x9i). For further particulars inquire of A. C. LIBBY & CO., 42 1-2 Exchange
street.
23-1

ner

tp OR SALE—twenty-five cottage lots, finely

SALE—2 1-2 story house containing 17
located near Greenwood Garden on Peaks
rooms, fitted for two families and has
sea and harbor and
modern
improvements, situated on new
witbln five minutes’ walk of Forest City Landstreet, price reasonable. Inquire of A.
ing, Inquire of A. C. LIBBY & CO., 42 1-2 Ex- «ray
C. LIBBY & CO., 42 1-2 Exchange stfceet.
j
20-1
change street.

FOR

Island, In full view of the

23-1

_

WANTED—SITUATION:!.

/'lOAOHM .4N—English, married, no family,
A1 ah
English training, would like situation as
coachman. First class references and willing
to go anywhere.
Understands four-in-hand
work. Apply to 321 Congress St.
24 l

WANTED—Situation
woman of first
character.

GROVER,

housekeeper by a
ability and

as

class

Good reference. Address, E. M.
P. 0. Box, 372S Boston,
Mass.
23-1

23
ORK WANTED—By
young
■\XT
v Y
years old. Has a good eduoatlfin and
writes a good hand. Uses neither liquor or
tobacco. Address *‘C,” P. O. box 1384, City.
a

SALE—The first class bxjick house No.
44 Carleton street,
containing 11 rooms
and bath, with all
the modern
improvements. Very pleasant and
sunny.
Inquire
Of A. C. LIBBY
& CO.,
42 1-2 Exchange
street.
23-1

FOR

Forty worcu inserted under this head
one week for 35 cents, eash in advanoa.

man

__21-1

!

SALE—House
Hampshire street,
FORtwo
families, perfect repair, pleasant
on

home,
an

all day.
If you are looking
investment or pome it will pay you
sun

Investigate. Address J. E. B. Press Office.
SALE—One
FOR
bioycie, good
Cheap. Also

for

to
23-1

ply

WANTED.
who understands
young
bookkeeping and is willing to work. Two
years’ experience. Graduate of Gray’s Portland Business College- Good references furbished. Address CHAS. F. ALLEN, Skowheapnsd7w*
gan, Maine.
Situation by

man

a

T° of 9 rootns;nt’also
V°- B Fremont place, upstairs
cottages

island/ 0NCE’

Long

F°«?Wat
Cumberland

on

Granlte

Long Island
Sprl"g Hotel

clas3 tenement in housi

streetC Possession given0Jmfe ls°

^r^c&aeet.t0CO0MBS
LET A lower tenement
tflO
A Central avenue,
street In Peering).
™

yard.

Peering

&

of five rooms or
Center
(bes

Has set ranee
or

RENT—In Deerlng, 11-2 story house on„
taming 7 rooms, recently
stable and three aoree of laud; price sis nei
mohth. BENJAMIN SHAW. 511-2 Exehauw

wpIiSSJf®

rilO

Evergreon

LET—Presumpscot Cottage;

summer

o

A 1898; nature's summer home, beautifu
land and sea views, elegapt water, situated 3 1-:
mlles troni Portland. Inquire at residence ol
E. M. RANG, Falmouth, Me., or 61 Kennebec
st., city.ie-2
LET—Two and half story brick stable
rear
of Congress Square.
Apply t(
GEORGE It. SHAW, 106 High street.
16-2

TO

—“-----

LET—You have good soap In exchange foi
T0 Ubima
and grease.
A
Drop a card or tele
phone PORTLAND RENDERING CO.. Tele
phone

Do-2-_mayo*

ri10 LET—Rent 125 Franklin
fl^uMass lepair;
rennrd (;0*‘«res3in hrst-class
hot

street, betweet
Sun all day
and cold water, nice
bath room and steam heat.
Will let to smal
23-ff

farni^,

ward! Inserted under tins head
week far 23 cents, ensh la advance.

one

experienced capable girl
for general housework: to go to Old
Call in forenoon,
Orchard for the summer.
at 400 1-2 Congress'street.
Up two flights.

WANTED—An

23-1

gjSk

n

■
«

n

nw

ask Williams Indian File
Ointment Is a sure cure
for PILES. It absorbs
tumors. Stops Itching.

MF* fir®

Pi# Us! Bw
1H
«i BLmig«»afag
1 541
MBS* *08?

GIVES RELIEF. SOc.
3Ed »1. At Druggists.

For sale by J. E. Goold* Co,
iuned&wif

MARRY ME, NELLIE,

And. I Will buy you such a pretty Ring at
McKenney’s. a thousand solid gold Rings,
Diamonds, Opal-Pearls, Rubies, Emeralds and
other precious stones.
Engagement and
fi*
Wedding Rings a specialty. Largest stock in
city. McKENNEY, The Jeweler, Monument
Square.

manadtf

WOR SALE—Sloop boat tender, 31x10 9-12X
5 8-13

feet, nearly

new.

Can

Union wharf.
Apply on boat
BATON
CO., Portland Pier.

or

be
to

seen

at

WM. E.
19-1

SALE—Three
PORwithin
two

acres of
land located
minutes of Woodfords Corner
electric line, is all available for building
lots, will be sold cheap. W. H. WALDRON &
CO., 180 Middle
19-1
on

street._

LCTION SALE of ivaluable real estate on
Thursday, May 26. at 10 o’clock a. m. A
modern two story house of eight rooms with
piazza and Sebago water; lot 65 bv 200. Inquire of S. C. BOLTON, Gorham, Me., or H. B.
Johnson, Auctioneer
19-1
*

A

SALE—Good elevator
pOR
*

nections; platform

5

inches. (Apply to J.
Commercial St.

10

with all the conl inch by 3 feet,
S. DOUGLASS. 297

feet,

19-1

SALE—Two story frame house and
stable, built for owner's use in the most
thorough maimer, situated In Woodfords, near
electrics, compact and convenient, about ourlialf acre land, garden and fruit trees.
Would
divide lot if desired.
BENJAMIN SHAW,
511-2 Exchange street.19-1

pOR

Congress street.my18-4

rooms

lavatories with

hot and cold water, large
with nearly 6090 feet land, best barin Portland.
Price
$1700. w
II
WALDRON & CO., 180 Middle street.
21-1
SALE—Fine building lot, about
Neal street, between West
FOR
feet,
Pine
at
on

street.

steets.

Apply

6000
and

29

real
FORingSALE—Valuable
of 4 1-4 acres land 1 1-2 story house
at 1192

Congress
Stroudwater. Apply

Congress street.

Instruction books of all instruments.
Pianos let. A number of 50 cent
music books (damaged) at 25 cents each.
Supenor strings for instruments.my 18-4

two seated earPOR SALE—Aavery desirable
A
rtage; also single seated buggy, all in
good conditon.
Enquire at 22 BramliaH St.,

Exchange city.18-1
2X.f
front Rockaway. fine
J' ORjob.SALE—Partition
late style, light weight, half platform
estate consist-

No.

street

HHjaiecl
WI1UCIIIOU,
on line ol electrlos to

to

J.

M.

4911-2 Congress street.

JORDAN
21-1

SALE.—Parsons Lowdown wagon
Is ORlarge
size suitable for
two horses
built
one or

to order for provision and
grocery business, used a few times, taken to satisfy
claim: will be sold low.
BRADLEY &
SMALL, 85 Preble street.
21-1

SALE—New milch Jersey family
FORmake
from 12 to 14 lbs. butter per week’

cow-

Ocean St., Peering.

20-1

SALE
POR
smith

SDrincr. rnhhAr

aavatacI

fitarw

ViavaIaA

alT«<

titled with card cases, mirror, eto., sound and
not been done up, .needs to be
touched up and varnished only. BRADLEY &
SMALL, 35 Freble St.18-1

right, has

'E'OR SALE—Pansies,

daisies, geraniums.
verbenas and many
of plants in pots and baskets; also
flower and garden seed.
A. B. MERRILL, 247
~

fuchlas, heliotropes,
kinds

other

Congress St._

18-1

T^OR
M

SALE—New house on Pitt St..
Contains seven rooms and bath,
cold water, wired for electric lights,
with sewer, has large lot, and will be
easy terms. Apply to CHAPiLES C.
No. 31 Exchange St., Portland.

Oakdale.
hot and
connects
sold on
ADAMS,

mayb-4_

OR TO RENT-A large blackshop with dwelling house connected C TEAM LAUNDRY—One of the best pay in
situated in Freeport village, will sell or rent the’ P In New Hampshire; fully equipped, good
same, with or without the tools; a good place business; ill healths cause of selling; a grand
for the right man.
Address L. H. TUTTLE chance to engage in the laundry business; will
Address
bear the closest investigation.
Freeport, Me._ 20-1
LAUNDRY, Press office.apr2fl-4
SALE—Two story house, 31 High St
pOR
a
5,000 ft. of .land, arranged for one or two
RINGS
-*

A THOUSAND

iwatches'MTnstallments.
Waltham and Elgin Watches. A large stock
of new model Watches will be sold on easy payAll Styles.
All
ments at reasonable prices.
Prices. McKENNEY. the Jeweler, Monument
marl9dt(
Square.

75c.

SALE—On Franklin street, house
FOR
of 9
and bath in perfect repair; T'HE Fairbanks mandolins and banjos excel,
examine them at HAWES’ music store. 414
hot water heat throughout; set tubs and

HELP.

Party

MAINSPRINGS,

The best American Mainsprings, made
by the
Elgin and Waltham companies.
Warranted,
for one year.
McKENNEY, the Jeweler
Monument Square.
marl9dtf

combination
tandem
instruments
new, will be sold very -a
"pORjustSALE—Elegant musicalmusic
of household goods,
received.—pianos,
boxes,
consisting
sets, dining furni- reglnas, violins, mandolins, banjos, guitars,
ture, stoves, etc. Will be sold very low lor harmonicas, cornets, cases, violin bows, superOash or Installments.
Rcom 6, 183 Slidd le ior violin and banjo strings, popular music,
music books, etc.
Please call. HAWES, 414
street.
21-1

459

18-1

LET-Cottages
and Tre
rpo
A fetliens landings. The Lion, the Eagle th<
1
Albion and Cliff Villa; all furnished,
a
MERRILL, 247 Congress St.
at

WANTED--FEMALE

hot anr

Vm’b£e“t'“furnished
unfurnfshe"^
w-}>-

FOR

Danish woman, speaking
11TANTKD—Active
*»
English and German, wishes a position
where good address and general business ability with some experience Is required. Address
18-1
RELIABLE, Press Office.

wolds Inserted under thl* head
week for 35 cents, cash in advanoe.

as

WUIU

■WANTED—Situation by a first class moat
»»
oook of IT years’ experience In large
hotel.
Wages moderate for year round job.
for Interest of
Strictly sober. W'tlling to work
the house. Address E. H., care Hilton House,
19-2
Wlscassett, Maine.

Forty
one

all kind3
of chamber

as cook,or general
stable
WT ANTED—A situation
house work, in a small family,
YV
Ap- gain
at 18 Bradford street.21-1

of

tIKv

■

Forty words tasortod under this

SALE—The two story house containFORmodern
ing 11 rooms and bath, fitted with all

have two such teams, with
use for but one, will sell cheap.
Address. M.
24-1
E., Press office, Portland Me.
I

LET—Double story
rpo
a

hdttse of ten fmishec
rooms; windows screened and blinded, cel
lar cemented, with
furnace, Sebago water; lo;
70xioo; a tine lawn and flower bed, two minutes from electrics, will be
ready Juue 1st; or
corner of Florence street and Hartlev avenue
of
inquire
present
peering,
occupant Mr. D
G. HALL, or Box 133, Peaks Island.
19-1

[

may2id3t

FOlt SAFE.

---

Forty words inserted
one

j ^_

WEDDING

department

cd

IRA F. CLARK &

;

Tampa, May g?.— Nearly

S4'4S

c

pat

TRANSPORTS READY.

go

One lot of

~

oargo of general merchandise.

^>7

Boys’ Long Pant Snits, brown mixed, all wool,
One lot of Boys’ Long Pant Suits, blaek cheviot,
RUSSIA CONCEDES A POINT.
25 dozen Boys’ Sweaters, all sizes, color crimson,
London, May 28.—In the House
{
Commons today tho parliamentary seen
tary for the foreign office, Mr. George Is ; lO dozen Boys’ Short Pants, sizes 4 to 14,
announced that Russia

l

—"

a

price,

summer

BOYS’ DEPARTMENT.

ASSC

CIATION.

____

via

Sale

one.

18S8._

!

Mexico,

very desirable color for

Remember the Maine.”

May 20,

I

TamPmo,

seams

^0^0

a

Then swell the refrain.
The watchword is “Steady,

in a
and compelled to aocept
TWO FLAGS INTERTWINED.
the enemy’s terms. If we are to have a
Montreal, May 23.— In Christ churc
0
navy at all it needs to be one capable of cathedral yesterday, daring the annui
meeting other fleets than merely those of church service for the members of th
Volunteer Corps, who wer
the petty States of Europe. As we must Montreal
in full uniform to the number c
count upon ,the chanoes of having in fu- present
2000, the Stars and Stripes and the Unio: 1
ture to proteot our Interests against the Jack were closely intertwined over th
The incident was the genera
chancel.
powers that are bent upon advancing
of conversation here today.
commence upon crusade methods,
the topio
measure of our sea force must bear,some WHITNEYS GOING TO BAR
HARBOl
competent proportion to the naval equipBar Harbor, May 23.—Mr. and Mrs
ments of the distinctively belligerent naC. Whitney have decided to spend th
tions. This is the more urgent because W.
ill the signs of the times are indicating summer here. Mrs. Whitney has so fa
that the future distribution and oontrol recovered from her recent illness that sh 3
cf the world’s commerce is to he deter- will be able to come here in about tei
mined by force. If that stupendous calastrophe is to be averted,, it can only be days. They will oocupy Mrs. Whitney’ s
shrcugh the paoific powers putting them- cottage, tho “Anchorage,” and have als 3
selves in a position to restrain the ambi- rented one of the King
cottages, adjoin
tions of the military powers. No justification can be given for delaying the prep- ing.
arations. Our suncess in this war must
SPINNERS GO TO WORK.
not he allowed to blind us to the importFail River. Mass., May 23.—The spir
ance of proper preparation
during pence.
In view of these necessities, it is grati- nr-rs of the Metacomet mill who have bee 1
fying that Congress has made a good idle for the past few weeks, returned t 3
start lh the recent naval appropriation work this morning.
They were allows
cf
bill. What needs to be done is, first of to remain idle because of a surnlus
all, to form a definite programme of what tilling.
we Intend the navy to be, and then
spread
its building over a moderate period, say ZZZ POSTMASTER AT VEAZIE.
five or six years, assuring to us at the
Washington, May 28.—Albert H. Gi
end Such a fleet as would make us perfect- man was
today appointed postinaste:
ly secure against attack by any naval fourth olass, at Veazie, Me.
power.
In former days the naval problem was
much simpler than It Is now. Then it
was mainly to get at the
Those terrible
enemy’s ships
and ponquer them. Coal expenditure and
dizzy spells to
repairs to machinery were unknown. which women
Everything was so simple that it could are subject are
hardly get out of order. Now, the ques- due nine times
tion of coal, fresh water for hollers, speed in ten to some
of making
ropairs, dooking facilities, weakness or
««}., are of prime Importance. The guns unhealthy conhave become elaborate
maohines, and. In dition of the
tpe battleships, a defect in the turret- distinctly femiturning maohlnery might render the huge ujne organism.
guns useless. All of this means a much The average
morfl nitrhlv
f.wai ft Arl
nonanntwd
doctor in genstudy of all the details of the eral practice
problem,’* fora successful naval cam* does not half
i* now a most intricate problem. realize this.
JgW*
Ih© ^aval War College has been
doing He prescribes
excellent work in a very quiet way to this some
superfidesired need. JTor the past six or
eight cial treatment
i
years a number of officers have spent sev- for headache Or
each year at Newpoit study- dyspepsia or liver trouble without
DJ^Dfchs
ing all these problems of naval strategy suspecting the real cause of the
and tactic9. not duly in a
general way, difficulty.
with specific application to the deA woman usually understands
base or all
of
coasts. Ev- what is the trouble but is loath to
our
own
parts
lDvolved has been carefully conthe mortifying and genundergo
and as a result our officers are
erally useless “examinations” and
not doing their work
by chanoe, but a3 “local applications” on wlych the loca 1
part of a carefully planned campaign.
practitioner is almost sure to insist. Bu t
Eor
example, the converted American there is a far more sensible alternative
linets, which are believed to be “scentAny woman afflicted with a delicate weak
news of the approach
ness of this nature should seek the aid o
bpanish ships, are not wandering aim- that marvelous “Favorite Prescription’
pi
lessly about the ocean on the ohance of invented
by Dr. R. V. Pierce^ chief consul!
seeing something, but are following defiing physician of the Invalids’ Hotel an 1
nite routes so
arranged as to give the Surgical Institute, of Buffalo, NT. Y.
greatest probability of detecting the eneIn any case so obstinate as not to b 1
my.
cured by this great
Prescrip
We may thus feel sure that
promptly
nothing is tion” special advice for inexpensive home ;
left to chance that the most
highly treatment adapted to the individual case
trained intelligence can foresee. Our
ileet will be sent
by Dr. Pierce to any one wh
aamerous and powerful than that
will address him by mail. All letters ar
tlie enpmy, and is in excellent condi
privacy and neve
tion; the morale of Officers and men is treated with the strictest
the writer’s speck 1
high, and we may reasonably expect that printed except by
to his care are i:
Success wfaioh we have done everything request. Cases intrusted
the hands of One who has a lifetime’s es
to deserve.
the mos
perience and who 6tands among
of living specialists in this pal
CAPTtfRED STEAMER RELEASED. eminent
ticular field of practice.
West, May 33, X.15 p. m.—The
livery woman should possess a copy o
steamer Ardanmhor, captured by
Dr. Pierce’s famous thousand-page illus
tbeOscsola, was released this afternoon trated volume, the Common Sense Medica
6 or<*er °f Commodore
Remey.
lias had a larger sale thai 1
tv
There is a good deal of mystery ns to Adviser whichbook in any
L
medical
language,
Why she was seized, as Carysfort light, any
copy will be sent absolute!
21 one-cent
yT*>We she was overhauled by the Oecoelo, paper-bound
of
stamps l ,
free on receipt
the Florida coast, and hot more
;?
only.
Addres
'bay the cost of mailing
than 100 miles north of here.
Upon the World’s Dispensary Medical Association 1
arrival of the Ardanmhor at
or
send
31 stamps for cloth
Key West, Buffalo, N. Y.,
Capt. Dana made a formal protest to the bound
A whole medical
copy.
library ii 1
British oonsul here, Mr, Taylor, who laid
volume.
one 1000-page
the c®*1 before Commodore Remey. It is
thought the affair is now closed.
The Ardanmhor left New Aork on
.Tv
with

FOR A FEW DAYS WE

SEE OUR SHOW WINDOWS.

We stand or wo fall.
With Old Glory o’er us

seas,”
hopeless position

May
Nassau,

FIND

IRA F. CLARK & CO’S

gathering

and plain,
^mountainsignal-

And flock to the

1 Spain occupies only a fifth rate position
among the naval powers, and yet our experienoe already demonstrates that wo FRENCH CHAMBER OF DEPUTIES
have no more vessel than are needful to
Paris, May 23.—The new Chamber c
deal with her small navy. Had our quarDeputies is composed of 254 Republican!
rel been with Franoe or Germany, or 104 Radicals, 74 Radical
Socialists, f
Russia, to say nothing of the “mistress of Socialists, 38 Rallieds, 44 Reactionarh
and 10 Free Lances.
tha
we should
find ourselves

r
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IT IS NOT HARD

(By J.E.
Mitohell)
Eagle is
screaming
And

The

at

gages on real estate, life insurance noliand notes or any goqd security.
Real
estate bought, sold and exchanged. 48 14Bt- nineteenth century scientific knowledge
chsnge street, I. P, BUTLBit.apr28-4
the apparent mystery of the mackerel has
TO LOAN—On (list ahd second not been solved.
This much wh do knew. In the early
on
real estate at as low rate of
mortgages
Interest as can he obtained In Portland; also part ot March the fish In greater or less
on
loans ipade
stocks, bonds, personal proier- numbers strike the southern coast in the
ty or any other good securities. Inquire of A. vicinity of Caps Henry; by the middle of
C. LIBBY & CO., 431-2 Exchange.
mayl2-4
April the schools reach the Capes of
•RrOTICE—I have a nice lot of rugs which Delaware, and
slowly advanoe past
1
As
will exchange for cast off clothing,
BarnSgat and Bandy Hook. About the
being ladies’ dresses,gentlemens clothing ana middle of May, aocOrdlng to the moveChildrens’ clothing.. 1 pay cash f<& them if ments ot the fish in
past years, a sohool
it is preferred. Send letters or postals to MR.
will arrive oft Yarmouth, N. S., but
or MRS.
D’GEOOT. 76 Middle street.
whence it oomes Is burled in mystery.
_mayT-3
From the site ard general character of
"HrANTED—All persons In want of trunks the fish oompoelng the school, It is
ap”
and bags to call on B. D. REYNOLDR
that they do not belong to the
663 Congress street, ode door above Shaw’s parent
great littoral schools whloh advance from
grocery store, as we manufacture our goods
and can therefore
give bottom prices. the south. Therefore it is p resumed that
Trunks repaired. Open evenings.
We frame they come from somewhere to the eastward In the deep sea. Simultaneously
pictures.
u-3
with the appearance of this latter school
liTOTtCE—We will pay the highest cash prices the host ot southern visitors,
having by
*3
for household goods or store fixtures of that
time gone as far north as Nantucket,
any description or receive the same at our auct- will vanish with a
suddenness quite as
ion rooms for sale on commission.
GOSS &
18-3
WILSON, Auctioneers, 18 Free St.
mysterious as the appearance of the
school off Yarmouth, only to reappear
LOANED on first ftnd second mort- again perhaps In the bay-indented shores
TilONEY
■“* gages, real
estate, life insurance policies, Of Massachusetts. Ttaenoe forward Until
notes, bonds and good collateral security well into the
month of August the
Notes discounted; rate of Interest 5 per cent a
waters will be more or less frequented by
year and upwards, according to security, W. p
CARE rooms, second floor, Oxford building the fish.
The roving habits of this fish are well
136 Middle street.
may9-4
knowh. They appear in and disappear
from certain localities and leave no sign,
so that is Is lmposBlblt to
say with any
§ 7th Vest v of Successful PraeUcc in Maine. No degree of certainty that the roving schools
ILfJJiJLJkSLr other specialist can point to an which first visit the bays of New Engeuiul record of cares of Rectal
a a
land are Identical With those that remain
diseases. Thnmostdiffleultcases |J| I n
soliclteu. No knife; easy; safe:
throughout tha season. Of this mnch we
I ■| w*
■
■
are positive: the movements
49
of the fish
painless. No detention from
business. Core Guaranteed. Consultation FREE 1 are practically the same now as they were
Cali at my Lewiston or Portland office, or
consult during the period when the mackerel
fishery first assumed any degree of importance, about the year 1830.
630 M a IN St., Lewiston. Send for free
mfmphleL
While certain details and important
AFU. S. Hotel, Portland,
Saturdays only,
data concerning tbe early years of the
fisheries are lacking, enough is known of
the business to establish the faet that beSUM MLR RESORTS.
tween the years 1836,perhaps earlier, and
18T0 the method of canture was largely
TC75TTtA7R5v7TT«7T35r^7!n^^fov^Co5
with “Jigs” little hooks, with heavily
tage, one of the most desirable summer leaded shanks. It Is
known, too, that for
resorts In Maine, charmingly situated in a grove
a
great many years the fishery was oarof fragrant pines, elegant,
large airy sleeping
rooms pure spring water, fine drives, on the rled on almost exclusively by New Eng6L C. It-R-. fine fishing and gunning. Address land fishermen. From the hamlets ahd
n. P. MURCH.
2-t-2
fishing villAges round and about Cape
tod froth 600 to 900 craft of various sixes
CUMMER HOMES, Cushing’s Isiatid, Maine.
lh the capture of the flth. In
engaged
°
Most des-rabie location on the Maine coast
Furnished cottages containing 8 to 10 rooms those days and well down to within a few
Jham, the bqats rarely Went further south
ntthf} hotel if desired.
AddreSs FRANCIB then Abeeoom light filch harvests of the
CUsHING, Cushing’s Island, Portland Maine. fiSh Were foUnd abreast of Sandy Book
cies

LOST—On

Navy to Protect Our Com-

habits,

SuOTICE—Graduation

Street.

a

speeoh delivered in the House of Representhe Fulton fish
tatives, expressed a fear as to the future
market slip on Tuesday of lost week, ten
possession of Cuba which has never been
days in advanoe of the first cargo last
entirely abseht until now, when Cuban
year and
only fire days behind the Independence is reasonably assured. In
earliest on record. Not for years has the
an eloquent argument in favor of an
outcome of the season’s operations been so
increase of the navy, Mr. Clay said, on
widely discussed at now. There are reaJanuary 23, 1812:
sone for It, of course.
They are to be
“Whether the ancient dynasty of Spain
found in the fact that of late years the
Is to be uphold or subverted, it is exsupply of satt mackerel has been inade- tremely uncertain if the bonds connecting
quate for the needs of consumption. the parent
oountry with her colonies are
Prices, owing to the scarcity of the fish, not forever broken. What is to become of
have gradually risen to a point above the
Cuba? Will it assert independence or
means of the poorer classes—the largest
remain the province of some European
consumers of salt mackerel—and the fish
power? In either case the whole trade
have beeome a luxury, almost, on the
of the western country, which must pass
tables of the well-to-do.
almost within gunshot of Morro Castle,
Year after year since the season of 1889
is exposed to danger. I am hot, however,
(the year when the fishery first began to afraid of Cuba.
I wish her to be indeshow signs of a decline) fishermen and
pendent. But suppose England gets
fish dealers have watched the advent of
possession of that valuable island? With
eaoh eeason hopefully. The movements of Cuba on the south and Halifax on the
the flSb as they approaohod the cohst have north, who of the most sanguine among
been carefully observed, and signs that us woald not tremble for our commerce
and for the integrityof the Union?
in
the seasons of greatest success
If, along with Cuba, Great Britain
foreshadowed or attended the oomlng of should acquire East Florida, she would
the sohools have been more or less in evi- have the abso'ute command of the Gulf
or Mexloo.
Can you gentlemen contemdence. Old fishermen who have followed
pt®f® such possible, nay, probable events,
the schools up and dowh the coast until without desiring
to see at least the comtheir hair has grown white as the foam- mencement of such a naval establishment
as would
Capped waves have gravely read the riddle coast?” effectually protect our Southern
of these eigne, and have fitted out their
Mr. Clay’s fears were not without
good
craft and pursued the oaprioiocs fish reason, for in 1762 an English fleet under
Lord
Aii
emarle
had
captured Havana
throughout each season with only a and invested
Cuba, exchanging it the folvague sort ef Intuition which they oan- lowing year for Florida.
In 1788 Great
not impart. The movements are to them Britain ceded Florida back to Soain
Mr.
while
Even
was
a mystery.
know
of
its
Clay
They
something
speaking a body
whan it may be expected to ap- of “patriots” were organized to capture
Florida and organize a republic. Later
pear off the coast, and that is about all.
the United States intervened, and under
In this respect the fishery department is Gen. Jackson wrested Florida from Spain
It 1* known that tho fish in 1819, and made it a Territory.
no better off.
Clay’s appeal for a new navy, however,
have a migration along the coast northwas effective.
By a vote of 52 to 47 the
word in the spring and southward in the motion to strike out the navy appropriaautumn. It Is believed that their appear- tion was defeated, and the navy was
•Dee each year Is due to the marvelous fitted out with dispatch. The naval victories won by our navy
the war
Instinct of reproduction whloh they pos- with Great Britain withinduring
the next years
sess in Ohm mob with other fishes; but Indicated the
good judgement of the
What ha* caused the alarming diminution "Great Commoner,” and covered the
In the Sin of the schools that annually nation with glory.
Visit *Ur shores Is a question on which
science a fid fishermen are mute. It is
OUR FUTURE NAVY.
not a little disappointing to know that
with the mneh-faufcted power ot our
(New York Journal of Commerce.)
season

Sorty words

for

merce

The keenest interest iibW centers in the
mackerel fishing. The first fare of the

MISCELLANEOUS.

REMEMBER THE

CLAY’S FEARS FOR CUBA.

MACKEREL.

TJILLIALD and pool tables for sale.
A*
bargains. F. 0. BAILEY & CQ.

Extra
20-l

To select from.
Diamonds. Opals, Pearls,
Rubys and all other precious stones. Engagemen! and Wedding Rings a specialty. Largest
stock in the city.
McKENNEY, the Jeweler,
Monument Square.mari'.idtf

seen

lu Portland.

change street.

ever

F. O. BAILEY’ & CO. 40 Ex20-1

SALE—House and 11-2 acres of land
situated In Willaru, close to the Casino
full view of the harbor, beautifully situated
for cottage lots, will be sold low and" on e-isv
terms of payment.
Inquire of A. C. LIBBY

POR
A

in

CO.,

42 l-a

Exchange street.

20-1

SALE—A double house situated No 44
POR
A
Newbury street and contains four rents
income $408 per year, fitted with water closets
and sebago water, good location for
renting
Also brick house No. 105 Fore street, fitted for
two families. The above property is ail
situated
ou one lot and will bear
investigation as they
are being sold to close an estate.
A C LIBBY
.& CO.. 421-2
street,
20-1

Exc^liffige

Bethel, Matne. 120acros
two

SALE—Farm
FORgood
land, 2 1-2 story house, shed and
in

SALK -100 celebrated Quinn refrlgera
FORtors,
all sizes, at greatest bargains

barns,

all in

good orchard, and
good condition,
also
and

wa-er;
about
well supplied with wood
200.000 feet of pine timber. About two miles
from Bethel village, and known as the Edward
A. Capetj farm; will be sold on favorable terras
or may be exchanged for Portland property.
MISS SARAH BIDEN, No. 133 Oxford St.,
Portland. Me._mamf_

SALE—Or lease, a lot of land at the West
Iind. corner Forest and Congress streets
containing about 4,224 feet. Apply to E. HARJan25dt f
LOW, 919 Congress St.
desirable
OR SALE—Tlie
very
house
located No. 125 Emery street, fitted tor
with all the
one family, contains 8 rooms,
modern Improvements heat with steam and
There is a good sized lot
hot air combined.
I-or lull particulars Impure of
with same.
A. C. LIBBY & CO., 42 1-2 Exchange street
23-1

FOR

17!

FLIES IN THE OINTMENT.

ECLECTIC MEDICAL SOCIETY.
Thirty-third Annual Meeting To

Be

Held

Today.
The 33d annual meeting of the Eclectic
Medioal Society of Maine will be held at
the Preble
house today and Wednesday.

Following is the programme:
Tuesday—10 a. m.—Business

session.

Roll
Beading records
call of members.
of last annual and seml-ann ail meetings.
or
Report of councillors and election
absent
members.
Reading letters from
members and friends. Keport of treasur-

(Lily

Rice Foxcroft

in

the Boston

Con-

gregationalist.)
The more precious tho ointment the
more odious the sight o£ the fly. How distressing, then, a presence in tho alabaster
onr religious activities!
An entertainment is to be held in the
church
The various
local tradesmen
are besieged for
advertisements for the
fly leaves of the programme. Not one of

box of

them really cares to take space; the programme is not a first-class advertising
medium, and the rates are extortionate.
But none of them like to run the risk of
offending patrons. The fly leaves are
filled; the advertising has more ttian

und
Report of committee on revision
committee
printing of by laws. Report ol
Appointing
on
medical
legislation. Medical
legiscommittee of nomination.
lation vs. the right of the people, Henry
dinner
Annual
paid for the programme; the committee
Reny, M. D., Biddeford.
at 12.30 p. m.
congratulate themselves on their enterJ.
lbeophuus
2 30—Antipyretics,
But the whole thing has been
prise.
Batohelder, M. id.. Maohias.strangulated
of blackmail. While the
hernia, Frederick Wallace. M. D., Taun- really a mild form
|
Austin church
Chronic gastritis.
ton Mass.
people are rejoiciDg over the ointReynolds, M Id.. Farmington. Erysipe- ment outsider; are fleering and sneering
las, John C. Butterlield, M. Ld., Guilford.
Tai ia Algernon Fossett, M. D., Port- at the fly.
A missionary barrel is to be sent off. The
land. Traumatic septicaemia, Felix Barje.t, M. Id.. Cumberland Mills.
woman who has it in charge
prominent
8.liO.—Informal reception to the alumni
visits a diy gjods store, whose proprietor is
of the Kelectio Medical coliege of Maine
Every alumnus of the college is most uniortunate enough to be one of her accordially invited to be present.
quaintances. He is not a member of her
Wednesday. May 25—3 a. m.—Alburaechurch, nor even of her denomination.
Joslan
Lister
M.
Durnuria,
D.,
Wright,
for asham.
Bronchiti-, Edgar F. Townsend, She has not the slightest ground
M. D., Boston, Mass. Hydrastis, George suming any interest on his part in her
Alb rt Weeks, M. D., Richmond. Caulomissionary society. She imparts to him
phyllum 'ihaliclroides, William Collins the
plans for the barrel, and asks whether
Summer
Hatch, M. D., Now Sharon.
Diarrhoeas of Children, John Stevens, M. ho will not allow her a discount on her
From
D., Bangor.
purchases “for such a good cause
Re2.30—Report of cases in practice.
no regard for the
“cause,” but to save
medicine by himselt
port. status of Eclectic
the awkwardness of refusing a
counties. Miscellaneous business. Select- favor to a
lady, he tells her that he will.
ing placefor next annual and semi-anmial
From counter to counter she goes—
other
to
of
Election
delegates
meeting.
Henrietta cloth, lining, small wares, legOther Lusiuess.
stale medical societies.
flannels
and all
the
otlicers, gings, mittens,
of
er.

Election

and

installation

Reading the minutes for correction and
approval. Adjournment.
STREET FOREMAN KILLEDBoston Man

Murdered

by

An

Unknown

Italian.
a foreEnd division of the
street department, was shot and instantly killed by an unknown Italian belonging to a squad of pavers in charge of Mr.

Boston, May 23.—.lames Ellis,
of the North

man

The

Ellis, his afternoon.

Italian

took

offense at orders that Mr. Ellis had given,
and snatching a revolver from his pocket,
ho fired two shots, each of which took
effect in the foreman’s head. Immediately after the shooting a crowd of Italians

gathered around
his escape.

the

MAINE

assassin, covering

TOWNS.

Ztcmo of interest Gathered

by

OorrM>

pondcnto of the PreM.
GRAY.
West Gray, May 23—Mrs. Hart and
party of nine from Rosemont, Pm, arrived
at their cottage at Little
Sebago Lake on

Wednesday
through the

last.

will stop there
months.
The weather has been a little warmer
the past week and farmers are getting
their planting and sowing quite well
along. Grass is looking very well and
fruit trees are blossoming freely.
S. L. Adams, proprietor of Mountain

They

summer

View farm has been suffering from a
badly sprained ankle caused by a fall
from his team when in Portland recently.

Mrs. Abl-ieS. Pennell is visiting relatives in Portland and Westbrook.
Mr. Parker, station agent at Cumberland Mills and Ernest W itham came out
to West Gray on Sunday stopping at
Albert Pennell’s.
They returned in the
afternoon.
Wallace Hodgdon of West Poland called
at Albert Pennell’s Saturday.
Scott Knight of East Windham is intending to start for Colorado on Wednesday next. He goes by advice of his
physician for a lung trouble.
W. S. Crowley ol Westbrook was in the

place

on

Friday.

Mrs. Eunice Allen visited her daughter
Mrs. Frank Wohster at Willard on Saturliuu

cuimuj.

rest—and to each clerk she says: “Show
me tho best bargain you have;
I’m buying for a missionary barrel,” and as the
parcels are tied up, one by one, “1 am to
huvo ten per cent off on that; it’s for a
missionary barrel.” And up and down
the store that morning floats, not the fragrance of the ointment, but the taint of
the fly.
There is to be a fair at the church. Grocers. fruit dealers, confectioners and what
not are urged to contribute, quite irrespective of their church affiliations. If
they attend they see their own wares
ticketed at less than the store price and
themselves undersold. Costumes for tableaux are rented with a plea for a reduction, “because they are for our church.”
Extra silver and china are hired at reduced rates in response to the same demand.
The weary week is over, and the
society counts up the spoils, “We have
made,” they say, “$475.66.” “Made!”
——extorted rather. The ointment is full
of flies.
A supper has been held in aid of the
church charities.
The lighter part of the
work over, a washwoman is called into
wash dishes, scour the stove and scrub
the floor. It makes her a job of two hours
and a half, and she has come n mile in
the mud to get it. She has been working for a church; perhaps a church will
pay a poor woman a little more liberally
than her uusal patrons.
Perhaps they
will even hand her some round sum, a
half dollar may be. But no, the usual
glance at the clock, the usual careful
computation, the usual thirty-eight cents.
She hears the ladies congratulating each
other on the evening’s success as they
pack away their dainty china. She rolls
up her wet apron and starts for home.
She has never cared much for churches.
Sho has always thought church people
about ilke the rest. Nothing has happened tonight to make her think any
differently of them. She has seen the fly
in the ointment, ard—King
James’s
translators
did not apologize for the
word—it stinks.
Let us reflect foi a moment. Is there
one rule of propriety for
a Christian and
another for a Christian church? Is that
which is undignifled for an individual
fitting and becoming for a church? Is
it contemptible to beg and wheedle and
haggle for one’s self and noble to beg and
wheedle and haggle for one’s church?
Or is the reputation of the church in the
community a thousand times more to be
guarded than that of any individaul member?
MISS FLORENCE SIMS’

REPORT.

In her excellent report which wa3 read
at the anniversary service of the Young
Women’s Christian Association on Sunday evening, an abstract of which was
give in yesterday’s issue, Miss Florenoe

GORHAM.
Sims, Secretary of the Association, reGorham, May 33.—Rev. J. M. Marshall ferring to the raligious work of the society
of North street, preached at the Methodist said:
church Sunday morning in exchange with
“As we speak of the religious work,
th pastor
At the evening service. Rev.
we refer to the Bible studv work, ana
\un. Cashmore gave an excellent address
upon “Gladstone,
England’s greatest
tritute to the lWth century.”
Mr. and Mrs. F. A. Uiddmgs are visit
ing friends in Boston for a few days.
A Republ.can caucus will be held at
the Town hall, Saturday, June 4th at 2.30
o’clock to chose delegates to the state and
county conventions
Miss Carrie C o .urn of Portland spent
bum;ay with her parents here.

FINANCIAL AHUCOMEECIAL

women’s meetings, which are held
Sunday afternoons, also the hospitals
services, of which we have charge once in
the month. Two classes in Bible study
the

were conducted at the rooms, one under
the direction of Rev. W. S. Ayres, in
old Testament study, ; n 1 for his excellent service, we hereby take opportunity
to hereby express our thanks.
The other
was a class in the study of the “Life of
A class
Christ,” led by the Secretary.
in the city has been very successful.
THE MUNICIPAL COURT,
The Sunday afternoon meetings have
been very helpful and the average attendBEFORE JUDGE ItOBIXSON.
At the monthly hosance has beon fifty.
Monday—Robert E. Dimond. Intoxica- pital service, usually three of
the wards
tion; fined $50 and costs.
are visited, with generous appreciation,
Michael J. Fiannagan.
Intoxication; on tho part of many of the patients. The
thirty days in City t.ouse of Correction. flowers, which two women have generousbredorick O. Brown.
Intoxication; ly contributed from their private conserfined <3 and costs.
for distribution at the service
Samuel K. Harris. Intoxication; fined vatories,
has added much to the pleasure of those
|3 and costs.
receiving them. Much of blessing has
» Patrick Murray.
Intoxication; fined $5 come to the work, for which we are grateand costs.
ful.
Walter L. Smith.
Intoxication; fined
Thankful for the blessings of the past,
So and oasts.
and with regret for places where we may
"John Kenney. Intoxication
thirty days have failed, wo would pray for His help
t» Che county jail.
and direction in the future, that the work
John Kenney.
Resisting
fined may till its place by meeting the demand
officer;
?™*eud costs.
which God would make upon it for the
Josephine McCormick.
Night walk- young women of the city.”
ing, Dinety days in the county jail.
Frank Milan. Assault; fined
,*5 and
; ; THE RANGELEY BURNED.
costs.
George R. Harris.
Rangeley, May 23.—The passenger
Intoxication; fined
$3 and costs.
on the
steamer Rangeley which plies
Esther J. Libby. Intoxication; fined *3 lake, was burned to the water’s edge last
and costs.
in
the
fire
started
The
ongino
night.
W
Daniel
Spinney.
Intoxication room, it is thought. The boat was infined $3 and costs, suspended during good sured.
loss
was soveral thousand
The
b
behavior._
j dollars.

a'W.e

now

<! notations oi Stable Prodncts in the
leading Markets.
audaloney Marxet,
(By Telegraph.*

on

call

was

NEW YCRK, May 23.
steady at ljtdVi per cnt;

last loan 1%: prime mercantile paper 4ys@6Vi
ner cent,
sterling Exchange firm, with actual
business In bankers bills 4 86V«@4 B6»4 tor
demand and 4 833/* 1^4 86 for sixty days; posted rares
cowmeicial bills
84Vid;4 87%.
4 82Vi@4 83.
Silver certificates 57v«(g58!*.
Bar Silver £7Vi.
Mexican dollars 4&Vi.
Government Bonds wean.
State bonds dull.
Railroad bonds firm.
(Retail brocorft’

rtm..,

20.
‘2

30%

nfd

o0./4

& Uulncy 100%

'a,k«

>9?
‘®
63Mi
103%

Louis & Nash.
54Vs
Manhattan Elevated.104Va
Mexioan Central.
4%
Michigan Central.103
Minn & St Louis.
26%
Louis nf....

4%

102%
26
86
33%

86

Pacific.”

33S4

Jersey Central

94

<j4

New YorkCentral. 'li6%
New lork. Chicagoft St Louis 13
do pf
66
Northern Pacific com
26%
do
do
pfd. 65%

11&
66
26%

The following quotations represent the paving prices in this market:
G'ow and ox hides.7c » lb
Bulls and stags. Be
Ccait skins, trimmed..
do
untrlmmod.. 90
Lamb skins ...
60 to 80c each
Portlnail tVk'itsiais Mirx*
The

tallowing

tody s’

Provisions. Groceries; c:c

wholesale price 1

Flour.
fr
low grades.6 00g6 26
Boring Wnea. baners.ci ana stG 25&650

Grata.

Superfine

Corn car
do bag lots
Meal bag lots
Oats, ear lots
Patent Spring
Oats, bag lota
Wneat... 7 76®0 00 Cotton Beecslicn.str’eu:.
— ——-

■ "h- ■

402*47
48
46346
38s»40

....

ear
—

'of

42®44

lots. 00 00'S23 00

uae iuu)

vvvva**

uu

clear do.. *6 66*6 75 Saoked Pr'r
t Louis st'g.
car lot*. 17 00®18 00
6 7557 00
roller...
bag lota00 00*18 oo
clear do..6 66®6 76 Middling *1700®!8 CO
" nt’r wheai
bag ote. .*Oo@18 00
patents.. 7 00S7 76 Mixed feed_ 3 8 60

125
163
16

Northwestern.127%
do
pfd.169

3nt & Western. 15Vs
Sesame.g. 18%,
Roe k Is tana.101%
3t! Paul. 97%
ao MS..145%
Paul ft Omaha. 78
Sto | prtd.145
3i

PORTLAND. May 23.
are

66

,'nui.

Minn.

*

On and after

C0EEESP0NDENT9.

schs Ethel F Merrlar^N^wnSI’ uIay 23-Ar,
cel- do M ,V. V-B,oston! JH « Perkins, Spence£.d0- Mary Rilen, Piper, Gloucester.
23-Ar, sch KlllieS Derby,
from Boston,
BotonEto’,May
to loaa for Fortress Monroe.
oin

exchange

dispatches.

133.,
10%

.Mann.136

67%
7%
J9%
160
89
189

100
126

American; Exnress-....125

40

40

97%
46

Peoples Gas.
98%'
lomestake,
47%
Intano.
’aolfie Mail...127

4

27
183%

raiace.185

taw common.180
VMternlUnton..
90%
ioutheru Ey pfd.
Jnion Pacific.

134%
-0%

tugeue Hall, Saw,rn^aK-e^llSlMay 22—Sch
with plaster,
L
Re?^each tor Norfolk, in
^8^an^*
Vessel
good concflUon°r0
Domestic Portr^

-NEW YORE-Ar

22d. schs Alico J Crabtree,
for Portsmouth; Ktta A Stimp9on.

Island; Evie B Hall, Surinam; S S Kendall
and A F
Ktudberg. New Bedford; David Faust,
Boston; Victory, Bangor; Sarah Mills, Salem;
Mary E Graham. New Haven for Norfolk: Ira
Blise, Norton, Rockland; F C Pendleton. BurNewport,

Sid, ships A G Ropes, for San Francisco, and
Heuee, for Houg Kong; schs Jennie G Pillsbury, Eoeklan
Alice J Cr btree, Philadelphia
for
Portsmouth, NH.
Ar 33d,
barque Daisy Reed, Mitchell. Brunswick, Ga: sch Lewis H Goward, Haines, do;
Georgie Gllkey. Gardiner; George W Glover,
Rockland; Lawrence Haines. South Gardiner
Judge Low. Dennysvllle for Rondont; A Hayford, Rockland; John Booth,Gardiner; Edward
W You g,
Richmond; Lucy Hannon, Calais via
New Haven; Georgletta, South Gardiner
Samos, Richmond; lelumah. Bangor; George H
mills, carvers

Harbor; w

K

unesier,

$tr. IsSaucS
(Cajit

Portland, Mt. Desert

B3»e8ie,

[7.00,

Returning

STEAMBOAT-c£

CASCO BAY

WEEK DAY TISVIE TABLE.

DAYLIGHT.

Machias Sfbt.

days.
Passenger and freight rates

macuias:

the

lowest,

BOSTON and PHILADELPHIA.

....

....

From Boston every Wednesday
Saturday.
From Philadelphia
Wednesday and

Saturday.

-■

—

---

Sort;

Portland iff# Boothbay SteamooaT Co

—

—

SaretB

DOMINION LINE.

,.

MONTBEM. ant

QUEBEC

to LIVERPOOL.

BOSTON

PORTLAND and SMALL POINT
STEAMBOAT CO.

“Percy “y"”

Steamer

CA^VCHAS.

IlOVVi

ALLAN LINE

BOSTOfT
PERS

.W2T

~

fiJSS

BAY STATE AND
JV-UTU

_

PORTLAND,

4.

unur.

a

1

sfiSfeger.

■

International

—

Scarboro

Beach, Pine

Point, Old

Or-

chard, Saco, Biddeford, Kennelmnk. Wells
Beach, 12.55. 4.80 p. III.; North Berwick,
hover, Rxetcr, Haverhill, Lawrence, Lowell, Boston. 4.05 a. m.. 12.65, 4,30 p. m. Arrive Boston, 7.25 a. m.. 6.28, 8.45 p. m. Leave
Boston tor Portland 3.45 a. m., arrive Portland 7.10

a. lb.

EASTERN DIYIMOY
Stations, 9 a. m.; Blddeford,

lor Way

Portsmouth, Newburyport, Salem, Lynn,
Boston. t2.00. tO.OO a. m.,
1.00, 16.lo
p. m.
A.rive in Boston, o.o7 a. in., 12.50,
4.16
9.25
p.
m.
Leave
for
Boston,
Portland, 7:30, 9.00 a. in., 12.30,
7.00.
p. m.
Arrive Portland. 11.50 .a. m.. 12.15.
4.30. 10.20 p. HI.
SUNDAY TRAINS.
Biddeford.
NewburrPortsmouth.
port. Salem, Lynn, Boston. 2.00 a. UL- 1.00
P. m. Arrive in Boston, 6.67 a. m.. 4.15 p, m.
Leave Boston tor Portland, 9.00 a. nu, 7.00
Arrive in Portland, 12.25,
p. m.
10.30
m.

p.

tConneets with Rail Lines for
South and West
UDaily except Monday.
Through tickets to all points for
Station.
D. J.FLANDKR8. G. P. & T. A..
GEO. H. THOMPSON. Ticket
land.

New York,
sale at Union
Boston.

Ageht. For*.

MAINE CENTRAL R. ft.

Sunday Time Table.

ser-

For Forest City Landing, P&tks’ Island, 8.00,
GEO. F. EVANS,
Modoc, Jonesbory; Eliza S Potter, Biehmond; vice the best
marisdtf
9.00. 10.30 a. in., 12,15, 2.15, 3.15, 5.00
Emma M.Fox, Bangor; Cbas L Jeffrey, Green!
General Manager.
p. m.
For Cush ng’s Island, 9.00,10.30 a.
(Buying® selling price) itlo,roasted
Landing; lyy Belle, Bristol.
11*16
in., 12.15,2.15,
Boston Proanoe Market.
3.15.5.00 p. m.
Lou—Largo
Javt&Mocha do26*28
BOSTON—Ar 22d, schs Wesley M Oler, HarFor Little
and
Snore
4 503*47 5
Groat Diamond
Molasses,
BOSTON. May 20. 1898—The following are rlman, Charleston; Republic. Neville. IslesDorO i
Islands,
Tretethen’s and Evergreen Landings,' 8.00, 9.00
small do. .2 00*3 26 Porto Bloo.... .26*80
Herbert, Perkins, Rockport; Norton, Peterson
onlay’s quotations of Provisions, etc.:
10.30 a. m., 12.15, 2.00. 4.20 p. III.
Pollock .... 2 26*3 50 Barbadoes.
do; Lavluia Beil, Reed, Bangor; Woodbury M
26*26
FLOUR.
For Ponce’s LandiDg, Long Island, 8.00, 10.30
Haddock... 1 75*2 00 Fancy.82*36
Snow, Strout, Rockland ;Georgie L Dickson, AcDIRECT STEAMSHIP LINE.
iprlng patents. 7 09®7 66.
a. m., 2.00, 4.20 p. m.
derso i, Wlthington. NC.
Tea.
Hake.2 00*2 26
ciearlanu straight. 6 75®7 00
For Marriner’s Lauding, Long Island, 10.30 a.
H erring, nox
schs Helen L Martin, Hillsboro, NB. JoSid,
Amoys.22@30 iprlng,
Winter patents. 6 76*7 60.
1
m., 2.00 p. m.
Healed....
9gl4c Congous., •«...26«60
seph Eaton, Jr, Greens Landtngand New York;
and
cleariand stralgnt, 6 00@7 25
Mackerel, in
Japan.2E®»* Winter,
Henry Crosby (and anchored In Lighthouse
C. W. T. GODIN’G, General Manager.
Extra
and
Seconds
00.
Snore Is *22 00**26 Formoeo....... 26*65
Channel).
Fine and Supers —.
snore 2S *16 00**18
Sugar.
Ar 23d, schs Fred’k Roesner, Rogers, Philaevery
6 466
StandardOran
Large 3a
delphia; Margaret B Roper, Cranmer, Norfo k:
HARPSWELL STEAMBOAT CO.
Domestic
Markets.
5 465
frounce
Ex Cline quality
C W Dexter. Martin, Calais (at Weymouth); 8 E
Beginning Api-U let 1698, steamer Aucoclslliy Teiegrapm
Davis, Harrington, Mt Desert; Teresa D Baker,
5 09
Cape Cranberries
ExtraC....'
Boston. 8 p. m. From co will leave Portland pier, Portland,
From
Central
Wharf.
daily, SunMay S3, 1898.
Shea, Islesboro; Lydia M Deerlng, Swain, Port- Pine street Wharf. Philadelphia, at 3 p. m.
In- days excepted, as follows:
39 crate.. 3 60®3 60 Yellow Extra C....4%
'NEW YORK—The Flour market—receipts land; Wm
O 00
Maine.
Hood
Keene, Machias; Everett, Caliis
Por Long and C’bchcJkgue Islands, Harpswell
sailing vessels.
10.010 bbls; exports 4S.116 bbls; sales 8,000 Fred C Holden, do (at Miltan); Allendale, Ban- surance one-half the rate ofthe
3 65*3 76
Pea Beans.l 6681 75 Timothy.
Penn. R. R. and
Freights for the West by
Bailey’s and Orr's'Istand, 2.30 pm.
1 lackages: firmly held but aide
gor; White Poam. Franklin; Luoy May, MillYellow Byes.i 65»1 76 Clover,Week *%@o
South by connecting lines, forwarded free of For Clift Island, Mondays, Wednesdays and
r iour quotations—city mills patents at 7 36®
Cal Pea....l 66«1 76 do
N. T. 9%®lo
briage; Hattie Godfrey, da (at Quincy).
commission.
2.30 tsjW
Fridays,
mills
clears
winter patents 6|60@7 00 :city
Cld. sch Mary B Wellington. Kennebec and
Potat’s.Dus 0 00*1 00 Alslke,
10*10% it50;
Round Trip $18.00.
Return for Portiandvteave Orr’s Island, by
Passage $13.00.
6 30416 60; winter straits 6 S6®6 60; Minn. New Yoik.
Ked Top,
8
do. bDi;
16*17
Meals and room included.
of
way
above.
Itaaihgs, 7.00 a, m. Arrive port
6
>ats
90*7 40: winter extras 4 60*5 UOiMinn
Sid, schs Clara W E & W L Tuck, and AugusFor freight or passage apply to F. P. WING,
Provisions,
SweetsJersey326@3 76
land, 9.30 a. «?”*
lakers at 6 60*6 00; winter low grades 2 90® tus [Palmer, for coal ports; Abel E Baboock,
PorkCentral Wharf, Boston.
do NonolK 0 00®
Agent,
ISAIAH
DANIELS, Gen’IMgr.
i 00.
Kennebec and Philadelphia; chas P Notman,
do Vineland.4 508*6
16 60
heavy
aft*;
line are
sepll
All goods shipped by this
nu
Wheat—receipts 6*7,600 bush: exports 389,- for a coal port; Stella B Kaplan, for a southern
medlumlA 60816 00
Onions. Bel 2 00*2 10
>
*i’127 bush: sales 6,160.000 bush; futures
covered against war risk by open policies
A R Keeue, and Norman, coastwise; H 1
do Egyp'c326@3 60|
:
shortcut aDd
2 Ited at 1 61% fob
msh
No
for
E
spot;
spot
easy;
lartlu,
Babcock,
Abel
Hillsboro,
NB;
Issued to this company without expense
clear
Chickens....
14@15
.float.
Kennebec and Philadelphia; Mildred A Pope,
Turkevs.wes. 138i6c Beef—UghtlO 2501076
Corn—receipts ln7,826 bush; exports 523,473 L dy Antrim, Boothbay; LA Phlnney, Hills to shipper.
Northern ao....16®17
heavy,.. 11 60*12 uO
E. B. SAMPSON, Treasurer and General
lush; sales 330,000 bush; 17,000 spo}; spot boro, NB.
WINTER arrangements.
Fowls...
13814 Bniests%D* 6 76®
f 0 b afloat.
asy; No 2 at
Highland Light—Passed north 22d. sch Mar Manager, 88 State St, Flake Building, Boston,
Apples.
Lard, tes ana
STEAMER ENTERPRISE leaves as folOats—reoeipts 168.400 bush: exports 131,726
Roper; Wm K Park. Bangor for Fhlla
Eating appl’ss 60@4 50 % bbl.nure 7%®8
1
lows
1 ush; sales 10,000 bush spot: futures
bush;
elnhla.
do common *2*3 00
do eom’na, 4% ®o
GOING WEST.
AUGUSTA—Ar 21st, sch Thomas Booz, Am
Baldwins 3 5004 00
OCEAN
STEAMSHIPS.
nails,compq 5%®&% f pot weak: No 2 at 34c; No 3 at 33%c; No 2
EAST BOOTHBAY for PORTLAND, Mon8
No
white
traok
,-Mte
at
white
36%c;
35%c;
bov.
ErapOtb
9%*lio palls, pure 814St8% I
at 7.16 a. m.. touching at
days
BANGOR—Ar 23d, schs Millie Washburn
Lemons.
piirellf
8% 88% : 6® 40c.
South Bristol, and Boothbay Harbor,
extra India Mess Blake, Boston; Eagle. Eaton, do; Nightingale
3 00*4 00 Bains....
Messina
9
®9Vs l jBeef quiet; lamily—; city
PEMAQU1D for PORTLAND. Wednesdays
3 50*3 75
California
Piukbam, do; R F Hart, Leathers, Perth Am
accev're
at 6.00 a m.. touching at above landings.
Lard easy: Western steam 6 70*6 76.
Drawees.
boy; Maggie Mulvey, Hutchins, do; Franconia
OIL
DAMARI8COTTA for PORTLAND, Fridays
Pork quiet: mess 11 76^12 25; short clear Young, Philadelphia;
0 008C 00 Kerosentl20u
Isaac Oberton, Trim
Florida
at 6 a. m.. touching at East Boothbay, South
8%
Westorn
at
Batter
3
00
isflrm;
creamy
New York: Mattie Holmes, Nickerson, Pori
14@16c:
California,
60*4
Llgoma. 8%
Bristol and Boothbay Harbor.
do Seedlngs 2 75*326
Centennial. 8Va 1 actory do ll«l2%o; Klgins at 16c: state dairy Johnson; Estelle, Hutchings, Philadelphia.
GOING EAST.
Pratt's Astial ..10% 1 2®14c;docrem 12nl4%c.
Sid, sch Mary Willey, Williams, Portsmouth
Eggs.
Leave PORTLAND at 7.00 a. m. Tuesdays
Eastern extra..
©13 In hall bbls le extra
BATH—Ar 23d, schs Lydia M Deerlng, Bos
Eggs firm; State and Penn at liOll%c;
for
Steamer.
From
From
From
Boothbay Harbor, South Bristol, East
Vestern fresh 120.
FreshWestern..
*12
Baltina.
ton; Bertha Dean, do; Thomas H Lawrence Liverpool.
Montreal Quebec
Boothbay and Pemaquld.
Held.
Petroleum aulet.
Muectl.60 lb bxs5®6V3
do; Charles D Endieott, Ipo; E W Perry, do
Leave Portland Thursdays at 7 a. m. for
9.00 a. m. 6.00 p. m.
Butter.
Molasses steadv.
London lay'rll 75®20C
Thomas B Garland, Portsmouth; LorlngC Bal 'Saturdays
HarDor. South Bristol, East BoothBoothbay
Oreamerv.tncy.. 18*19
Rice firm.;
lard. Newburyport.
Cast.
and Damariseotta.
Scotsman
GlltKoge vr'mt. *18
April 30 Apr 30 bay
Rosin steady.
BALTIMORE—Ar 21st, ship Edward O’Brien April 14
Ketall—delivered.
Leave Portland Saturdays at 7 a. m. for
81
Yorkshire
7
7
May
Choice....
May
Cumberland 000*4 26
Spirits TurDDentlne firm at 29@29%.
Banlleld, Boston.
South Bristol and East
28
Labrador
14
14 Boothbay Harbor,
Choose.
Ar 220, soh Edward E Briery, Ross, Boston.
Chestnut....
*6 00
Sugar—raw strong,tending upward;falr refinBoothbay.
S
Dominion“
81
N. Y, fetrv 9*10
21
Fran Klim...
8 00
i ng 3% @8 11-16; Centrifugal 96 test 4 3 16.
BATH—Ar 21st, sells Wlnuegance, Parris May
mar24qtf
ALFRED
RACE. Manager
Vermont... 9 *10
Lehigh....
«6O0
New York for Augusta; Flora Condon, French
CHICAGO—Cash quotations;
13 Pea..
Hags.«12%
4 60
do for do; W S Jordan, Baker, Boston; Addle I
Flour In moderate demand, steady,
wheat—No 2 spring wheat 1 20; No 3 do ai McFadden, Stuart, Boothbay (and all passed up)
TO LIVERPOOL VIA. QUEENSTOWN,
Oram Quotations
BELFAST—Ar 23d, sch George B Ferguson
16(51 40;No 2 Red l 66. Com—No 2 at 34%
From
from
CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADtt
1360: No 2 yellow—c. Oats—No2 at r9%@ Bangor for Boston.
Steamers.Boston.
Liverpool.
BOOTHBAY—Ar 28d, soh Fortuna. Boston.
*29% e; No 2 white 31 %®32e; No 3 White at
Saturday’s quotations.
H
Berth:
Boston;
sells
Harvard
Havey,
Sid,
ivley 18,
Canada, June 2, 7.30 a. m.
lO%®3l%o; No 2 rye at 66%e; No 2 Bariev
WHEAT.
June 16,
Canada, June 30, 6.30 p. m.
it 42®60c:No 1 Flaxseed at 1 34;prime Tlm- V, do: Ellis P Rogers, Bath.
round trip (Sundays excepted) between
DUTCH ISLNAD HARBOR —Ar 21st, sol
June 30, New England (new), July 14,7.00 a. m. Dally Portland
May
July.
ithy seed at—;Moss pork 12 00®12 10. Lard
and Cape Small Point.
for Chester
Perth
147
James
A
Amboy
Closing..
Parsons,
1091/3
short
rib
slaes
6
40.
BATES OF PASSAGE.
35®6 37%;
10@6
Dry
On anu after April 4th. 1833,.
160
M<*.
111%
Opening..
laltea meats—shoulders at 6@5% ; short deal
First Cabin, $50.00 and npwards.
Return
Sid, 9chs Thomas G Smith, Bangor for Savan
tides 6 o0®6 70.
COK.N
$lco and upwards according to steamer and acButter firm; cremry 12@15%c; dairy at 13® nail; JJ Little, do for Norwalk: Andrew Peters commodations.
May.
July.
Sarah
do foi
Haven:
New
Calais
for
Miller,
3c.
Cheese
steadv: cream at 9®9Vsc.
35%
36%
Ooeillnq.
Second Cabin, to Liverpool, London, LonNew York; Sea Bird, Wareham for do.
tlislng..
36%
Eggs firm; fresh 9V2c.
36%
H.
ReEASTPORT-Ar 22d, sch E C Gates, Brett donderry and Queenstown, $34 to $42.50.
Receipts—Flour, 8.700 hbls; wheat 11«,90C New
turn $66.75 and $78.40, according to steamer Will leave Fpctland Pier, Portland, at 2.00 p.
OATS.
York.
msh; com 460,000 bush; oats 294.000 bush;
and accommodations.
m., for Lowell’STuOve, Orr’s Island; Card’s Cove.
Ar 23d, sch Emma F Chase, Boston.
May.
July.
ye 0.600 bush; barley 38.000 bush.
Steerage, to Liverpool, London. London, Quohog Bay,1-Poor's Point. East Harpswell;
ELLSWORTH—Sid 23d, sch Sarah Blalsdell
26%
Opening..
Shipments—Flour 16,300 bblsswheat 240,00c New
Glasgow, Queenstown and Belfast- Ashdale, Horse Island Harbor, Water-Cove,
derry,
York.
2614
Closing..............
msh; corn 1,068,700 bush; oats 294,400" bus;
Small Point. SiSftsco, Pliippsburg and Cundy’s
FORT POINT—Ar 21st, schs Isaac Orbeton $22.60 and $26.50 according to steamer.
FOBK.
ye OuOO bush; barley 0 Oou bush.
Apply to J. B. Keating 61 1-2 Exchange Harbor.Ginn, New York for Bangor; RF Hart, Lesth
July.
street, T. P. McGowan. 420 Congress street.
at 166: July ers, Perih Amboy for do; Mattie Holmes, Ginn
MINNEAPOLIS—Wheat—May
ltETURNINfsp-Leave Cundy’s Harbor at
12 27
Opening.’
Ashton’s Ticket Agency, 931 1-2 Congress St.. 0.00 a. m.; Phlppsburg,.6.15 a. m.; Ashdale, ,0.30
l 64% ; Sept at 9i%@9lc; No 1 hard 166%; Boston for do.
12 27
Closing.
or David Torrance & Co.,
a. m.; Water C6vs,
No 1 Northern 1 54%.
general
Small Point, 6.45 a m.;
soh
agents,
VILLE—Sid
22d.
Blanche
JACKSON
Hop Montreal.
Poor’s Point, 7.003. nu; Card’s Cove, 7.15 a. m.;
MINNEAPOLIS—Flour—first patents 6 90® kins, Crockett, Bucksport.
may2dtf
Monday’s quotations.
8.00 a. m„ arrive in
6
Lowell’s
Orr.S
second
at
island,
86;
schs
Cove,'
r|lO:
patents
76®6
first
clears
MACHIA8-Ar 23d,
Regina, Boston; 1
WHEAT
Portland at 10.00 a. tn.
it 5 30®5 60; second clears at 4 30 44 60.
W Cooper. New York.
May.
July.
to
F’or
further
apply
NS.
particulars
110
Sid, sell Deoorra, Sand River,
DETROIT—Wheat—No 1 White at 1 28: No2
Onenlnx.
J. H. McDONAlD. Pres, and Manager,
MOBILE—Ar 2lst, brig L F Munson, Watt
111
ited cash 146; May l 46.
{^losing.165
MAIL
ROYAL
168
Commercial
46-3.
street.
STEAMERS.
Telephole
Kev West.
Corn—No 2 mixed 39%c.
COBS
dtf
apr4
MOUNT DESERT-Ar 19th, sob Stephei
Oats—No 2 white 3oc.;
and
Montreal
to
Qnebeo
Liverpool.
May.
July.
Bennett, Glass, Boston.!
Rve—No 2 at 640.
From
Fiom
36%
Cioilug...........
NEWLONDON-Ar 21st, soh Kate 8 Flint
TOLEDO—Wheat—N02 cash and May 1 64.
Liverpool Steamship_Montreal
.35%
upemug.. •••••••• .. 34%
Apalachicola for Noank.
Com—No 2 mixed at 37c.
California,
28Mav
OATS.
Sid, sells Anna Pendleton, Noank for Bruns 12 May.
Oats—No 2 mixed 310.
19
Numtdlan.
May.
4 Juno
wick, Ga; Electa Bailey, Bangor for Phlladel
Rve—No 2 at, 63c.
May.
Juiy.
a.
phi
25%
Cloverseed—prime oash —.
Opening.
2 June.
Parisian
Ar 22d, sobs Nat Ayer, Hodgkins, Bangor
25%
Closing.[29%
Carthaginian,
25 June
Kate & Mary, Uoggswell, Randolph for Bostor 9 June.
Cotton Markets.
16 June.
FOBK,
Cauiornian,
30 .June
toeiore repurieu mi uuruueui. uauieu uu run
I July.
this
to
and
morning
brought
port;
require!
ityTelegraph-i
Steamers sail from Montreal at 9 a. m con-.
1220
steam pumps to keep her free).
Opening..
MAY 23, 1888.
with
Grand
Trunk
trains
nectlng
leaving Port12 15
Closing.
NEWPORT NEWS—Ar 22d, sob Blanche B land the previous evening.
CHARLE8T0 N—The Cotton uiarse, to-uav
King. Bennett, Boston.
Laurentlan carries cabin passengers only
vaefsteady; Middling 6% c.
NORFOLK—Ar 23d, sch Fannie C Bowen
Portland Daily Press Stock Qoutatlonr.
Carthaginian carries second cabin passengers
GALVESTON—Cotton market today was
Chase, ball River.
Corrected by Swan Si Barrett, Bankers, 186
irm; middling 6 13-160.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 22d, schs Ida L Hull
Tlhe Saloons and Staterooms are In the cen- Daily Line, Sundays Excepted.
Middle street.
Cotton
MEMPHIS—Tne
market to-dar was Kennebec: Aloha. Boston; Elvira J french,do
tral part, where least motion is felt. EleoSTOCKS.
THE NT5W AND VADATlAD STFAMBR8
Iteadv: middlings 6%c.
Isaiah Hart, Bath; Annie F Conlon, Bangor
trlcity la used for lighting the ships throughPar Value. Bid. Asked
Description.
Florence Randall, Portsmouth
Lynn;
NS—The
Fostlna,
ORLKA
NEW
Cotton
the
at
the
market
command
to-dav
out,
being
of the
106
lights
110
Canal National Bank.100
NH ; Gem, Gardiner; Josle B Burt, Fall River
luiet: middling B 1B-18C.
passengers at any hour of the night.
Music
casco National Bank.sou
John B Manning, Boston; Lizzie E Dennison
30
MOBILE—The Cotton market to-dav was Kennebec; Eva L Ferris. Boston; Gardiner 1 Booms and Smoking Booms on the promenade
Cumberland National Bank.. .40
uur
deck. The Saloons and staterooms are heated aiiciucuviji
100
G
13.16c.
middling
Bank.
National
luiet;
Chapman
Reynolds, Newburyport; Hattie McG Buck by steam.
land, every Evening at 7 o’clock, arriving in
98
lOn
First National Bank.100
SAVANNAH—The Cotton market I to-dav
with
Cove.
connection'
earliest
for
Pigeon
season
trains for
Bates ot passage <62.50 101*70.00. 4 r* was
109
ill
Merchants’National Bank.... 75
Irm; middling 5%f.
Delaware Breakwater—Ar 21st, sch S M Bird
ductlon is made on Bound Trip Tickets
i
points heyond.
97
99
National Traders’Bank.100
Morrill, Windsor, NS, for Washington (and sl<
Seeond Cabin—To Liverpool, London and
'2.r>w(Tl,
Through tickets for Providence!
-02
104
Portland National Bank.100
22d>.
S.f»d l
F-oiopean Market,.
Londonderry, *34.00 and *36.26; return Worcester, New York, etc.
180
166
Portland Trust Co.100
Passed out-Schs Carrie S Hart, for Salem 1 <68.76 and *69.00.
Returning leave IifWA Wharf, Bog^a, every
80
86
'By Teioeraon.1
Portland Gas Company. 50
for Tampa; Twilight, to
7 o’clock.
T
Thomas,
at
Martha
London,
Evening
Wv,-V
Liverpool,
8teerage—To
Glasgow.
102
104
Portland Water Co.100
R COYLE.
LONDON, May 23, 1898,—Consols closed at New Haven.
Belfast or Londonderry, lnoludlng every re130
135
Portland St. Railroad Co..100
111 3-16 money for aud 111 6-16 for aecount.
F. LISCOMB, Oefl. AgL
sch
AMBOY—Ar
and
21st,
C
J.
PERTH
Den
for
tbe
Emily
*22.50
qnislte
*23.60.
voyage
128
180
v
Maine Central R’v.100
Sept. 1.1891.
For tlokete or further information apply to
LIVERPOOL, May 23,1898—Cotton market nlson. New York.
60
61
Portland & Ogdensburg R.R. too
PROVIDENCE—Ar 22d, schs Geo L Sclicpp T. P. MeGOWAN, 420 Congress St., J. b
inehanged-American mldling |3 9-ied; sales
for
BONDS.
NB,
John.
Ella
KEATING.
61>A Exchange tit., ASHTON’S
Pawtucket;
May
i.000 bales, Including 300 bales for specula- Wood. St
120
Portland 6s. 1907.
TICKET AGKFCY, 9311-2 Congress St.. H
Cooper. Rockport.
tion and exnort.
Jl®
103
Ar 23d, sohs Catawamteak
Portland 4s. 1902—1912 Funding.. 102
* A. ALLAN, Montreal, 92 State Su. Boston'
ROCKLaND
108
Portland 4s. 1913, Funding.106
jly31dn
Header, New York; Addle E Snow, Brown and 1 India St., Portland.
VOH
102
SAILING DATS OF 8TEAM8HIPS.
Boston.
Bangor 6s. 1899. R. It. aid.101
116
—Sid 28d. sch H 3 Boynton
ROCKPORT
Bangor 6s. 1905.iWater.114
FROM
FOR
102
St. Jo ’o. N.B.,Halite*. fi.SBath fls. 1898. R. H. aid .101
Calais.
RAILROADS.
Jermaine
..New York..Liverpool...May 25 Cooper. Boston.
Eastport, Lubaa.
103
Bath 4Vss, 1907, Municipal.101
SALEM—Ar22d. soh Wideawake, Maddox
’outhwark.New York. .Antwerp!....May 20
and all parts of New Brunswick, Nova Scotia
103
York.
Bath 4s. 1921, Refunding.101
New
lor
l'rince Edward Island and Cape Breton. The
.aliforuiftn.Montreal... Liverpool... May 28 ItocklaiiQ
102
Belfast 6s. 1898. R. R. aid.lol
Sla 23d, schs Wideawake. New York; Maggh
favorite route to Campobello and St. Andrews,
Vancouver,... .Montreal.. .Liverpool..- May 28
106
J Chadwick, Si John, NB; J Ponder. Jr, Bangor
Belfast 4s. Municipal.102
B.
N.
York.
.Genoa.May
2s
yer8
•,.New
102
Calais 4s 1901—1911 Refunding....loO
TIIOMASTON-Ar 22d. sch C R Flint, Hart
Anehorla.New York. .Glasgow
Summer Arrangement.
May 28 Tonsil
107
Station. Va.
Lewiston6s,’1901, Municipal .106
Amsterdam..
.New
28
York.
.Rotterdam
.May
105
steamer
On and after Jlondav. May 9th,
Lewiston 4e, 1913, Municipal.103
VINEYARD-HAVEN —Passed by 22d, set
Navarre..New York.. Havre_M ay 28 Charlotte
Portland on Mondays, .Wednesdays
102
leave
from
will
Saco 4s, 1901. Municipal.100
Belfast
foi
T Sibley, Coombs,
.Liverpool .May 28
and Fridays at 5.30 p..m.
Marne Central R It 7s, 1898. 1st mtglOl 101% Jmbrla.NewYork.
Ga.
Darien,
lav
Station Foot of Preble St.
el.New York. .Bremen.May 28
"
•*
135
Ar 23a, sells Atby K Bentley, Elizabethpori
intgl33
7s. 1912,cons.
Returning leave St.John and Eastport same
'*
».
106
107 -heater.New York.. So’ampton. May 28 lor Boston; Maggie Eilen, Portland for Provi
“4VaS
On and after Monday, Oct. 4, 1897, Passenger days.
•'
Pretoria.New York. Hamburg May 28 dence.
SBr
105
“4s eons, mtg-103
trains will Leave Portland:
••
brave.New York. Bremen.May 28
Through tickets issued and baggage checked
105
Sid. schs July Fourth. Lygonla, N H Skinner For Worcester. Clinton, Ayer Junction, Nashua.
g«s,1900,exten’sn.l04
to destination, sar*Freight received up to 4.00
Sallust..New York. Montevideo May 28 and J M
ice
Portland & Oga’g gas,'900, 1st mtglOi
Morales.
Windham and Epplug at 7.30 a. m. and 1 >;«!
..Juno 1
SVesternland
.Antwerp
m.
.New
York.
p.
101
103
Portland Water Co’s 6s, 1899.,..
p. m.
Passed—Brigs Jennie Hulbert. Savannah foi
For Tickets and Staterooms apply at the
teutonic.New York. Liverpool..June 1 Portland;
Portland Water Co’s 4s. 1927.103 104V
Katahdin, Rockland for do; sells Mi For Manchester, Concord and points North at Fine Tree Ticket Office, Monument Square or
F Bismarck.. .New York. .Hamburg. .June 2
randa. New York; John I Snow, Rockport foi
7.80 a. m. and 12.30 p. m.
A Louise.New York.. Bremen.. ..June 2
for other information, at Company's Office,
do;
Rookland foi For Kochestar, Springvale, Alfred, Water
foot ot State street.
State Nebraska New York. Liverpool.. June 3 do; George Bird and Island City,
Boston ntocB alamo:.
boro and Saco Kiver at 7.30 a. m., 12.30 and Railroad Wharf,
for do; Henrietta A WhitHelena,
Bangor
London
June
4
llobile.NewYork.
J. B. COYLE. Gen. Man.
ney, Ellsworth for Rondout; Pochasset, bound
6.35 P. m.
closug quota- <•Wilhelm
The following wero the
.Genoa.June 4 east.
II..New|York.
For Gorham at 730 and 9.45 a. m, 12.3a 3.0a.
H. F. C. MERSEY Agent.
tions of stocks atBostou:
marlBdtt
Sourgogne.New York. .Havre.Juno 4
6.35 and 6.20 p. m.
Mexieau Central 4s.-.. 61%
For Westbrook. Cumberland Mills, Westbrook
Atchison, Top. & SantalFe. It. new. 12
Junction and Weodfords at 7.30, 9.45 a.m.
Boston &; Maine.160%
MINIATURE ALMANAC.MAY 24.
Foreign Forts.
12.30,3.00, 5.33 and 6.20 p. m.
.158
dopld
| lun rises. * 1*1 High water
Ar at Quebec.
p. m. train from Portland oonnects
}
Q®
Maine Centra).127
May 22, steamer Vaucouvei atThe 12.80
On and after April 28, 1808, steamers leave
Ayer Junction with "Hoosao Tunnel Route”
Union Pacific. 22%
OOolHelght..ob- ou (Hr). Jones. Liverpool.
for
West
the
and at Union Station, Worcester Portland Pier.
Nlok
Union Pacific pfd.'
APrH 17,
Ai«
for Providence and New York, via ’‘Providence
els, Singapore for Boston.barque Sachem,
For Falmouth, at 7.00 and 11.00 a. m.t 3.00 and
American Bell..
Line” for Norwich and New York, via “Nor- C.io p. m.
American
Sugar,
common.13«%
Ayres APril 17, barque Ad wich Line” with Boston and Albany R. r. fnr
Cotiseo's Island and Gt. Chebeague, SunFor
Sugar, ...
Llnne11- from Boston.
«
the West, and with the New York all rail via, set Landing at 7.00 a. m., 3.00 p. m.
Ceu Mass.’pfd.
2°' 9teamer Ktrurla “Springfield.”
oo common
RETURN.
OF
.....
PORT
PORTLAND.
Trains arrive in Portland from
Flint & Fere Mara...
>,ay 20’ steamer Livonian at 1.30 p. m.; from Rochester at 8.30Worcester
Leave Falmouth at G.0D and P.00 a. in., 1.00 and
a. m. l 30
5.62 p. m.; from Gorham at 6.40, 8.30 and 5.00 p. m.
MONDAY May 23,
J°IJn’ NB' 21st’ scU Annie M Allen and
New lork f|uotatioa» stocics Him Bonus
Leave Gt. Chebeague.at 8.16 a. m. and 4.15
10.50 a. m., 1.30, 4.15, 5.52 p. m.
Arrived.
(By Telegraph.)
For tickets tor all points West and South ap- p. rn.
Cld 21st, sch Buelah,
Thoiniutrtn
v
T.
F.
Leave Cousins Island 8.30 a. m. ancHKSO'p. m.
Ticket
to
McGILLIOUDDY,
Agent,
The foMoiag ware Co-djx'g closing quotations
Steamsl'-V Horatlo Hall, Bragg, New York—
NS’ 22d’ scl' Aia^ka. Mehaffey ply
BENJAMIN M. SEABURY.
Fortlond, Me.
of Bonds
Neiv
passongors and mdse to J F Li!,*''Tv»**
J.
W.
PETERS, SupL
General Manager.
Je25dtl
apr28dU
Coffee.

R.

R.

Townsend.)

Commencinc Thursday, April 28, 1898
For Forest City Landing, Peaks' Island. 5.45.
BY
6.40, 8.00, 9.00, 10.30 a. Ul., 12.00 111.. 2.15, 3.16
5 00. 6.15, 7.39 n. Iff.
THREE TRIPS PER WEEK.
For Cuslilug’s Island, 6.40, 8.00, 10.39 a. in., 2.15
Steamships alternatively leave Franklin
3.15, 5.00. 6.15 p. in.
Wharf Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturday. For Little
and Croat Diamond
Islands
The Horatio Hall at 0 p. m., the Manhattan at
Trefothen’s,Evergreen Landing,Peaks’ Island,
5 p. in. for New York dlreot. Returning, leaves _6.30, 6.40, 8/00, 10.30 a.
111., 12.00 111., 2.00, 4 20
Pier S8, E, It., Tuesdays, Tfiursdays and Satur6.15. 7,30 p. Ul.
days at 5 p. in.
For Poucg’s landing. Long Island. 5.30, S.00,
These steamers are superbly fitted and fur10.30 a. m., 2.00, 4.20, 6.15 p.’m.
nished for passenger travel and afford the most I'or Marriner’s
Landing, Long Island, 10.30 a.
convenient and comfort&Dle route
between
111., 2,00 p. 111.
Portland and New York.
KETtRX
Fare; one way. $5.00; round trip, $8.00.
Goods carried are Insured against WAR Leave Forest ciftr Landing, fr.20, 7.20. 8.36/9.30,
10.50
a, m„ 100/2.33.; MB), 6.30, s.a
pLm.
RlkK, under the terms of the Company's Open Leave
Ponce’s guiding- 3.05, 8..60, 11.2a a. m.,•
Policy, without additional charge to shipper.
*»
2.50,5.10, 6.55.pi hi.'
J. F. LISCOMB. General Agent.
Leave Cushing’s, 7UJ5; 8-15. 11.05 a. ttfiol/2.45,
THOS. M. BARTLETT. Agt
oowrttf
3.60, 5.20, 6.40 p. m.
Leave Little Diamond. 6.30. 7.20, '9a5B',a. m.,
12.00 m., 12.25, 3.30, 5.35,, 7.20, 7:50 p. Hfj 1«
and
Go Leave
Great Diamond, 8.25, 7.15. 0.15, 1L55 a.
Str. “Frank Jones.”
m„ 12.30, 3.25. 5.30, 7.15. 7.65 p. m.
Beginning Saturday, April 30tli, 1898. will leave Leave Trefetlien’s, 0.20, 7.10, 9.10,11.50 a. m„
Portland Wednesdays and Saturdays at 4 a. m.,
12.35, 3.20, 5.25, 7.10, 8.00 p. 111.
Leave Evergreen, 6.15. 7.05, 9,05, 11.45 a. m..
on arrival of train leaving Boston at 7 p. m., for
12.40, 3.15, 6.20, 7.06, 8.05 p. ni.
Rooklaud, Bar Harbor. MaehiasDort and intermediate landings. Returning leave Macliias- Leave Marriuer’s Landing, Long Island, 11.30 a.
3 oo p. in.
m.,
on
and
port
Mondays
Thursdays at 4 a. m., arSaturday night only, 9.30 p. m. for all landings.
riving in Portland 6 a. m Tuesdays and Fri-

LONG ISLAND SOUND

Boston & Maine

In effort Oct. 411», 1897.
Trains leave Union
S'.ailob. ior gcarburu
C rossing;, 10.00 a. ro„ 5.15, 6.20
Rib.; HtnrW
ro Beach. Pine Point,
7.00, 1C.00 a. m.. 8.80,
6.1o.
6.20.
Old
p.
rn.;
Orchard.
8aoo, BI4II, K.
! deford, 7.00, 8.40. 10.00 a, in.,
12.45, 3.80,
6.15, 6.20 p. rr.,; KesDebank. 7.00, 8.40 a. m.,
I 3 2.45,3.30. 5.15 ,6.20 p..
lb.; Kennebnnkpvrt,
Commencing Wednesday. May
1833, steam- | 7.00. 8.40. a, in.. 12.45,
5.15 p.ib.;
er will leave east end Portland Pier ior
Hay Wells Reach 7.00,8.40 a. ffi.,3.80,
5.30. 5.15 p. m.
;
View lauding.
; North Berwick, Soinm * wo th, I>over,\ 4.05.
WEEK
8.40 a. m.,
12.45, 3.2a, 5.13 n. m.:
5.50, 7.00, 8.01), 10.15
12.00 m.. 2/00, 3.00. I Rochester, 7.00. 8.40 a. W.. 12.45, 8.SO p. m.;
Alton Bay, 8.40 a. m.
Farmington,
G.15
12.46,
5.00,
p, in,
leave Kay View landing G.20, 7.20, 3.30 p. nu; Northern Div.. J.akeport. !.«*eonia, Plymouth, 8.40 a. m.. 12.45 p. re.;
8.25, 10.40 a‘. 111., 12.25. 2.25, 3.25, 5.25, 0.30 p. m.
Worott ter. via
gomerfr worth* 7.00 a, m,;
SUNDAYS.
Concord, via
Manchester.
Rocklajrham
Leave Portland Pier 8.00, 9.00, 10.15 a. m., Junction,
3.30
7.00 a. ra.,
p.
i&.j
12.00 in., 2.0j, 3.00, 5.00 p. 111.
Junction. Fxeter, Haver,
Rockingham
hill. Lawrence, Lowelh Boston, *714.05,
JolIN TEMPLE, Manager.
inaylldtf
12.46. 3.30 p. m.
18.40 a.
ill..
17.00,
Arrtvo in Boston, 7.2D, 10.16 a m„ 12.60,
4.22. 7.25. d. m. Leave Boston loi Portland, 6.59. 7.30. 8.00. 8.30 a. n:.t 1.00, 4.15,
Custom tlous» ‘Wiuirf.
Arrive Portland,
10.13. 11.00 a.
p. m.
m., 12.00, 12.20, 5.00, 8.00 p. IP.
SUNDAY TRAINS.

New York Direct Line.

Memoranda.

gess,

steamer

leave

MAINE STEAMSHIP CO.

22, steamers Lake Wlunlnetrr Hr?1??1,1,1®' May
Montreal lor Liverpool; ParisFan
lan (Bri
urj, ’n£iJffBarrett,do for do (and bothiproceeded)

Ship

Monday, May 23,

will

TO PEAKS ISLAND FOR 5 GTS.

DAXS.'

Portland
Pier
Diamond
lor Great
Island, 7.00, 8.30,
Return10.30 a.m.; 12.10, 2.15 and 6 p. in.
ing leave Diamond Island at 7.30, 9.00, 11.00
a. m.; 1.00,
2.45, and 5.30 p. m.
CASCO BAY EXCURSION CO.,
E. A. BAKER, Manager.
m23dtf
Vivian

°n

101%
96%
146%
76
143

Boston & Maine.160
New York&New England pld,
31d Colony. .189
Adams Express.
99

ulmau

WtOM OUR

Farrsboro-Ryan &

RAILROADS.

a.'m.,

Island Route.

Cleared.

STEAMERS.

it,

<Br)' Wilcox, St John, NB, for Great Diamond
Salem,K
Ich BcWut BathfoSou1!6 f°r B°8t°n'

17%

Texas Pacific. 11%
Union Pacific pfd.68"/«
waoasb....
7%
ao prfd.
19%

8. Express.

STEAMERS.

U l 0Ster

13

.......

Hides.

Bluelilll for Boston.
1 Daco'ih dnC n.dlc,Ee.Machlas
lor Boston.
al 'n i11"1011!
Harbor-

S?h

12%
3*/4

IB

Sid, sells Louisa Boardman. Shaw, Boston;
Nellie J Crocker, Henderson, New York.
Ar at Hillsboro. NB, 21st, sell Nellie F Sawyer, Portland.
Cld 22d, sell A P Emerson. Haley. Newark.

Sch Jul

KelseyF" Sprln8h111. Cook,

*?„
29

Central.103%

Minn & 8t

sc

los

Erie.new.12%
34%
'!°*8C pre,«r
Illinois
Krle& West.

*

10

Denver & Itio urann. 11

New

Portland market—cut loaf 7: confetion ea y
8c: pulverised 6c; powered, 6s; grauulateu
a Vs '. coffee crushed 6c*. yellow 4.*.

May

<“

Lubec.

Bristol and

“arpgwuli ?oal Parr3boro- NS'tow'
witherUoARWrfib?^8?’ 1;»lli‘|d6lP|»a'-

iin
110

Delaware* Hudson OanaiCo.lOS
Delaware.Lackawana & Wesil62
no

di?ffiorer°y

Colby, Boston for
Sid tm Hlogo, April 23, ship J B Walker, WalV’ How' PWpsburg via Cun- lcic6( New York.
Ar at St Jotin, NB. 23d, sell Linnet, Warren,

ing

J

Mo.Kau. & Texas ids.60 ,2
Mo, Kansas & Texas ptd....
Kansas caclfio ...
Oregon Nay. lata,.US1/*
C os ng quotations ol
23.
A to n Ison. 12%
32 Ys
Atchison pfd..
L'encrai Paslfie. 12Va
CheA s onto. 21%
Bmcaeoft Alton.169
do

Eastp^t andSt^Jobn^StB*'

jog* BooUibay! i£llterprlse- Race, South

jo®*

ptHcapo1 but llngton

20

121%
m%
10h%

.108

t:

Missouri
eucir

May

8tock'jay

Now York Stock

Bloney

May 23.
r21%
121V*

NewM rep
do coum
New

—

Steamship
—

Co.

■

In affect April 17,1898.
Trains leave Portland as follows:
7.00 a. m. For Brunswick. Bath.
Rockland,
Augusta. Waterville, Skowhegan, Lisbon Fills,
Lewiston via Brunswick, Belfast, Bangor and

Bucksport.

For Danville Jo. fPoland Spring*,!
FaUs, Rumford
iZwFalls.
Readfleld. WaterFalls, Farmington and Philluw.
11.10 a. m. for Gray, New Gloucester, Danville June., Auburn and Lewiston.
1L20 a. m. Express tbr Yarmouth, Freeport,
Brunswick, Bath, August^ Watsrvllle.
nttsfleld.
Bangor. Bucksport, Bis
8A0

a.

m.

Mechanic

Oakland.
ls.1?n-,yVlnmroP^
ville, Livermore

| Harbor.

hmAnvIlla

and

A

rnna tnnlr

nAnn Pr

B. &A.R.R lor Houltoft. Woodstock,
Stephen, and St Andrews, via vanceboro
and St John.
1.10 p. m. Mechanic Falls, Itumlord
Falls,
Bemis, Danville Je„ Lewiston, Livermore Falls,

J'a

at.

Farmington. Kinglield, Carrabasset Phillips
and Rangeley, Winthrop, Oakland,
Bingham

WatervUle and Skowhegan.
1.15 p. m. For Freeport Brunswick.
An
gusta,
Bath.
Rockland and
Boothbay.
all
stations
on
the
Knox
and
Lincoln division, WatervlUe, Skowhegan, Belfast, Hartland, Dover and Foxcroft Greenville, Bangor, Oldtown and Mattawamkeag,
and to Bnoksport Saturdays only
6.10 p.
m. For Brunswick. Bath.
Lisbon
Falls, Richmond, Gardiner, Augusta and

WatervlUe.
6.15 p. m. For New Gloucester, DanvUle
Junction, (Poland Springs), Mechanic Fall*
Auburn and Lewiston.
11.00 p. m. Night: Express, every night for
Brunswick, Bath. Lewiston, Augusta, WaterviUe, Bangor, Moosehead Lake. Aroostook
county via Old Town, Bar Harbor, Bucksport
St. Stephen, St Andrews, St John and

Aroostook County via Vanoeboro. Halifax and
the Provinces. The Saturday night train does
not run to Belfast Dexter, Dover and Foxcroft
or beyond
Bangor. Sleeping cars to St. John.
White Mountain Division.
8.45 a. m. For Bridgton. Fabyans. Burlington
Lancaster. No. Stratford, Colebrook. Beecher
Fells, Quebec, St Johnsbury, Sherbrooke Montreal, Chicago, St. Paul and Minneapolis and
aU points west.
3.30 p. m. For Sebago Lake. Cornish,Fryeburg,
Bridgton. North Conway. Fabyans. Lancaster.
No. Stratford,
Colebrook, Beecher Fulls,
LunenDurg, st. johnsbury. Newport Sherbrook, Montreal and Toronto.

SUNDAY TRAINS.
Paper train for Brunswick, AuWatervlUe and Bangor.
p. m. Train for Brunswick, Lewiston,
Augusta, Watervllle, and Bangor.
p. m. Night Express with sleeping cars

7*20 a.

gusta,
12.50

Bath.
11.00

m.

for aU points.

ARRIVALS IN PORTLAND.

From Montreal, Quebec, Fabyans. Bridgton.
8.25 a. m.; Lewiston and Mechanic Falls, 8.30
WatervUle and Augusta. 8.35 a. m.;
a. m.:
Bangor, and Augusta daily and week days from
Rockland, 12.23 p. m.; Kinglield. PhUlips, Farmington, Bemis, Rumford Falls, Lewiston, 12.30
D. m; Lewision and way stations 3.25 p. m.; St
John. Bar Harbor. Aroostook County.Moosehead
Lake and Bangor. 5.45 p.m.; Rangeley, Farmington, RumfordFaUs, Lewiston, 6.55 p. in.; Chicago
and Montreal and all White Mountain points
8.10 p. m.: dally from Bar Harbor, Bangor,
Bath and Lewiston, 1.40 a. m. daUy; Halifax,
8t John. BarHarbor, WatervUle and Augusta, 3.50 a. m.. except Mondays.
GEO. P. EVANS, General Manager
F. E. BODTHBT, G. P. & T. A
Portland, April lo, 1898.
aprildtf

Portland & Romford Falls

R’y.

In Effect 31 ay 9, 1898.
DEPARTURES.
From Union Station
8.30 A. M. and l.io P. M.
for Poland, Mechanic Falls, Buckle id. Canton, Bixheld, Rumlord Falls and Bemis.
8.S0a. m., 1.10 and 5.15 p. m.
From Union
Station forJYlechanic Falls and intermedlato
stations.
Thrmiorh

nnra

hAtwflfln

Pnrt.ln.nrt

P.nmfnrrt

Falls and Bemis.
Connections at Bemis for all points to th«
Rangeley Lakes.

Through Tickets

on

Sale.

BRADFORD, Tiafflc Manager,
Portland, Maine.
E. L. LOVEJOY, Superintendent,
Rumford Falls. Maine.
lel8 dtf

R. C.

-,

.;y

.—------—

■

Passenger fares of the Grand Tltink Railway
System between points, both LOCAL and
THROUGH, including fare to ALASKA,
KLONDIKE, the PACIFIC COAST. WINNIPEG, and the NORTHWEST, as well as ST.
PAUL, and all other competitive points, are
exactly the same as other Lines.

Free Colonist

Sleeping Gars

-TO-

..

PORTLAND

...

&JIGRGESTEIL

min & KOCHESTER 1L R,

..

....

Falmouth and Freeport

j

Aeon8rUesiiI!

ai?i8ned
dtanMorrintiBiUen??

Ferguson* Montreal.****^

MontreaL°“d°n’
Boston*.S*

Yo?fcWWt'

x

Steamers.

-AND-

Canadian Northwest
Lowest

Rates,

Quickest

Shortest,

and most pop-

ular

Route,

passing en route through principal Canadian
cities and Chicago and St. Paul, Minnesota and
Dakota.

Our Free Colonist

Sleepers

For families and others going west are a
special convenience, and passengers may bring
their own bedding, or may purchase It at cost
price at Montreal or Toronto stations. These
sleeping cars will go through \jithout change,
Portland. Me., Montreal and Toronto to WinniFREE COLONIST SLEEPERS will
peg.
leave 1 ortlaud every Monday at 6 p. m.. and an
additional Free Colonist Sleeper will leave
Montreal every Tuesday at lO.llO p. m.. commencing March Ttli.
Passengers for the Klondike and Yukon Gold
Fields will be accommodated in these Free
Sleepers as for as Chloago or St. Paul, where
simihu sleepers can ba bad to (he Pacific
Coast.
For tickets, reservation of space In sleepers,
etc., apply to company's agents.
marltdtf

the

SCHOOL COMMITTEE.

p»:r:kss.
:

NEW ADTEHT1SEMESM
,T. K. Libby Co.
Owen. Moore & Co.

System of Music
Without Change.

The Present

XUDAI.

;

to

of the
committee was held
yesterday
afternoon, the Mayor presiding.
All the members of the board were
school

present.
Mr. Hutchinson

that be
had employed Miss T. P. Trefethen in
the Brackett street kindergarten, and the
appointment was confirmed and salary
fixed at $1.50 per day until the end of the

New Wants. To Let, For Sale. Lost, Foun 1
and similar advertisements will be found unde r
their appropriate beads on page 6.

City Government
•Pecl*

; The regular monthly [meeting

Bines Brothers Co.
To Whom It May Concern.
Trank 1'. Tibbetts & Co.
The Exford.
M. C. M. A.
Messenger’s nosice,
John It. Murray.
Oscar T. Hunt.
Kastman Bros. & Bancroft.
Boston CaSlx Market Co.
Herr Fritz.

l°OKINgher

TO DEFEND PORTLAND.

Remain

Artillery

to be

Supported

COMPANIES ARRITE
CAMP NIANTIC.

term.
Miss Mary Latham was appointed a
temporary teaoher In Ward 3 kindergarten Special

a

Bus

Iron

■

adopted

system

Queen Lodge,

Donor, will

have

jfient this evening

Nc. 13, Degree < f
musical entertaii
in Orient Hall, Fat

by graded

extension and laid
over under the rules until this meeting.
On motion this order was taken from
the sohools

a

irington Block.

Mr. Hall, from
the musio
committee, said that the committee had
the table.

Tha usual Washingtonian temperanc e
meeting will be held at the Gospel Mil
Bion hall this evening at 7.4B o’clook. A 1
Interested in the subject of temperanc

unanimously prepared

report.

The
committee recommended that the musical
a

and all temperance workers‘nro invited.
are
for
the
remain entirely as they
was
Yesterday
raw,
cleudy an 1 ensuing year, and that the services of
Showery.
experts be dispensed with. On motion of
UDX D V f
Mr. Brownson the report of the oommittee
JUlUOUillg ux txxo
the Portland Athletic club will be hel 1 was adopted.
at the club house, No. 69 Spring street, o 3
This being the opinion of the music
the first Monday of June, at 8 o’clock i
committee it was voted unanimously to
to,, for the election of members of th e indefinitely postpone the original order,
executive committee, and for the trail
so the musio system of the Schools will
sactlon of suoh other business as may b< > not undergo any change.
brought before the meeting.
Two hook orders were aooepted and
Grand Master A. L. F. Pike of Noi passed.
v?ay, assisted by Assistant Grand Seow
Bills to the amount of (6,632.72 were
tary B, Q. Dyer, will institute Mountai 3 ordered paid.
Rebekah lodge, I. O. O. F.t at Bluehll I
MAINE CENTRAL.
t£is evening. On Wednesday night th 0
grand lodge officers will dedicate a nei r The
Transportation of Troops from Camp
O^d Fellows' hall at Hartland.
Towers,
A horse belonging to Mr. Ruraery, th 1
*uv

unuuux

limixi

■

lumber dealer,
Street, yesterday
of tbe liquor
Of was done.

ran away on Congres s
noon, and fell in fron t
agency. No damage to spea

General Secretary Garland of the Pori
laud Y. M. C. A., was at Augusta yestei
day to close up the association headquarl
Ots.at Camp Powers.
Mr. Charles E. Pillsbnry has purchase: j
of Edward E. Piper of Portland am l
George H. Piper of Biddeford, their in
in the “Dirt Solvent”

inspection

Bangor

Gov. Powers arrived on the late Pull
a^the West End hotel from Wash
ington Sunday night, and proceeded b ,
Augusta ou the early morning train yes
man

terday.
Mr. Bartley MoCullum left for Nev
York yesterday.
He will remain there >
week rehearsing his company preparator;
to opening the new theatre at the Cape.
Mr.

Bruno Fox of Cuba arrived ii 1
Portland yesterday
morning, and i 5
visiting his sisters on Spring street. Mi
Fox was born in this city, but for th 3
past three years he has been book-keepe r
at the great iron mines at Santiago.

Hassett, who has bee: 1
receiver for the Grand Trunk fo r
over 40 years, retired from the posltio 9
Ex-Alderman

freight

Saturday.

The Sherwood
organised
The following officers were

elected:

President—Mrs. A. C, Jordan.
First Vice President—Mrs.
Brown.
Vice President—Mrs.

^Second
Recording
Stevens.

Philip
J.

B.

Secretary—Mrs. Paul

R.

Corresponding Secretary—Mrs. Harry

j

Sure."

ye lands

Baking Powder.
powder. Nb

of tartar

alma,

no

adulteration.

Before the arrival of the

fire boat at
monitor’s
side,
all hands were
on
deok
and the crew lined
summoned
up
along the starboard rail,
where they
cheers
three
in
for
the
joined
approaching

s? years

on

the market

A favorite Wherever introduced.

ydandS

Baking Powder.

„

FREE TO ALL.

-ON-

Healing Without Medicine.

I
received
have
this day one car-load
off
fine
Canadian

BLACK

horses

weighing

from 1120 to 1600
pounds; also one carload
of
State
of
Maine drivers. These
horses are all
young,

guests.
g The visitors

Lieut!

Niantic yestei
day morning at 11.30 o’olock, by the Nev j
York and New Haven railroad and arriv
_

sound and

kind and

thoroughly broken,

and

warranted

as

represented.

lng

for an appropriation of $1500 for
uniforms should go through.
When the lire boat parted company
with the monitor the crew again lined
up and dolling their hats, indulged in

In Boston at four o’clock were trans
ferred to the Boston and
Maine traob s
and left Somerville for Portland at 4.37
They were delay 3d about twenty-on hearty cheers, to which the city fathers
minutes at Portsmouth, in order that thi , and the boat's shrill whistle responded.
The visitors were profuse with their comoompany destined tor Fort Constitutioi
unload its
‘and
wliei ( pliments on the orderly appearance of the

|

might

DERR

monitor’s men.
*
The lire boat made a short cruise down
the harbor, and gave an “exhibition” of
stream throwing before returning to the
wharf.
The men on the monitor are daily growing more accustomed to their duties and
more pleased with life on board.
All the
reoruits have now been examined, and
7a have been enlisted. About 12 failed to
There is
pass the physical examination.

fault to be found with the mess. With
plenty to eat, eight hours’ sleep and an
abundance of exercise in the open air, the
men are all in fine physical condition.
Most of them have gained flesh and all of
their faces have taken on a liberal coating
of brown during the five days they have
no

Valentine.

Company F—Captain, Charles H. Newton ; first lieutenant, George W. Ripley
Second lieutenant, Frank C. Smith.
The enlisted strength of each company
is fl4 men, with a foil complement of non
commissioned officers, and accompanying
the
command is Assistant
Hospita

been on board.

OBITUARY.

Steward George T. Stevens, with threi
orderlies.
The men were in heavy marching order
and carried the Merriam
Thif
paok.
paok, with the sticks fastened to thi 1
knapsack, enables the soldier to improvisi
a shelter.
Over the knapsaok was rolled the blank

DUFFY.

PATRICK

Patriok DuSey, who for the past three
years has been superintendent of Calvary
Cemetery, died at his home in Ligonia,
Saturday morning after a short illness.
born in Ireland, but for
many years has lived in this city, residing
on Brackett street until a few years ago.
He was oity forester for many years under
Mr.

et and underneath was.the overcoat neatlj
folded.
Each man was equipped wlti

haversaok,

canteen and the forage wai 1
while the campaign hat was at
taohed to the knapsack.
The Merrian
paok, whion was Invented by a son o
Maine whose name It bears, throws
thi
weight of the soldier’s load, by means o
worn,

Duffey

was

the Republican administration. He leaves
three sons, William, Edward and James,
all of whom reside in this city.
Mr. Dnffey was a good upright citizen,
who was respected by all who knew him.

FRITZ,

With His Staff of Modern Healers, Give a Course of Their

baggage,

this was over, the run was a quick am
smooth one until between Saco and Soar
boro a hot box oaused a stop and delayec
the arrival of the train
about
thirty

“It is conceded that Herr Fritz is the
most gifted healer now living,and that he
has made more remarkable cures than any
man in the world.1
“We see other healers, but none with
the power of this man. For years he has
stood at the head of all others and chal-

lenged them to a publio test of power and
skill, and after the afflicted have sought
aid from them all, it is he alone who
gives relief.”
His treatment is done by simply passing
the hands over the body and limbs of the
person treated. Hundreds come to him
who are sick, crippled and in pain who
are relieved at once, and many of those
who have been crippled for years are
made to walk away without their canes or
crutches.
Hundreds everywhere flock to hear him
and to see him and to be healed by him.
Admission to the hall as well as all treatment given in public are entirely free.
He is the man who has stood npon the
nlatform in all our largest citles.ncnunvinff
the

people. He causes the orippled and
rheumatic to throw away their canes and
crutohes, right then and there he makes
the deaf hear, and he heals the siok. His
wonderful oures have been witnessed by
tens of thousands of people. Wherever he
has appeared he has created the greatest
of sensations and the wildest exoitement.
is at liberty to bring those of
their own choioe to the hall for treatment,
so that they may know
that every cure
which is made is both genuine and last-

Everybody

s

much in
In another oolumn will be found tin
b b ra
satisfac- Ma H 1
advertisement of John D. Murray win 1 ready, efficient,cold or fever,
H I IK
a
fig
tory;
prevent
has just received two car loads of horse 3 cure all liver ills, sick head- “
“BB W
ache, jaundice, constipation, etc. Price 25 cents,
The only Pills to take with Hood's Sarsaparilla,

both workers and drivers.
It would pa;
all those in want of a horse to call at hi:
stable 81 Franklin St.

MAY CONCERN.

excitement at For
IT
TO
Preble Sunday when Are was discoverei 1
After May 20th, 1808, no move permits to
in some empty cement barrels.
It tool : bring cows or other iattie into this state fron
or other New
England States
pretty sharp work for some time to ex Massachusetts,
under the pretense that they are for beef ortc
tingulsh the blaze, but the Are was Anal
^
^
iy got under control. No damage to spea] ; board untlMarflier
of resulted.
The Are was not far fron
wffibead
was

WHOM

some

notice!*

have been

beeniproperly1tested<1aifilapproved

»&virore-

of the magazines, but the magazin
was not in
of explosion
any danger
though an extensive conAagration rnigh t
one

a

serious matter.

|L
VD

VV

|L
I?
V

FIHE AT FORT PREBBE.

There

f

{uvinm^wu!'
m' vP}1 ? /r'Jli'AJL>
r

®aJf“4

BAILEY,

President,

Treasurer.

Veterinarian.

riiwteodim

S/£

Jj)
™

I#

buying

^

UPHOLSTERY I

|

GOODS!

1

1

New Black Crepon and CauWeaves, 44 and 48 inches
wide, latest styles, at $1.00 less
Cash Discount.
ras

Imported Black Dress Novel,
ties, new small pattern, $1.35
per yard, and less discount.

We

offering some big
bargains in Tapestry, Corduroys, Crush Plush, Denims,
Cretonnes,etc. We have nearly one hundred patterns in
Also keep
these goods.
Gimps, Cords, Fringes, Buttons, Tacks and Sundries.
Furniture re-upholstered
by skilled workmen at the
are

j|

cf

jf

(k

computed.

71 GIs. Per Yard.

That the payment of any debts to or
by
said Debtor, and the transfer and delivery
of any property by him are
forbidden by
law.

That a meeting of the creditors of said
Debtor,to prove their debts and incase there
sufficient assets
to
authorize the
same to choose
one
or
more
assignees
of his
will
be
estate,
held
at a Court of Insolvency to be holden
at
are

190 Gts.

Per Yard.

rrouate voun

I $1.121-2 Per Yd.

New mohnir and Plain Sicili*
ana from SOc to
$1.50 yard.
New Canvas Grenadines in
wool,
and silk and wool, at 85
cents,
$1.00 and $1.13 1-3 per yard.

count.

You will fiud

no

Better Styles,

ter Values this season.

BINES

roruana,

in

;may24&3l

M. C. M.

less Ten Per Cent, for Casli.

special meeting of the Maine Charitable
rpHE
A Mechanic Associtation, will be held at Li.
braiy Boom, Mechanics’ Ilall, THUBSDAY
EVENING, May 26, at 7.30.

Order,

GEO. A. HABMON, See’y.

my24d3t

671-2c Per Yard.
no

Lower Prices and no Bet-

STORAGE

:

BROTHERS

CO. FURS.

-BY THE-

BOSTON'
■267

CASH

MARKET

and Fur Garments

Furs

COMPANY,

Congress St.,

Head of India St.
against the credit system, which has always kept prices high and has been a hindrance to the inhabitants of this beautiful city. We take this bold step,
firmly believing that it will benefit every family in the city of Portland and we do so feeling
that we will have the hearty cooperation of every fair minded citizen.

ceived for

during

re*

Storage, and insured

the

Summer

at

season

low rates.
All valuable furs after thorough

prepaiatlou

are

taken

to

the

Union Safe Deposit and Trust
FIRST—That all business should by right be conducted on a cash basis.
SECOND—That every family can save at least 10 to 15 per oent of their
living expenses by paying spot cash for their provisions.
THIRD—That those who follow the cash system are the most free, independent people today and those who conduct a strictly cash
business are no less than public benefactors.

Co’s

Tuesday Evening, May 24th!

MARKET

267 Congress St.. Hoad of India.
♦
Prominent among our list of
♦ solid
companies we call your attention to the wonderful growth
of the New Hampshire Fire Insurance Co., of Manchester, N. H.
It is a triumph of the skill, genius

♦

x
a

g|
p

♦

OSCAR F. HURT,

I

X

663 Congress St.,Portland, Me.

J

J
X

|

X

and sterling honesty of the New
England people,
Twenty-eight years ago it began
business with assets of $134,586
and a surplus of $8,029.82. Today
its assets are S2,937,319.76 and its

surplus $840,940.17.

We are the Portland agents for
this successful company and have
always found it fair and liberal in

its business methods.

^

for

safe

GO.,

Our new method is odorless and does

not

repairing can be done now
advantage than in the

to better

Autumn.

thorough, the price less, and the
garment ready to wear when required.

L. H. SCHLOSBERG,
FURRIER,
2 Free St.

eodsttiptf

aprl9

*

♦

When

Y

X

Com in?

♦
Y

Dowb

+
▲

♦

MladklSe

Y

X
♦
♦

Y

£
♦

Step

whatever you require in the
and Paint line with

H, H, HAY & SOU.

...

Parcels
livered
town.

St.

in and leave your order for

2

35 Exchange St.

crease

the garments.

*

«

DOW & PINKHAM

keeping,

The work is inclined to be

FROM 7 TO 9 O’CLOCK.

The doors of this beautiful new market will be throwu open to the public, and
the first fight for a cash business will begin, in which we are as sure of victory as
the glorious Stars and Stripes are sure to win over Spanish tyranny and gain the independence of suffering humanity in Cuba. Everything new, with experienced men
to ciit and serve the finest and most complete line of the best selected Beef, Pork,
Lamb, Veal and Poultry to be found in the city. Canned Goods, Fruit and Vegetables will be sold at especially low prices. We have not the room here to quote
prices, but wo have every article marked in plain figures. Call and see if we can-

BOSTON CASH

vaults

without extra charge.

Fur

OUR BAND CONCERT and GRAND OPENING

fa X

ns?

said

A MEAT WAR DECLARED !

♦

lowest cost. Mattresses and
cushions made to order.

in

OF

sj

A

noom,

said County of Cumberland, on the 6th day'
of June, A. D., 1893,
at ten
o’clock in
the forenoon.
Given under my hand the date first above
written.
C. L. BUCKNAM,
Deputy Sheriff, as Messenger of the Court of
Insolvency for said Countv of Cumberland.

Per

Plaiu Black Canvass and Velonte Cloths, 48
inches wide
that are genuine bargains at 75c
JLess our cash disper yard.

p

I(T

is to

petition of said Debtor, which petition was
tiled on tile 23rd day of May, A. D., 1898,
to which date interest on
claims is to be

New Black Crop on effects, 50
inches wide, mohair
Figures
and very handsome and stylish;
79c is the price, but the cash
iiscout makes them about

Don’t forget the Concsrt Tonight, from 7 fa 9, with Full Brass Band.
All Goods Delivered. Also long Distance telephone connections.
Sava money in

Notice.

s

give notice,that on the 23rd day
May, A. D., 1898, a Warrant in
Insolvency was issued out of the Court of
Insolvency for said County of Cumberland,
against the estate of
RICHARD If. GRIMMER of South Portland,
adjudged to be an Insolvent Debtor, on

not save you some money.

rence

nominal.

Messenger

of
THIS

SPECIAL PRICES.

largest halls, and has oured thousands

of

81 Franklin St.

may24___net
Office of the Sheriff of Cumberland Countv
State of Maine, Cumberland, ss., Mav 23rd
A. D„ 1898.

The Sick, Crippled and Deaf to
be Healed in Public ‘-By the
Laying on of Hands,”

way has been concluded.
The purchase Includes land purchase!
of Eben E. True, William H. Small and
Charlotte Ellen Irwin, and is bounded
by Presumpscot street, East Deering, th<
location of the old Atlantic and St. Lawrailroad, the land of John Blak<
and J. S. Knowles.
The conslderatlor
mentioned on the deed from Mr. Small tc
the road is 82,150, while the conslderatlor
mentioned in the other deeds is merely

We have just received several styles of Black Dress
Goods that we intend to offer at

Remarkable Exhibitions.

ing. They may come sick, orippled and
in pain, and they will leave freed from
alllsuffnring. Ily making a few passes
with his hands over the body and limbs
good military appearance.
from New York.
She brought 25 passen- all
pain is stopped, the sick are relieved
F oompany has on its muster roll no t
The trip was
gers and a large freight.
a mere touch from his bands, those who
by
less than twenty-five college men, includ
made in remarkably good time, consider- are
crippled are made to waik. These oures
ing representatives from Yale, Harvard ing that her engines are new. It is be- are done in
where
the entire
public,
and
K
make
Brown, Wesley
Trinity.
lieved she will shortly be able to
compan;
audience can witness them.
has one at least, and he hails from Am
When about
the trip in twenty hours.
This will be an exhibition such as has
herst.
half way between Cape Cod and
Caps never been
witnossedjbefore in this oity
xv oi
tn > jnuzaDein, nunuay u.gui,, one uiuoun and should
many nave seen ; service in
be attended by all thinking
but
regular army,
even it has some repre
Hall passed within sight of a warship,
people. Ministers, newspaper men and
sentatives ingthese'companies and arnodg probably the patrol flagship San Franscientists are at liberty to occupy the
these may be mentioned Miohael MoGratl
cisco.
stage and investigate thB truth of his
of K company, who served in
K
o
smaok
The lobster
Troop
Lucretia, recently power of heaing “by the laying on of
the 6th XT. S. cavalry.
Sergeant Baile; launohed, has been hauled up at Custom hands.’’
and Private Joy of F company have als<
house wharf.
Derr Frit* with his staff of
seen servioe with the regulars.
EAS'FdEERING PURCHASE S'* modern healers have offices at
THE
In this command is
James Frederic]
the Chadwick
where
House
GRAND TRUNK,
Newman, who was seven years in th
those who are ablfe and wiling
50th “Queen’s Own.
He served ii
Three deeds were filed at the registry
India, Malta, Gibraltar and Egypt. Mos li of deeds Saturday, which go to show thal to pay may go and be healed
of the enlisted strength is, however, froi] i the much-talked of purchase of land ai when they are not engaged at
Hartford, Conn., and Portland is fortn East Deering by the Grand.Trunk rail the hall.

had to wait some time for their orders
In the meantime the men amused them
selves by slnglng]patriotic songs. Upon th
arrival of Captain Kodgers it was orderei l
that the two companies return to the car
and there remain for the night.
In tin
mbrnlng at 7.30 o’clock the march will b
taken up for Fort Preble
and
it
i i
thought owing to the limited space fo
company within the limits of the fort,
that only one company will remain a
Preble. The other is likely to pitch it
tents under the shadow of the big
tei
inch guns at Portland Head.

dTmURRAY,

JOHN

measure

FINE HORSES.

ve
lands
Baking Powder.

Low Prices

HALL.

the

■

law,

CITY

~

—

His resignation was mile , Turner.
Treasurer—Mrs. J. C. White.
regretted by the ofiloials, for he had bee 1
Auditor—Mrs. E. S. Osgood.
& faithful and valuable officer.
Miss Ella Sargeant was appointed chairRev. George E. Leighton of Skowhegau
man of tha committee on play grounds.
lieutenant colonel of the Malno Division > Mrs. J. W. D.
Carter as chairman of
Sons of Veterans, is in the,city'for a fet r committee on
street
improvement and
flays visiting relatives and friends.
Mrs. Vlnnle R. Hoxle as chairman of the
committee for soldiers and sailors’ relief.
CATTLE COMMISSIONERS’ ORDER
HIED AT POOR FARM.
Permits will not be issued to any on
A man by name of James Smith, died
to bring cows or other cattle from th 3
other New England states undeif pretene 9 at the poor farm yesterday aged 65 years.
that they are to be used for beef or tnrne 1 He caratR® the poor house last February nate in having two such craok companie 3
into pasture.
Only animals for breedin, g and hls hotn* is supposed to be some- of Connecticut’s contribution to the U
purposes that havo been properly testei l wberrteNew Jereey,"but beyond that the S. volunteer foroe as a part of its defenses
It was not expected by the commandin; ;
Will be passed.
authorities know nothing of him.
officer at Fort Preble that the companie >
would arrive before 8.30, so the comm am 1
“Pure and

cream

city counoil.

_

Saturday.

A pure

and Alderman Merrill, most
of the CQm.
raon couno11 memberB,
Chief Engineer
Eldridge and his assistants, City Clerk
Byer and several other holders of municipal offices and a few ex-tnembers of the

HARBOR NOTES.
has been postponed.
straps, about the hips, greatly relieving
E. H. Foster,
Tho British schooner
Merrill'and Larrabee for singles and the
strain on the shoulder which the or whose attempt to enter the harbor at two
and
and
Harris
for
donbles,
Carney
diDary knapsack causes.
o’clock yesterday morning, oalied forth a
donbles, will probably represent the PortThe command brought ten days rations
warning shot from the battery at Portland High school at the tennis meet at the
She will leave
necessary camp equipage including
land Head, is still here.
Brunswick, on the colleger ’court Friday fourteen A tents and two wall tents.
for Salem tomorrow. She is heavily laden
and'Saturday.
The personnel of this augmenting force 5 with laths.
is exceptionally good.
Most of the mei
Tho Maine Steamship company’s new
THE CIVIG-GHOB.
are young, averaging about twenty-fou :
steamer, tho Horatio Hall arrived here
The Civic club, forrued^or the study of
years of age, are clean cut and present;
yesterday morning, on her second trip
oivll
was
at

Friday evening,

Aroostook.

-AT

j.

minutes.
the Maine
reoeived at
No sooner had the train come to a stoi
Central yesterday for three sections of in the Union station than
the
men
trains to be ready,[When called for, for alighted from the oars, and assembly be
transportation of the troops from Augns- ing sounded, the companies lined ui
ta. Bach section is to insist of eight
along the platform.
day ears, two baggage cars or box oars, _The_offioera of the companies are as fol
one Pullman, and one section, to have a loWS:““~
Button stock oar attached. |h all there
Company K—Captain Henry H. Saunwill be 24 coaches, six baggage or box ders. first lieutenant, Edwin H. Watersecond lieutenant,
Nathan G.
One Burton man;
cars, three Pullmans and

manufaol

AFTERNOON

were received on
deck by
Commander
Kearney,
Lieut. Cohen,
Lieut. De Unger, Lieut. Potter,
These companies are K and F of th ,
Lieut. Bigelow and Dr. Smith,
First regiment of infantry, Connecticu t Clifford,
escorted
were
over the
They
battle^
volunteers, recently transformed from th 3
scarred old oraft, climbed into the turret,
First
regiment Connecticut Nations j
inspected the two big guns, visited tht
Guard have been in camp JJ at
Niantic
room and then passed
through the
since
The
4th.
Connecticut,
May
regimen engine
dark passage into the ward rooms and
is commanded by Col. Charles L. Bui
finnllv tn t.hft nffir.GTS* Quarters
O
dette and was intact until last
Sunda:
night, when one oompany was [ordered t } light lunch was served.
n_
Of course the visit of the city fathers
uwu
u«»mpames so roi t
Preble, two companies to Plum Island gave the Montauk’s men an excellent
and onejcompany to Gull island.
opportunity to talk to them about tht
how
the city
The companies ordered to Fort PrebI j need of uniforms, and
and Fort Constitution left
patriotism would be praised if the

Orders were

stock car. Col. Kendall telegraphed that
his troops were all ready to start [as soon
tory, conducted on Cross street, in tbl
In
the Maine
city Mr. Pillsbnry is an ex-oity clerk c 1 as the word was given.
Central yard there stands ready, besides
Biddeford.
The flag purchased by business men o: j the Maine Central coaches, a number of
Exchange street, between Middle an j cars belonging to the Baltimore & Ohio,
Lake Shore and Boston & Albany.
Federal streets, was run out, yesterday
CoL Kendall telegraphed that if he rein front of Masonic block.
ceived orders to start last night, his men
PERSONAL.
and baggage could leave Augusta at 3 p.
m., today. The United States qoarterMr. Herbert W. Rich, who has
bee 1 master says that to break
Camp, as the
confined to his residence by Illness f< r
boys must do at Camp Powers, if done
several days was able to come down tow 1
by old soldiers, would require eight
yesterday morning.
hours. "_
General Freight Agent Prescott of tt 0
«riY3.tr omrnnr
Maine Central is getting stronger ever
The
dress
parade of the battalion will
day, but he has not got down stairs yet.
take place Friday afternoon in the High
Col. T. P. Shaw is back from his Cal
school yard.
fornia trip.
The reception which was to have been
Railroad
Commissioner
Chstrllwinrr (
passed through the city yesterday, on hi ; given fay the class of '98 to the other
members of the sohool at Assembly hall,
of the
6
way to an
terest

at

Mayor Randall

Train Slakes

Quick
F. O. Bailey & Co. will sell at auction at 1 5
Connecticut and Brings Troops lo!
o’clock this morning at 9G Exchange St., abou t school.
A new room, it was announced, had
100 Quinn Kefrigerators suitable for house c r
Fort Preble—The Might Spent in tin
store use. These refrigerators are considere 1 been started in the MoLellan Sohool, and
Cars at Union Station.
to be the best on the market and the forced sal 9 Miss Georgia M. Bines appointed teaoher.
At eight o’clook last evening, engin
cf such a large number oilers a fine chance t 3
Miss Annie Logie was appointed a
It
Bfccure a bargain.
No. S3 of the Boston and Maine railroad
teaoher at Chestnut street sohool.
Miss Powers’s resignation as teaoher at with Engineer Willard T'atterson of Port
BRIEF JOTTINGS.
the High Sohool, was accepted, and Miss land, at the throtlte,
palled into th s
Edith H. Farnum was engaged to fill the Union station with one baggage car ant (
three passenger coaches, having on boan (
In the clerk’s office of the United State s raoancy in the
High sohool, temporarily.
At the last meeting of the sohool oom- the two infantry companies which havi ,
Court yesterday depositions were beln ?
taken on the case of the Maine Flori 1 mittee an order was introduced that the just been ordered to re-enforce the garri
Company.
Amerioan musio
be
in all son at Fort Preble.
Forest

.

pier early in the afternoon
UUQ» and remained
:V
.-u
there till the
assembling of the citv
fathers who had been told
to be on band
promptly at 3 o clock. In the
party that
made tne trip were all the
members of
the upper board except
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Ee-

Their

tot^,Iomaoti

ment members, who
o’olock and put in a full
The fire boat came

necticut Infantrymen.
TWO

Members Pay

The Montnuk had
day, chief among

by Con-

JII5W

over.

promptly
anywhere

dein

|

Drug
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